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Reasoning about knowledge has been a central issue in epistemology since Plato deﬁned knowledge as
justiﬁed true belief. In the twentieth century, the discussion was renewed by the use of formal logic and
modal operators in Hintikka’s epistemic logic. This logic has found applications in computer science
and economics, but has defects: it is mono-modal, static and has no sense of resources. In this thesis we
present a logic to reason about knowledge and the change induced to it as a result of communication ac-
tions between agents in a multi-agent systems. The semantics of this logic is an algebra of propositions
paired with an algebra of actions. Both have structure preserving appearance maps whose adjoints
stand for knowledge of agents. The algebra of actions is a quantale, thus actions are treated as the
qualitative resources of Linear Logic: they are not accessible to all agents to acquire new information.
Agents themselves act as qualitative resources to other agents: their nested appearances of a context has
an effect in the reasoning of other agents. We also present a sequent calculus for our semantics, in the
style of Lambek Calculus and Non-commutative Intuitionistic Linear Logic. We prove the soundness
and completeness of this sequent calculus with regard to the algebra and apply the setting to reason
about safety of security protocols. We connect our approach to the existing literature by showing that
models of dynamic epistemic logic of Baltag-Moss-Solecki are instances of our logic.
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La logique ´ epist´ emique est une logique modale qui est utilis´ ee pour l’´ etude du raisonnement sur les
croyances et la connaissance. Depuis ses d´ ebuts dans les ann´ ees soixante par Hintikka, elle a ´ et´ e
appliqu´ ee entre autres en informatique. Ces applications ont r´ ev´ el´ e certains d´ efauts: elle est mono-
modale, statique, et ne tient pas compte des ressources. Ces applications requi` erent une logique o` u
l’on peut ´ etudier le raisonnement ` a propos des croyances et des connaissances des agents avec des
ressources limit´ ees dans un syst` eme multi-agents, o` u ceux-ci communiquent entre eux et o` u il en r´ esulte
que les agents changent leurs connaissances; en d’autres mots, il faut une approche dynamique du
raisonnement sur les connaissances. Dans ma th` ese, je vais d´ evelopper une logique multi-agents pour
la connaissance, la croyance, et le changement, et qui est aussi sensible ` a la question de l’usage des
ressources. Cette logique, appel´ ee IDEAL, est une logique alg´ ebrique avec un syst` eme de preuve dans
le style de Gentzen. J’ applique ce syst` eme IDEAL ` a la r´ esolution de probl` emes r´ eels tels que celui de
la s´ ecurit´ e des protocoles de transaction en-ligne. Ces protocoles ont un cadre multi-agents interactif,
o` u les connaissances des agents est importante: on ne veut pas que notre information soit connue
par un tiers parti. Finalement, j’examine les liens avec les autres travaux dans la mˆ eme domaine, en
d´ emontrant comment la logique dynamique ´ epist´ emique de Baltag-Moss-Solecki, est un cas particulier
de mon syst` eme IDEAL.
Mot cl´ es. Actions, Ressources, Connaissance, Logique, Protocoles de s´ ecurit´ e,Chapter 1
Introduction
Reasoning about knowledge has been a central issue in epistemology since Plato deﬁned knowledge
as justiﬁed true belief. In the twentieth century, the discussion was renewed by the use of formal
logic and modal operators to account for propositional attitudes such as ‘I know that ’ or ‘I believe
that ’. Thus one could use the tools of modern logic to reason about knowledge and belief of agents.
This new branch of logic, called epistemic logic, has found applications in computer science and eco-
nomics [65] since its inception by Hintikka [46] in the 1960’s. These applications have broadened
the applicability of epistemic logic, but at the same time shed light on some defects. The epistemic
logic developed by Hintikka is mono-modal, static and has no sense of resources. It being mono-modal
means that it can only reason about knowledge of one agent and misses on inter-subjective and higher
order reﬂections between agents. This is a grave limitation since most of the applications are based on
a multi-agent setting, where we need to reason about what each agent knows about knowledge of other
agents. For example in modeling knowledge of buyers in a stock market, what each agent knows about
the knowledge of other agents and in particular knowledge of agents about his own knowledge, plays
an important role in his decision. The second major defect is that it does not formalize communication
actions between agents and the change induced by these actions on the knowledge of agents. From
this account, epistemic logic of Hintikka is static and can only formalize knowledge of agents at the
time of modeling. The dynamics and effect of actions on the knowledge of agents are mostly dealt
with informally and by explanations in natural language rather then in the logical formalism. This is
another limitation for epistemic logic, especially in dynamic multi-agent applications, where modeling
communication and its effects on knowledge is as important as modeling the knowledge itself. For
example the communication between bidding agents in an auction and its effects on the knowledge
of agents is a crucial factor in modeling the auction, and one cannot provide a full formal analysis of
the setting by informally dealing with actions. Finally, this logic has no account of resources, that is,
it assumes its agents have access to the same resources and thus reason in the same way about their
knowledge. Moreover, these resources are unlimited, so all the agents are uniformly perfect reasoners.
As a result agents modeled by these logics are logically omniscient [39], which means they know all
the consequences of what they know; this is not the case in the real life applications.The goal of this thesis is to develop an epistemic logic that does not have these defects. That
is, developing a general logical approach to multi-agent information ﬂow that models ’dynamics’ of
reasoning about knowledge and that also has a sense of agents’ resources. In this approach, knowledge
of agents would be subject to change as a result of communications actions that happen between the
agents, and the logic formalizes communication actions, as well as their effects. Since different agents
have access to different communication actions, their knowledge changes in different ways. So these
actions can be seen as resources. In the same line, each agent has different agent surroundings, so not
every agent can communicate with other agents. This makes agents serve as resources to other agents.
We refer to this logic as IDEAL, for Intuitionistic Dynamic Epistemic Action Logic. The features of
this logic make it a proper tool to study dynamics of knowledge in social settings and at the same time
makes it easier to applications in computer science and economics.
In order to put this work in perspective with the body of work on epistemic logic, note that later de-
velopments of epistemic logic discussed in detail in [39] have overcome the problem of mono-modality.
They have done so by adding a family of modalities, one for each agent and asking for appropriate ax-
ioms to relate them in a S4 or S5 logic. Attempts to formalize dynamics of knowledge are more recent;
the ﬁrst logic to formalize the effect of actions on knowledge is the logic of public announcements of
Gerbrandy and Groenveld [41, 42], and also Plaza in [72]. These systems only consider the effects of
one special sort of action: public announcement of a proposition. A complete formalization of public
andprivateannouncementsandtheireffectshasbeenintroducedbyBaltag, Moss, andSoleckiin[9,10]
and often referred to as Dynamic Epistemic Logic or DEL for short. DEL pioneers reasoning about
dynamics of knowledge via its update product of Kripke structures.
The novelty of our work, based on the joint work of the author with Baltag and Coecke in [7, 8], is
itsalgebraicsemanticsandcorrespondingsequentcalculus. IDEALusesalgebraicorderedstructuresas
its semantics rather than plain sets and relations as in [39, 9, 10], which are the usual possible worlds or
Kripke semantics of epistemic logic. Moreover, IDEAL is a non-classical constructive logic as opposed
to the above mentioned non-constructive classical logics. It treats actions of communication between
agents and the consequent changes on their knowledge as main concepts of the logic. The main rea-
soning power of IDEAL comes from adjunction techniques developed in category theory [61]. These
methods, ﬁrst logically used in Intuitionistic logic and extended to Temporal logic by Von Karger [89],
enable IDEAL to replace the usual reasoning by negation of epistemic logics with reasoning by ad-
junction. Moreover, they represent not the usual full modalities, but factorizations of the co-closure
modalities of S4 and S5 and also exponential of Linear Logic [44]. The ﬂuency and fun of reasoning
by adjunction make IDEAL’s proofs of challenging epistemic puzzles, which involve higher order re-
ﬂections, such as ’muddy children’ [39], much easier than other approach, e.g. in [39, 9, 10]. IDEAL
can also easily deal with more interesting and closer to real life versions of these puzzles where children
perform secret actions such as cheating and lying. Encoding these misinformation actions is a conse-
quence of following [10] and assuming epistemic structure on actions. But we go further than [10] and
introduce epistemic modalities for actions, so we can also reason about knowledge of agents about ac-
2tions. IDEAL has a special sense of resource-sensitivity: it treats communication actions between the
agents and the agents themselves as resources to other agents. Where the former is the usual quantita-
tive resource of Linear Logic [44], the latter is a new quantitative-like resource. It encodes the fact that
not every agent can communicate with all other agents and obtain new information: different agents
have access to different information. This feature is speciﬁcally reﬂected in the sequent calculus where
agents are themselves formulae of the logic and their contexts are encoded by different roles of comma
between them and other formulae, e.g. propositions and actions. Our sequent system is the ﬁrst one of
its kind for a dynamic and epistemic logic, since the proof system of DEL is a Hilbert-style axiomatics.
It shares techniques of, and adds novel features to Intuitionistic Non-commutative Linear Logic [94]
and also Labeled Deductive systems of [12]. The constructive nature of IDEAL also makes it a suitable
dynamic logic for partial information contexts, for example for belief revision [40], that is revising
prior beliefs of agents when contradicted by some new information. These application have been dealt
with in a recent joint work of the author with Baltag in [11]. Another application is to encode and
reason about safety of internet security protocols [80], this application will be dealt with in this thesis.
The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
In chapter two we go through the algebraic semantics of IDEAL. The theoretical starting point
of our algebraic semantics is the algebraic logic of Tarski [86], where elements of an order structure
represent logical propositions. The operations of the structure stand for propositional connectives such
as conjunction and disjunction. We then move on to the algebraic logic of Lambek [56], introduced to
reason about sentence structure in linguistics. The elements of this logic are not propositions but lin-
guistic types. Lambek’s logic is resource-sensitive and forms the basis of various dynamic logics [45],
for example quantales [2, 74, 77] and Linear Logic [44]. If elements of Lambek’s logic are thought of
as actions, then resource-sensitivity means that doing an action twice has a different effect than doing it
once. This is very different from Tarski’s logic of propositions where for example stating a proposition
two times is the same as stating it once. IDEAL models both actions and the change induced by them
on propositions, so its semantics is a join of Tarski and Lambek-style logics. This is a well-known
method for logics used in computer science: programs are actions and propositions encode properties
of the system that are changed after running a program on the system [45, 47]. The effect of programs
on propositions gives rise to a dynamic modality, which is the Galois right adjoint of the connective
that joins together these two logic, that is update. Interestingly, this dynamic modality is the weakest
precondition of Hoare logic [47]. So we can reason about the effect of actions on proposition by ad-
junction. The novelty of the approach of this thesis is that these two logics should be equipped with
structure preserving epistemic operators to stand for information of each agent. Another interesting
point is that the Galois right adjoint to these maps will stand for knowledge of agents. This provides
us with a reasoning by adjunction technique also for epistemic modalities. These structure preserving
maps cannot be freely copied and deleted since they are not in general idempotent, a point that enables
us to consider these maps, thought of as agents, as resources. A last point is the non-distributivity of our
3setting: it is amazing that distributivity of the algebra is not a crucial property in dealing with epistemic
scenarios.
In order to verify that the algebra does what it promises, we apply it to encode and solve the
famous epistemic puzzle of muddy children, discussed in detail in [39]. We show how epistemic and
dynamic features of IDEAL and its sense of resources, enable us to prove the puzzle in a very elegant
equational manner. As a result, the proof of this puzzle in our logic is much easier and shorter than
other approaches, for example the standard epistemic logic solution of [39] and also the solution of
Dynamic Epistemic Logic, mentioned in [9]. We also present two different versions of the original
puzzle, in these versions children are not honest and they take part in secret communication actions,
that is they cheat and lie. As a result the honest children, since they do not have access to the secret
communication actions of cheating and lying, get confused and will believe in wrong information. We
encode and prove these misinformation versions and show how our sense of resources that can deal
with different ways different agents reason about knowledge, plays a crucial role in our solution.
In chapter three we provide an informal presentation of the logical syntax for IDEAL. The reader
only interested in technical details can skip this chapter and proceed directly to chapter four. The two
common logical formalisms for modern logics are Hilbert-style axiomatic and Gentzen-style sequent
calculus. The Hilbert-style logical systems for propositional logic consist of many axioms about logical
connectives and only one rule, namely modus ponens. Thus one can say that the focus of these systems
is on what are the properties of logical connectives in terms of the axioms they satisfy. The Gentzen-
style sequent calculi offer an opposite approach: these systems consist of many rules and only one
axiom, that is the identity axiom. The focus of these rule-based systems is thus on how the connectives
are used rather than their properties. This feature has shown to be useful in applications in Computer
Science, in investigating properties of logical proofs, and has led to the ﬁeld of proof theory [87]. While
Hilbert-style axiomatics are closer in nature to the logical semantics presented in chapter one, in the
sense that they both have an equational and axiomatic approach, sequent calculi lie on a different wave
length and reveal a different view on the nature of logical connectives. On the other hand, developing a
sequent calculus from an algebraic semantics, with regard to which the calculus is sound and complete,
is a hard and delicate task for which there exists no general method. But once developed, the sequent
calculus can be used, much easier than a Hilbert-style logic, to study applicability of the formalism and
also be implemented in automatic proof search tools, such as theorem provers and proof assistants, in
order to mechanize the reasoning.
The logical system presented in chapter three is a Gentzen-style sequent calculus and is the ﬁrst
sequent calculus for dynamic epistemic logic. The sequent calculus consists of two intuitionistic sys-
tems: one for the propositions and one for the actions. These two systems are connected via the mixed
rules of the propositional system. We present the syntax of each of these systems and explain what each
operation means in informal terms. We also provide an intuitive way of reading the sequences of each
system and use this reading to explain the rules of each system. In a nutshell, a propositional sequence
is a list that can have propositions, actions, and also agents in it, for example (m,q,A) is a sequence
4in which m is a proposition, q is an action, and A is an agent. In intuitive terms it encodes agent A’s
information about the effect of action q on proposition m. If we use this sequence in a propositional
sequent denoted by `M, for example m,q,A `M m0, it means that after doing action q on proposition
m, agent A knows that proposition m0 holds. An action sequence is a list of actions and agents, for
example (q,A) encodes agent A’s information about the action q. If we use this sequence in an ac-
tion sequent denoted by `Q, for example q,A `Q q0, it means while action q is happening, agent A has
wrong information about it since he thinks that action q0 is happening. Our sense of resource-sensitivity
is well reﬂected in the sequent calculus. For example after a communication action q, an agent might
not be able to conclude that a certain proposition holds, that is
m,q,A 0M m0
but if he does the same action twice, or performs another communication action q0, he will be able to
derive the desired conclusion, that is
m,q,q,A `M m0 or m,q,q0,A `M m0
So repetition of actions matters in validity of sequents and in agents’ knowledge. Another important
issue in deriving conclusions is presence of agents. A certain derivation might not hold in reality, for
example
m,q 0M m0
but if an agent is present in the context, he might think that the conclusion holds, that is
m,q,A `M m0
This way of explicitly encoding agents in sequents is a novel feature of our the sequent system and
resembles the labeled deductive logic of [12]. Other features of our sequent calculus is having an
epistemic structure for actions, an idea not presented in the Hilbert-style logic of [9], and the non-
boolean nature of both proposition and action systems. Our system recaps its reasoning power by using
the properties of composition of adjoints to develop rules for epistemic and dynamic modalities.
After developing our sequent calculus from the algebraic semantics, we have to show that our
development is consistent, in the sense that it does not lead to contradictory conclusions, this is referred
to as the soundness theorem. We also have to show that the reasoning power of the sequent calculus
is at least the same as the algebra, that is every property that holds in the algebra is derivable form the
calculus, this is referred to as the completeness theorem. Thus in chapter four we prove that our sequent
calculus is sound and complete with regard to our algebra. Although distributivity is not needed in
algebraic veriﬁcation of properties of epistemic scenarios, it comes handy in the syntax of our single-
succedent sequent calculus. It is also the necessary outcome of our ideal construction, a technique
5we use to build inﬁnite semantics from ﬁnite syntax. We ﬁrst formalize the meaning of sequents,
presented informally in chapter three, and then show how each sequent system can be modeled by its
corresponding algebra presented in chapter two: propositional sequents with the Tarski-style algebra
and action sequents with the Lambek-style algebra. This makes our sequent rules different from the
usual intuitionistic sequent calculi, which have internalized implication. On the action side, we use the
samealgebraicapproachasinLambekCalculus[56]withlatticeoperations(andemptysequenceonthe
left) or more precisely Intuitionsitic Non-Commutative Linear Logic [44]. The novelty of our approach
is that we have agent contexts in our sequents to encode epistemic modalities. Non-commutativity
is a crucial and necessary property of our system, this is because communication actions cannot be
permuted freely since they may cause different effects once applied in different orders.
Theproofsofsoundnessandcompletenessaredoneasusual[17]withthedifferencethatwehaveto
prove these theorems for two systems, both of them being non-boolean and epistemic. These properties
make our proofs more tedious and longer than usual soundness and completeness proofs. Another
difference is that because our semantics are both based on sup-lattices, we have inﬁnite meets and
joins. So the completeness proofs have to be done in two steps: ﬁrst for the ﬁnite case via building
models out of syntax of logic, and then extended by ideal construction to the inﬁnite case.
In chapter ﬁve we present a a serious domain of applications for IDEAL: reasoning about security
protocols. The typical scenario in the setting of security protocols is that two agents want to share a
secret via message passing. The problem is that the communication channel is not safe and there is
always a chance that a malicious intruder will intercept the messages. So agents have to come up with
communication protocols that guarantee safe communication of their secret. An example is an online
transaction between a client and his bank, the secret is for example a credit card number that should be
communicated on the Internet (while where we are all aware that internet is not a safe communication
channel). This is one reason the ﬁeld of security has been created, to design communication protocols
along which secrets can be safely shared. These protocols use different methods for ensuring safety,
such as digital signatures, hashes, keys, and encryption. But there is always a chance that the intruder
can decode the hashes, forge signatures, guess the keys etc. So once the protocol has been designed,
the goal is to ensure its safety in presence of such powerful intruders. One way to achieve this goal
is to formalize the protocol in an epistemic logic and then prove its safety. Different epistemic logics
have been speciﬁcally developed for this purpose, the most famous of these was the BAN logic [22].
The problem with the logical approach is that often protocols were proved to be safe, but ﬂaws were
discovered on them later. For example the Needham-Schroeder protocol [68] was a protocol that was
proven to be safe in BAN logic, until 15 years after the proof when a ﬂaw was discovered on it by
Lowe [59] that showed the protocol was not safe. Another approach to the safety of protocols is to
build the state space of the protocol and then use model-checking techniques to verify the safety. The
problem with this approach is that one can only verify that after a certain amount of time and in a
certain context, the protocol is safe and a general proof cannot be provided. So the ﬁeld of security
is now focused on more powerful logical tools and model-checking techniques. From this perspective
6IDEAL can be a very good candidate for the logical approach since its reasoning powers are much
more efﬁcient than a usual epistemic logic. It can deal with properties and communication actions,
but also with knowledge of agents about properties and more importantly about actions. A security
protocols is nothing but a series of communication actions, about which agents do not have certain
knowledge. For example when A sends a message to B, he is not sure about the receive action by
B. The ability of IDEAL in formalizing knowledge of actions and connecting it with knowledge of
properties provides it with a unique reasoning power about security protocols. Moreover, IDEAL has
a sense of model checking too, in order to encode a protocol, it ﬁrst builds the state and action space
and then reasons about them using its epistemic and dynamic modalities. But since it does so in an
algebraic manner, the proofs are done equationally and are easier and more efﬁcient than usual Kripke
semantics based settings. Another important issue in IDEAL is its compositionality: it builds a protocol
by composing basic communication actions and then reasons about them compositionally. In chapter
ﬁve we show how all these features can be used to encode security protocols and prevent agents from
falsely believing that the protocol is safe when it is not. This chapter is meant to show the ability of
our IDEAL in dealing with applications, further improvements and developments, for example adding
encryption and automizing the reasoning constitute future work.
In chapter six we study the connection between IDEAL and the Dynamic Epistemic Logic of [9,
10]. The differences between IDEAL and DEL, in their semantics and proof systems, has been men-
tioned above. In this chapter we show that relational models of DEL are instances of algebraic models
of IDEAL. We start by introducing the Kripke semantics of DEL: its usual state models and its new
actions models. We then deﬁne the update product of the two, the sequential composition and choice
of action models, and provide examples. Next we repackage the accessibility relations to functions and
show how powerset of the states of a state model is a module and powerset of the free monoid of states
of the action model is a quantale. The update inequality is obtained from the repackaged deﬁnition of
update and by forcing conditions on the module and quantale, basically making them atomistic from
atomic. It then follows that this powerset model of DEL, called a concrete epistemic system, is a strong
atomistic epistemic system , a special case of the sup lattice models of IDEAL. Before ﬁnishing this
last chapter, we show that asking for further conditions on the module and on the appearance maps
provides us with other types of epistemic modalities, for example one that satisﬁes axiom 4 of S4.
The interesting point is that only in our concrete setting of Boolean Algebras, we can deﬁne the belief
diamond modality by taking the De Morgan dual of the linear adjoint of the appearance map.
Finally in the appendix we show how the algebraic setting of IDEAL can be expressed in the
context of sup-enriched categories. The idea is that our logic of actions, that is quantales, can be
seen as a one object sup-enriched category [20, 58, 85]. Our logic of propositions is also a sup-lattice
and thus an object of the category Sup, which is monoidal closed and thus also sup-enriched. We
encode the effect of the actions on propositions as sup-enriched functors in this category. Rather than
considering only one functor for all agents, as we did in the algebra, here we have different functors for
7different agents. This enables us to have a different update schema for each agent and thus relativize
the notion of epistemic update: each agents updates his knowledge in his speciﬁc way. In this setting
the epistemic modalities arise as lax sup-enriched natural transformations between the update functors.
The setting of sup-enriched categories provides IDEAL with a structured way to deal with relativized
update. Applications to philosophical and Computer Science problems, for example to the problem of
Logical Omniscience constitutes future work.
The following are possible future extensions of this thesis:
Strengthening the Logic. Two important properties of a logical system are the decidability of its
semantics and elimination of cuts in its logical syntax. These two properties play a crucial role in
the efﬁciency of the modeling and reasoning powers of the logic and thus directly affect the domain of
applicability of a logical system. Classical Propositional logic and Lambek Calculus are both decidable
and cut is eliminable for them. However, adding epistemic operators to them and joining them together
does not guarantee that the system remains decidable and cut-free. This is a possible future project:
to develop a decidable and cut-free version of the IDEAL logic of this thesis, so that it can reason
efﬁciently and structurally about knowledge resources and change. The cut-elimination problem of
our logic arises from the interaction between the epistemic modalities, mainly appearance maps, and
resource-sensitive multiplication and update, which need caring for context splitting and sharing at the
same time. In a more technical note, the left rule for multiplication in the action logic and the left rule
for update in the propositional logic, split the action and propositional context (respectively), but share
the agent context. This causes problem for eliminating cut with a formula that contains appearance of
update in the propositional setting and appearance of multiplication in the action setting. Solving this
problem makes an interesting future project.
In the same lines, computing the complexity of IDEAL is another future project. Complexity of
different systems of epistemic and dynamic logic have been studied, for example in [39, 45]. But epis-
temic logics with dynamics are new and their complexity is yet an open problem, recently complexity
of public announcement logic has been studied in [60]. It would be interesting to extend this result to
the version of dynamic epistemic logic with both public and private announcements. We believe that
the algebraic semantics of this thesis provides a less complex logic and that computing its complexity
is easier than doing the same for DEL.
ConnectionswithLinearLogic Quantaleswithoutlatticeoperations(orderedmonoids)modelLam-
bek Calculus [56]; full quantales (with more structure) are models of non-commutative Intuitionistic
Linear Logic [94]. Quantale models for commutative versions of Linear Logic has also been studied,
see for example [57, 76]. However, in all these approaches, the modalities of Linear Logic, that is ex-
ponentials, are modeled by co-closure and closure operators on the quantale. The action part of IDEAL
can also be seen as a model of non-commutative Intuitionistic Linear Logic, with the difference that
8our modalities are not exponentials of Linear Logic, but their composition is. So our epistemic modal-
ities can be seen as a factorization of Linear Logic exponentials. Making this connection more precise
may lead to development of an epistemic action model for Linear Logic, which would perhaps help in
assigning another meaning to exponentials.
Coalgebras and probability. In the Computer Science literature, three different formalisms have
been used to formalize modalities, the relational semantics of Kripke structure [39], Coalgebraic sys-
tems [66, 78], and ﬁnally algebraically in [51, 50, 17]. The Kripke semantics approach is the traditional
one and the coalgebraic approach has been developed recently. In a way, the coalgebraic way of doing
modal logic, is half way through the relational and the sup lattice approach of this thesis. In a nutshell,
in the relational semantics the knowledge modality is deﬁned in terms of the accessibility relation on a
set of states S, that is we have one such relation for each agent RA ⊆ S×S. In coalgebras, this relation
is lifted one level to the functions on set of states and its power set, that is gA : S → P(S). This map
is in bijections with a sup-map from the power set to the power set, that is fA : P(S) → P(S) where
we lift our Coalgebras to the level of sup-lattices. In general modeling probabilities order theoreti-
cally is not easy, some attempts have been done in [23]. However, probabilities are nicely formalized
using coalgebraic methods [30]. A nice project would be to combine the algebraic method with the
coalgebraic ones to beneﬁt from the bonuses of both and to develop a probabilistic model of reasoning
about dynamics of knowledge. This probabilistic model of knowledge can have applications in deriving
secrecy of security protocols and also reasoning about Quantum security protocols, discussed below.
Applications. In the application chapter we have provided a setting in which security protocols can
be encoded via the suspicions they raise in the agents. However, we have only considered clear text
messages where no encryption is applied. A possible and necessary extension of this setting, would be
to encode encrypted messages and reason about secrecy of them. So a wider range of protocols can
be reasoned about in IDEAL and perhaps a non-discovered attack might be discovered in a protocol.
However, in order to do so one needs to ﬁrst implement IDEAL in a theorem prover and automate its
reasoning. AnotherpossibleextensionwouldbetryingtoencodeQuantumprotocolsandperhapstouse
setting to encode combinations of classical and Quantum reasoning techniques will help in design of
mixed protocols. In this setting, one can think of propositions as results of measurements on Quantum
systems and actions will stand for Quantum actions such as sharing a Bell pair and measurements in the
style of one-way model [73] and measurement calculus [26]. We can then use the dynamic modality
to express how each measurement connects to its result and the epistemic modality to reason about the
knowledge of agents about these measurements. The non-deterministic choice on the quantale helps
us encode possible measurements on different basis, and the disjunction on proposition will encode the
choice of the result of these measurement. The interesting part would be the dynamic axiomatization
of sharing a Bell pair, which is one of the distinctive features of Quantum protocols, and then use it to
reason about knowledge of agents after sharing a Bell pair and performing measurements. In order to
9give a full analysis of protocols such as BB’84 [15], B’91 [13], and BBM [14], one needs probabilities.
So as mentioned above, coalgebraic settings seem a nice option. In particular it would be useful to
encode the bit-commitment protocols such as the ones mentioned in [21] and see if the setting of this
thesis will discover the attack discovered by Mayers in [63].
Philosophical Extensions. Resource-sensitivity sheds new light on the problem of omniscience, but
is not addressed in the existing solutions in standard treatment of epistemic logic from Hintikka’s [46]
to the more recent textbook by Fagin et al. [39]. The idea of using a resource-sensitive logic to avoid
the problem of logical omniscience has been introduced by Dubucs in [34] and its relations with an-
tirealism has been investigated by Marion and Dubucs in [35]. Based on these ideas, Marion together
with the author have argued in favor of the feasibility of an epistemic resource-sensitive logic, namely
Linear Logic, to reason about knowledge in [62]. The feasibility argument is partly based on the imple-
mentation of this logic by the author [81] and using it to solve an epistemic puzzle. One very interesting
philosophical extension of this thesis would be to continue the same line of argument and to study how
the dynamic logical approach of IDEAL can tackle the problem of Logical Omniscience. For example
how availability of different resources to different agents relativizes change of knowledge, and how
would this impact omniscience, and what would be the philosophical signiﬁcance of a relative omni-
science. All of these can be extended to the sup-enriched setting where we have relativized update and
see how this will effect the omniscience. It is worth noting that our knowledge modality is monotone,
which will imply that each agent knows all the consequences of what he knows. So if an agent knows
P, he knows all the consequences of P. Our aim is not to cure the second part of the argument, that
is knowing all the consequences of P, but to relativize the ﬁrst part, that is knowing P. We want to
make our agents know the P’s with regard to the communication actions that they can perform and
their capability in updating their knowledge as a result of these communication actions. But once they
know the P, they will know all its consequences nonetheless.
Another important philosophical issue is the very deﬁnition of knowledge as justiﬁed true belief
that harks back to Plato. This deﬁnition has been dominant in the literature, but a recent philosopher of
knowledge, Williamson [92], has defended the opposite view that knowledge is sui generis and cannot
be deﬁned in terms of belief. Another possible philosophical extension of this thesis would be to study
the notion of knowledge through a review of the basic philosophical distinctions and deﬁnitions that
underlie the development of epistemic logic in 20th century, from C.I. Lewis to Hintikka today. One
should then try and see what do epistemic axioms of IDEAL that are based on adjunction rather than
de Morgan dualities tell us about the nature of knowledge and its change.
Dualities and Relational semantics. One of the beauties of the ﬁeld of algebraic logic is the dualities
it provides for the same logics with relational semantics. The ﬁrst of these dualities was developed by
Tarski, together with Jonsson in [51, 50] . This duality says that the classical modal logic with its
relational Kripke semantics is equivalent to a boolean algebraic logic with operators. The duality
10theorem provides a way to build one given the other. The second duality was done by Stone [84] for
relational and topological models of logics, where same as in Jonsson-Tarski duality, the algebraic
logic part was based on a boolean lattice and dually to a power set relational structure. It was Priestely
[3] who for the ﬁrst time extended these dualities to other lattices, she considered distributive lattices.
Recently, partly by development of substructural logics [75] such as Relevance logics, the need to
extend these dualities to other lattices was raised. Different relational models were developed for
different substructural logics, for example relational models for a class of substructural logics were
studied in [36]. However, there was no general duality theorem for these logics and their relational
models until the recent work of [37] that proves a duality for non-distributive lattices. The algebra of
this thesis is non-distributive, for the module we did not assume it since we did not need it to prove
epistemic scenarios. But a quantale is by deﬁnition non-distributive, we have moreover, a quantale with
operators, which makes a very good case of the application of this recent duality theorem together with
insights from Abramsky’s duality [1] for Domain Theoretic semantics of programs. So we can build
a relational model for our quantale and study its relational properties. It should be noted that in our
theorem, we show how a completely atomistic boolean algebra is a relational model of DEL, but most
of this extra structure, that is the power set structure, is redundant for epistemic action, what would
for example the negation of a communication action mean? Developing a relational semantics for the
quantale of actions would be much more helpful in investigating the properties of these actions, which
are similar to the properties of programs discussed in [1], rather than imposing some properties on them
and forcing them to act in a power set. In the same lines and by using the duality for non-distributive
lattice, it would be interesting to build a multi-succedent sequent calculus that is complete with regard
to a non-distributive epistemic system.
Domain theory. In order to build our theorem mentioned above, we form the power set of states
P(S) and actions P(Σ) of the Kripke semantics of DEL and then lift the powerset operators to sup-
maps. But before taking the power sets, we have to close our actions under sequential composition
Σ • Σ ⊆ Σ, and also close our states and actions under the update product, denoted in the setting of
DEL by ⊗ , that is we have to assume S ⊗ Σ ⊆ S. It is only now that we can take the power set of S
and Σ and make our passage to the setting of sup-lattices. This is a non-constructive step and disagrees
with the beauty of the sup-lifting. One possible way would be to use Domain Theory and least ﬁxed
points to encode these closures. In a domain-theoretic setting, our operators that were sup-maps, will
become continuous maps. Since these closures will also be continuous maps, we will have a uniform
passage to the algebraic setting.
Belief Revision. The non-boolean algebra of this thesis has applications in partial information set-
tings such as Belief Revision [40, 4]. The algebraic semantics presented in chapter two can be reﬁned
to incorporate a mechanism for dynamic belief revision in a multi-agent setting. This mechanism de-
veloped in [11] has a number of novel features, when compared with traditional belief revision systems
11such as AGM [4]. In our approach we encode revision as a particular form of epistemic update, as a
result of which we can revise with epistemic propositions as well as facts, we can also revise theories
about actions as well as about states of the worlds, and we can do multi-agent belief revision. The
traditional belief revision formalisms are static, only revise theories with facts, and cannot deal with
multi-agent revision. In [11] we show the application of our multi-agent dynamic setting to a cheating
version of the muddy children puzzle where by using this logic, after the cheating happens, honest
children will not get contradictory beliefs. A possible future work in this direction would be to extend
the sequent calculus of this thesis to a sequent calculus for dynamic belief revision.
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Algebraic Semantics
In this chapter we will present an algebraic semantics to formalize the knowledge of agents in a multi-
agent setting, the communications between the agents, as well as the changes that are induced to their
knowledge due to communication. First we brieﬂy explain the basics of the theory on which our algebra
is based, that is order theory. Then we present our algebra and next, in the interpretation section,
explain the signiﬁcance of these mathematical notions in the context of knowledge, communication
and change. Finally we apply our algebra to the famous epistemic puzzle of muddy children and show
how our algebra can solve the puzzle as well as a cheating and lying version of it.
2.1 A Brief Look at Order Theory
We start the presentation of our algebra by explaining, both in formal and intuitive terms, some key
mathematical notions necessary for the understanding of algebraic logic. We start with sets and ordered
sets, andproceedtolattices, sup-latticesandpartiallyorderedmonoidsorquantales. Wewillalsodeﬁne
the notion of structure-preserving maps or homomorphism for sup-lattices and quantales. The main
mathematical object of our semantics is a pair of a sup-lattice and a quantale together with a family of
homomorphisms of each. Choosing the appropriate notion of homomorphism of this pair helps us to
come up with an elegant choice of modalities.
2.1.1 Sets and Lattices
Plain Sets. Sets are the basic object of mathematical modeling, to model a property φ representing, for
example, even natural numbers, we build a set of numbers that satisfy the property φ. That is we build a
set of even numbers Even := {x ∈ N | φ(x)}. Sets are ﬂat objects in the sense that they do not reﬂect
any structure between their elements. For example, all the elements of our set Even are treated in the
same way: by being even. There is no structure on the set Even to reﬂect the connection between these
even numbers. This points to a defect of only considering plain sets for modeling properties, especially
13in cases when the elements of these sets do have a structure, e.g. each even number x ∈ Even is
smaller than its successor even number x ≤ x + 2, a relation not reﬂected by the set Even.
Ordered Sets. In order to over come this defect, one can move from plain sets to sets with structure,
starting from ordered sets that reﬂect the order ≤ (less-than or equal to) relation between the elements
of the set, and are denoted as pairs (X,≤). For example (Even,≤) is an ordered set with the order
being the order of natural numbers 1 ≤ 2 ≤ 3 ≤ .... The order relation can have different properties,
for example reﬂexivity, symmetry or anti-symmetry, and transitivity.
• Reﬂexivity says that each element is less than or equal itself x ≤ x.
• Symmetry says if an element is less than or equal another one, then the other one is also less
than or equal the ﬁrst one x ≤ y → y ≤ x. While symmetry is not a very common property of
ordered sets (1 ≤ 2 but 2  1), our next property is.
• Anti-symmetry says if there is a symmetric order relation between two elements x ≤ y and
y ≤ x then they should be equal x = y. This is a very common property for example it is true
about natural numbers.
• Transitivity is another important property, it says if x ≤ y and y ≤ z then x ≤ z. The order on
natural numbers satisﬁes transitivity, e.g. 1 ≤ 2 and 2 ≤ 3 implies that 1 ≤ 3.
The ordered sets that their order relation is reﬂexive, antisymmetric and transitive are called Partially
ordered sets or posets. Their order is called a partial order. For example the set of natural numbers is
a poset.
Upper and Lower Bounds. The order on a set not only represents the structure of the elements of
the set, but also acts on the subsets of the set in two ways, thus give rise to two operations on the
ordered set. These two ways determine the upper bound and the lower bound of the subsets, that is
their greatest and least elements. Upper and lower bounds are deﬁned for the subsets X1 ⊆ X of an
ordered set (X,≤) in the following way:
• ub ∈ X is an upper bound if for all x ∈ X1, x ≤ ub.
• lb ∈ X is a lower bound if for all x ∈ X1, lb ≤ x.
Least Upper Bounds and Greatest Lower Bounds. The ub and lb operations are not unique, that
is each subset can have more than one upper or lower bound. But one can strengthen the ub and lb
operations and thus get two other (stronger) operations on the subsets. These two operations are the
greatest lower bound and the least upper bound. Where each subset of X might have more than one
lower or upper bound, the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound are unique by their deﬁnition
below
14• lub ∈ X is a least upper bound or a sup if it is an upper bound and all other upper bounds ub ∈ X
are bigger than it lub ≤ ub.
• glb ∈ X is a greatest lower bound or an inf if it is a lower bound and all other lower bounds
lb ∈ X are smaller than it lb ≤ glb.
Note that these four operations are not always deﬁned for a subset of an ordered set. In other words,
not every subset of an ordered set has an upper bound or a lower bound and similarly for greatest and
least ones. This is because the elements of the subset might not even have an order relation with each
other to start with. So they cannot be compared to each other. Also if a subset has upper bounds
or lower bounds, it might not always have a sup or inf. This is again because there might not be an
order relation deﬁned between the upper or lower bounds of that subset. For a pictorial example and a
detailed discussion see [28]. A simple example is the set of natural numbers N. In this case there is an
order between all the elements, however a subset of natural numbers has upper bounds and a sup only
if it is ﬁnite, but any such subset has a lower bound and also an inf.
Top and Bottom. For an ordered set (X,≤), if the sups of X exists (X being a subset of itself), we
denote it as > and call it the top of X . Similarly, if the inf of X exists, we denote it as ⊥ and call it
the bottom of X . Note that since X is the greatest subset of itself X ⊆ X, its sup and inf > and ⊥ are
the largest and least elements of any member of X. A ﬁnite subset of natural numbers that starts with
number 1, (a chain of N) and ends with number n ∈ N has thus the bottom element ⊥ = 1 and the top
element > = n.
Binary and Arbitrary. When talking about sups and infs, we should distinguish between the sup
(similarly for infs) of two elements in a set x,y ∈ X denoted as sup{x,y} and the sup of an inﬁnite set
of elements X denoted as sup X. These are also referred to as binary and arbitrary sups respectively
(similarly for infs). For an inﬁnite set the existence of binary sups of its every two element does not
imply the existence of its arbitrary (including inﬁnite)sups. But the existence of arbitrary sups implies
that binary sups also exist. In the ﬁnite case, the existence of all binary sups of a set would imply the
existence of the sup of the set and also the other way around.
We adopt the notation of Davey and Priestley in [28] for binary and arbitrary sups. For binary sups
and infs we write
x ∨ y
which reads as ‘x join y’ in place of sup{x,y} when it exists, and
x ∧ y




X for arbitrary joins
and meets instead of supX and infX.
Lattices and Complete Lattices. Given an ordered set (L,≤), we deﬁne:
15• For all x,y ∈ L, if binary joins x ∨ y and binary meets x ∧ y exist then L is called a lattice.
• For all M ⊆ L, if arbitrary joins
W
M and arbitrary meets
V
M exist then L is called a complete
lattice.
An example of a complete lattice is the powerset (set of all subsets of X) denoted as P(X). The order
between its elements Xi ∈ P(X), where each Xi is a subset of X, is inclusion (the subset relation)
X1 ⊆ X2. The arbitrary join (similarly for meets) of elements is their union (intersection for meets),













Meets in terms of Joins. Although being a complete lattice means having both arbitrary joins and
meets, but if a lattice L has only one of them, for example arbitrary joins, it also has the other, that is
arbitrary meets. This is because arbitrary meets can be deﬁned in terms of arbitrary joins (and the other





{b ∈ L | ∀i,b ≤ ai}
where L is a lattice with arbitrary joins and ∀i ∈ N,ai,b ∈ L. This deﬁnition says that the arbitrary
meet of elements ai of a lattice is the arbitrary join of all the elements that are below each ai.
Sup-Lattices. Thus a lattice L that has arbitrary joins (or meets) is a complete lattice. The main object
of our semantics is a special case of a complete lattice with focus on its arbitrary sups, that is why it is
called a sup-lattice. By focus on sups we mean that the structure preserving maps on the lattice L, for








Homomorphisms. A homomorphisms is a map between two mathematical objects that respects the
structure of them. For example a homomorphisms on an ordered set should yield an ordered set, that is
h : (X,≤) → Y
then Y should be an ordered set itself (Y,≤0), and not just any ordered set, its order should correspond
to the order in (X,≤) in the following way:
If for x1,x2 ∈ X x1 ≤ x2 then h(x1) ≤0 h(x2)
16Similarly if we have a homomorphism on a complete lattice, it should yield another complete lattice,
by preserving the arbitrary joins and meets. Thus if we have a sup-lattice, we ask the homomorphism
to preserves arbitrary joins.
The formal deﬁnition for a sup-lattice is:
Deﬁnition 2.1.1 A sup-lattice L is a complete lattice for which we take as homomorphisms the maps
that preserve arbitrary joins.
Algebraic Logic in Complete Lattices. We can use the mathematical structures introduced above to
do logic, that is to talk about truth and falsity of properties. In a plain set X, we can say if an element
is in the set or not
x ∈ X or x / ∈ X
In an ordered set (X,≤), we can say whether an element x ∈ X is in order relation with another
element y ∈ X or not
x ≤ y or x  y
In a lattice (L,≤) we can say much more: we can express that if two elements are in order relation
with each other, then so are their meets and joins with any other element, for example for a,b,c ∈ L
we have
a ≤ b implies a ≤ (b ∨ c) and (a ∧ c) ≤ b
We can also say that each element is less than its join with any other element
(1)a ≤ (a ∨ b) and (2)b ≤ (a ∨ b)
and that the meet of any two elements is less than each of them
(3)(a ∧ b) ≤ a and (4)(a ∧ b) ≤ b
and many other nice properties derived from those, discussed in detail in books on order theory for
example in [28, 49, 16].
One can think of elements of a lattice a,b ∈ L as logical propositions and look at the order relation
≤ as the logical entailment, so a ≤ b reads as ‘proposition a entails proposition b’. Consequently,
meets of the lattice stand for conjunction and joins for disjunction. Also the top of the lattice becomes
the always true proposition, that is a tautology, and the bottom of the lattice becomes the Falsum or
contradictory proposition. The above statements, that are true in any lattice, stand for axioms of a
logical system. The ﬁrst and second cases above express the property of disjunction: if a proposition
is true, so is its disjunction. The third and fourth cases above are properties of conjunction: if a
conjunction of two propositions is true, so are both of its conjuncts. So a lattice can model logical
reasoning, although in a minimal logical system with only two connectives disjunction and conjunction
17and two constants: > and ⊥. Note that these connectives, disjunction and conjunction, do not distribute
over each other but are connected since one can be deﬁned in terms of the other. However, this minimal
system serves as a base logic and can be extended, by adding other connectives such as implication and
negation, to more expressive logics: the familiar intuitionistic (the lattice being a Heyting algebra) and
classical logics (for a Boolean algebra). But there are other ways to go more expressive, for example
by asking our base lattice to be a complete lattice, and this is the way we are going to follow in the
logic of this thesis.
In a complete lattice we are more expressive since we can talk about arbitrary joins and meets, and
this gives rise to other very interesting properties. We can still talk about logical axioms for binary
meets and joins, and we can extend them to arbitrary ones. For example for i ∈ N and a,b,ci in a
complete lattice (L,≤), we have















These arbitrary meets and joins, can be seen as a way to reason about properties of inﬁnite sets via the
arbitrary join or meet of their elements. Another piece of extra expressiveness of a complete lattice
comes from the concept of Galois Adjunction.
2.1.2 Galois Adjoints
In a sup-lattice (or a meet-lattice) we have an extra structure called a Galois adjoint that provides us
with unary operations that raise the reasoning power of the logic. They are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2.1.2 Every sup-homomorphism f : L → M preserving arbitrary joins has a right Galois
adjoint g : M → L deﬁned as
f(a) ≤ b ⇔ a ≤ g(b),
which preserves arbitrary meets. We denote such an adjoint pair as follows
f a g .
The signiﬁcance of having Galois adjoints is that only by asking for the existence of arbitrary joins
and a join-preserving operation f, we get another operation g that preserves the order and arbitrary
meets on the lattice and moreover it is connected to the ﬁrst operation f through the adjunction relation.
In other words, this structure provides us with two unary operators such that we have the result of one
operation, we can calculate the result of the other and vise-versa. For example given f, its adjoint g
18can be calculated as follows
g(b) =
_
{c ∈ L | f(c) ≤ b}.
The adjoint pair (f,g) can be seen as two unary logical connectives. The adjunction connection is a
way of relating logical connectives to each other and increases the reasoning power in logics based on
it. In classical logic these connections are mostly deﬁned in terms of negation and de Morgan dualities.
The adjunction equation helps us prove other correlations between these connectives, correlations
thatrepresentpatternsoflogicalreasoning. Forinstancewehavethefollowingcompositioncorollaries:
(f ◦ g)(a) ≤ a
a ≤ (g ◦ f)(a)
The ﬁrst equation says that if you ﬁrst do the right adjoint of an operation g(a) and then the operation








The second equation says that if you change the order, that is ﬁrst the operation f(a) and then its








19In logical terms, applying the sequence of two unary operators on a proposition either implies
or is implied by the proposition (depending on the order). Adjunction methods were ﬁrst developed
and named in category theory. Then it was realized that Galois also used them, but did not make
them explicit or name them as such. In computational terms, the right Galois adjoint g is weakest
preconditions of the program f and is commonly used to prove correctness of programs in program
logics [45, 47, 79], more on this in the next chapter.
2.1.3 Monoids, Quantales, Resources
Sofarwehavetwobinaryconnectives∨,∧andtwounaryonesf,g. Ifwewanttohavemoreexpressive
power, one way would be to equip our base complete lattice with an extra structure: the structure of
a monoid. Monoids are structures on their own and need not necessarily be based on a lattice or a
complete lattice, but once based on any of those, the whole structure will become very expressive. We
ﬁrst deﬁne a general monoid: a monoid M is a set M with a binary operation
− • − : M × M → M
that has a unit 1 such that ∀m ∈ M we have
m • 1 = m
Monoids are denoted with triples M = (M,•,1). An example of a monoid is set of natural numbers
with multiplication operation and number 1 as the unit of multiplication
N = (N,×,1)
If our set M is moreover a lattice, we have an order relation and three connectives (we shall return
to the unary operators soon), namely the binary join ∨ and meet ∧ and the monoid multiplication •.
There is also a connection between the multiplication of monoid and the order of lattice
a ≤ b implies a • c ≤ b • c,
that is the monoid multiplication preserves the order of lattice. If the base of a monoid is a complete
lattice, we will have arbitrary joins and meets, but moreover some Galois adjoints.
Quantales. If we require that the underlying set of the monoid to be a complete lattice, we get a
quantale. As explained before, a complete lattice has both arbitrary joins and arbitrary meets. But
if we have one of them, for example arbitrary joins, we get the other one, that is arbitrary meets, for
free. In the quantales, the focus is on joins and thus the base complete lattice is a sup-lattice. As a
result the monoid multiplication is asked to preserves both the order of the lattice and these arbitrary
joins. Preserving arbitrary joins implies preservation of order but not arbitrary meets. Quantales have
20applications in different ﬁelds. They were ﬁrst mathematically introduced by Dilworth and Ward by
the name of Dilworth-Ward algebras [33] to analyze rings of real numbers. Subsequently, it was used
by J. Lambek [56] to analyze the sentence structure in linguistics but he did not use the name quantale.
The name was ﬁrst introduced by Mulvey [67] for more sophisticated structures of real numbers such
as non-commutative C*-Algebras and their application to quantum mechanics. The name quantale is
a combination of words ‘Quantum’ and ‘Locale’ (that is a complete HA). More recently it has been
used in computer science by Abramsky and Vickers [2] to model concurrent processes in a distributed
system and by Coecke et al [24] to analyze quantum processes. It is formally deﬁned as
Deﬁnition 2.1.3 A quantale is a sup-lattice Q equipped with a monoid structure (Q,•,1) which is
such that for all a ∈ Q the maps
a • − : Q → Q and − •a : Q → Q
preserve arbitrary joins.




ai) • b =
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it has two right Galois adjoints that can be seen as two implications and are referred to as residuals
in [56]. They are denoted as
a • − a a \ − and − •a a −/a.
These residuals are explicitly deﬁned in terms of multiplication as the following
a \ b :=
_
{c ∈ Q | a • c ≤ b} and b/a :=
_
{c ∈ Q | c • a ≤ b}.
Quantale Homomorphisms. Since a quantale, lattice-wise, is a sup-lattice, its homomorphisms are
sup-homomorphisms, that is they preserve all joins of the underlying sup-lattice. For example f : Q →








This is the minimum property that a quantale homomorphism should have. It can also satisfy some
properties with regard to the monoid multiplication, as long as it remains join-preserving. In what
follows we are going to ask our quantale homomorphism to satisfy the following inequality
f(a • b) ≤ f(a) • f(b)
21We shall explain our reasons in the interpretation section when we discuss how these structures help us
achieve our goal, which was reasoning about knowledge and communication.
Examples of Quantales. A good example of a quantales is P(X ×X), which is the set of all relations
R from a set X to itself R ⊆ X × X, ordered by pointwise inclusion:
R1,R2 ∈ R, R1 ≤ R2 iff R1 ⊆ R2, that is (a,b) ∈ R1 ⇒ (a,b) ∈ R2






The monoid multiplication is the relational composition
R1 • R2 := R1;R2 = {(a,c) | (a,b) ∈ R1 and (b,c) ∈ R2}
The unit of multiplication is identity relation Id, that is
R1 • Id = {(a,b) | (a,b) ∈ R1 and (b,b) ∈ Id} = R1
















These properties are the base of the relational calculus used as a logic for programs by Hoare in [47],
where relations are interpreted as programs.
Another example, which is isomorphic to the ﬁrst one, is P(M,.,1); the powerset of any monoid
with joins being union of subsets







and composition extended to subsets point wise:
M1 • M2 := {m1.m2 | m1 ∈ M1 and m2 ∈ M2}








which is equal to
W
i(N • Mi) since






{n.mi | n ∈ N and mi ∈ Mi}
and [
i




Resource-Sensitivity in a Quantale. A quantale is resource-sensitive with regard to its multiplication.
That is, for example, we cannot freely multiply an element of the quantale with itself:
a  a • a, a • a  a so a 6= a • a
as opposed to, for example with regard to joins where, we can freely take the join of an element with
itself:
a ≤ a ∨ a, a ∨ a ≤ a and thus a = a ∨ a
So by enriching our complete lattice with the monoid structure, not only we get an extra connective and
thus more expressiveness, but also we can talk about the concept of a resource: applying the monoid
operation twice is not the same as applying it once.
In logical terms, this corresponds to lack of structural rules of weakening and contraction (in a
sequent style proof system) on the multiplication on a quantale. Contraction says if the multiplication
of a with itself is less than b, then a alone should also be less than b, that is
a • a ≤ b implies a ≤ b
for which we need to have the following property, that is copying
a ≤ a • a
Weakening says if a ≤ c then one can safely multiply a with any other b and keep the inequality
a • b ≤ c, that is
a ≤ c implies a • b ≤ c
and this is because we have the following property, that is deleting
a • b ≤ a
23None of which we have in a quantale. Moreover, the multiplication in a quantale is non-commutative,
that is
a • b  b • a and b • a  a • b.
This means that we also do not have the exchange structural rule in a quantale.
In a categorical setting, as ﬁrst noticed by Lambek, quantales are monoidal closed categories [20]
where objects are elements of the quantale and there is a morphism between two objects a → b iff
one is less than or equal to the other a ≤ b. The compositionality of morphisms follows by transitivity
of order. Monoidal closed categories provide semantics for Multiplicative Linear Logic [2]. In these
categories, linearity of tensor follows by the absence of natural morphisms ∆A : A → A ⊗ A and left
and right projections
p1 : A ⊗ B → A and p2 : B ⊗ A → A.
Thus we do not have a⊗b → a and a⊗b → b. This feature makes quantales candidates for models of
Linear Logic with tensor as multiplication.
2.1.4 Modules
Another nice property of a quantale is that it can be paired with an object of the same nature as its
underlying lattice, that is a sup-lattice, and form a couple! A quantale Q and a sup-lattices M form
a pair (M,Q), where the sup-lattice M is referred to as a Q-right module. Because both M and Q
are sup-lattices, structure-preserving operations can be deﬁned on the pair of the two. In other words,
elements of the quantale, can act on the elements of the module through an operation whose result will
still be an element of the module. This feature enables us to encode dynamics. On the ﬁrst sight this
pairing provides us with a dynamic, two-level (one level for the quantale, one for the module) logic
of 6 connectives: ∨ and ∧ on the module and ∨, ∧, and • on the quantale (for the time ignoring the
residuals), plus the action of the quantale on the module. But we get more, since the action operation
is join-preserving and has a Galois right adjoint. In formal terms:
Deﬁnition 2.1.4 A Q-right module for a quantale Q is a sup-lattice M with a module action −.− :
M × Q → M that satisﬁes the following properties














2. Preserves the unit of quantale, that is ∀m ∈ M
m.1 = m
243. It is associative over the quantale multiplication, that is ∀m ∈ M,q1,q2 ∈ Q
m.(q1 • q2) = (m.q1).q2
The ﬁrst axiom is the usual join-preservation requirement for sup-morphisms. It asks the action of
quantale to preserve both the join-structure of the module and quantale. So the action is consistent with
the sup-structure of both elements of the pair (M,Q). The second axioms says that if the quantales
acts on the module with the unit of multiplication, then it is as if it has not acted on the module. This
reﬂects the neutral nature of the unit 1, and says the actions preserves this neutral character. The thirds
axiom connects the multiplication of the quantale with its action on the module, it says that if we act
on the module with the multiplication of two elements of quantale, then we get the same effect as when
we ﬁrst act on the module with the ﬁrst one and then with the second one.
The action has adjoints since it preserves arbitrary joins of module and quantale (axiom 1 above).
More explicitly the action can be factorized to two unary operations
−.q : M → M
which preserves the joins on the module, and
m.− : Q → Q
which preserves the joins on the quantale. Each of these factorized operator s have an adjoint. These
two adjoints are denoted as [q]− and {m}−, and we have
−.q a [q] − and m.− a {m}−
They are explicitly deﬁned as follows
[q]m :=
_
{m0 ∈ M | m0 .q ≤ m} {m}m0 :=
_
{q ∈ Q | m.q ≤ m0}.
The ﬁrst right adjoint [q]m is what will be focused on in our setting. [q]m is, by deﬁnition, the join
of all elements of the module on which the quantale can act with q and the result will be less than m.
Since [q]m returns the join of all such elements, it is said that it returns the weakest such element: the
weakest element on which q acts and the result implies m. It is the weakest because any element of a
join is less than the join
m0 ≤
_
{m0 ∈ M | m0 .q ≤ m}
This operation is referred to as weakest precondition or dynamic modality in the literature [47, 45] and
we will return to it in detail later.
25Examples of Modules. Consider the example quantale of the set of all relations on a set X, that is
P(X × X) discussed before. It is easily seen that the powerset of a set P(X) is a complete lattice and
it is the right module for P(X × X). The action of this quantale on its module is deﬁned as follows
−.− : P(X) × P(X × X) → P(X)
:: (T,R) 7→ T .R := {x ∈ X | ∃t ∈ T,tRx}.
This says that any relation R on the set X, can be seen as an operation: it takes a subset of X as input,
that is T and returns the elements of X with which the elements of T are related to via the relation
R. In other words T .R inputs a subset of X and outputs the image of the relation R with regard to
elements of T.
A good reference on quantales is [77], another good reference that discusses the theory of modules
is [53]. For applications of quantales in computing, linguistics and physics see [2, 24, 47, 56, 67, 74].
Systems. A quantale and its right module are usually considered together in a pair called a system [2,
74]:
Deﬁnition 2.1.5 A system is a pair (M,Q) with Q a quantale and M a Q-right module.
From a logical point of view, a system (M,Q) provides us with a two-sorted dynamic logic: the
module constitutes a logic with two connectives ∨ and ∧. The elements of the quantale are part of
another logic with three connectives (ignoring residuals): ∨, ∧, and •, which is moreover resource-
sensitive with regard to •. But we have more: these two logics are not disconnected: one acts on the
other one. So apart from the specialized connectives of each logic, we have the two adjoint connectives
m.q and [q]m. The system, thus, can be seen as a two-sorted logic with seven operators (to be precise
9 with residuals). This is the starting point of our logic (logic developed in this thesis). But ﬁrst we
have to enrich the system with our unary maps, discussed before, and their adjoints.
2.1.5 Epistemic Systems
We will enrich our system (M,Q) with unary operations that are homomorphisms of the system. We
consider a special homomorphism from the system to itself f : (M,Q) → (M,Q), referred to as an
endomorphism. A system has two parts and thus these endomorphisms also have two parts, or they are
a pair of endomorphisms: one the module and one on the quantale, satisfying some more conditions to
be given below.
Deﬁnition 2.1.6 A system-endomorphism (M,Q)
f- (M,Q) is a pair
 
fM : M → M , fQ : Q → Q

where fM is a sup-endomorphism on the module, fQ is a sup endo-
morphism on the quantale satisfying the following inequalities for q1,q2 ∈ Q and for all m ∈ M and
q ∈ Q
1 ≤ fQ(1) (2.1)
26fQ(q1 • q2) ≤ fQ(q1) • fQ(q2) (2.2)
fM(m · q) ≤ fM(m) · fQ(q). (2.3)
The ﬁrst two inequalities, referred to as unit and multiplication respectively, make fQ a lax quantale
homorphisms, preserving the quantale structure, that is joins, multiplication, and unit. The reason
for laxity of fQ (rather than full functoriality) has to do with our epistemic interpretation. The last
inequality connects the quantale endomorphism to the module endomorphisms through the action of
the quantale on the module. The reason for it being an inequality rather than an equality, again has to
do with our knowledge applications and will be discussed in the next section on interpretation.
This notion of system homomorphism differs from the one in the literature since we do not ﬁx
the quantale Q. This means that our endomorphisms are not the same as system homomorphisms
f : (M,Q) → (M0,Q0) deﬁned in Joyal and Tierney [53] as follows
f(m · q) = f(m) · q .
Our endomorphisms are different since we have a pair of maps (f
Q
A,fM
A ), one on the module and one
on the quantale as homomorphisms and connect them through the update inequality fM
A (m · q) ≤
fM
A (m) · f
Q
A(q).
We call a system endowed with such endomorphisms an epistemic system deﬁnes as:
Deﬁnition 2.1.7 An epistemic system is a tuple (M,Q,{fA}A∈A) where (M,Q) is a system and
{fA}A∈A are system-endomorphisms.
We deﬁne an atomistic epistemic system, which will be used in building concrete models as seman-
tics of Dynamic Epistemic Logic [10] in chapter six.
Deﬁnition 2.1.8 An atomistic system is a system where both the module M and the quantale Q are
atomic with their atoms denoted respectively as Atm(M) and Atm(Q), and moreover we have the
following conditions
If m ∈ Atm(M) and q ∈ Atm(Q) then m.q ∈ Atm(M)
and also
If q,q0 ∈ Atm(Q) then q • q0 ∈ Atm(Q)
Deﬁnition 2.1.9 An atomistic epistemic system is an epistemic system whose underlying system is
atomistic.
Although distributivity of the module is not needed for algebraic veriﬁcation of properties of multi-
agent systems such as the muddy children puzzle (see section 2.3 below), it will come handy in the
27build of a complete single-succedent sequent calculus 1. We deﬁne a distributive epistemic system,
which will be used in proving completeness of our sequent calculus in chapter four.
Deﬁnition 2.1.10 A distributive epistemic system is an epistemic system whose module is distributive.
We have now deﬁned all the mathematical objects we need for our logic, all summarized in the
notion of an Epistemic systems. Next, we will interpret these notions in terms of knowledge and
communication between agents.
1An alternative solution would be to work with multi-succedent sequent calculi instead.
282.2 Interpretation
In this section we explain how elements of an epistemic system are interpreted in a multi-agent context
and are used to reason about knowledge of agents that changes due to the communications between the
agents. We ﬁrst interpret the elements of the module and the connectives on them, then the elements
of quantale and their connectives, and then the mixed connectives, that is the action of the quantale on
the module and its adjoint. In the second part, we use these interpretations to explain how the axioms
of the epistemic system make sense in our multi-agent epistemic setting.
2.2.1 Epistemic Propositions
Elements of the module m ∈ M stand for epistemic propositions. By this we mean they are the
usual logical propositions with the join as disjunction, the meet as conjunction, and the order as logical
entailment, but can also stand for epistemic attitudes.
m1 ≤ m2 means m1 entails m2
m1 ∨ m2 means m1 or m2
m1 ∧ m2 means m1 and m2
Appearance. The epistemic part of the propositions is encoded in the unary operation fM
A . We call this
operator fM
A (m), appearance of an agent A about a proposition m. It takes an element of the module
m and returns the agent’s appearance about it. This appearance consists of the disjunction of all the
propositions that an agent conceives as possible, if proposition m holds (or is true) in the real world.
Two extreme cases of this operator are
• If fM
A (m) = > then it stands for absence of information. The appearance is equal to the top of
the lattice or the Truth proposition, since m holds in the real worlds, but it appears to agent A
that any other proposition, no matter which one, holds. This is because > signiﬁes the join of
all the elements of the module, that is the disjunction of all the propositions. In other words it
corresponds to absence of any information: agent A has no knowledge (to be deﬁned below).
• If fA(m) = m then it stands for certain information, since proposition m holds both in the real
world and in agent A’s appearance of the world. That is agent A’s appearance is consistent with
reality: m is true in reality and agent A knows it.
Using the order of the module, we can compare information of an agent about different propositions:
• If fM
A (m) < fM
A (m0) then agent A has strictly more information of proposition m than of
proposition m0. In terms of appearance, this says that the appearance of agent A about m entails
his appearance of m0, and so is stronger than it. That is why A has more information about m
than about m0.
We can also compare information of different agents about one proposition:
29• If fM
A (m) < fM
B (m) then agent A has strictly more information than agent B of proposition m,
this is because A’s appearance about m implies (and is thus stronger than) B’s appearance of it.
Since the only property that appearance map satisﬁes is join-preservation, there can be no relation
between the appearance of reality to an agent and the reality itself. In other words, an agent can have
wrong information:
• If m 6≤ m0 but fM
A (m) ≤ m0 then agent A has been deluded since in reality m does not imply
m0, but it appears to agent A that it does. So agent A has incorrect information for example due
to being deceived by another agent, a malfunctioning communication channel or corrupted data.
Since M is a sup-lattice and appearance preserves arbitrary joins, it should also preserve the empty
join, or the join of the Falsum. This means fM
A (⊥) = ⊥. What it means in an epistemic setting:
• If fM
A (⊥) = ⊥ then if the Falsum holds in the real world, that is if there is a contradiction in the
real worlds, it appears as it is to all the agents: they all have contradictory information.
Note that although preserving the false proposition, appearance has no relation with the True proposi-
tion, or the top of the module, in particular we do not have the following in general
fM
A (>) 6= >
The appearance maps are our ﬁrst and basic epistemic modality, however they are not the knowledge
modality, since all normal knowledge modalities preserve conjunction and appearance preserves dis-
junction. But appearance has a Galois right adjoint that preserves conjunction explained belows.
Knowledge. We interpreted the fM
A maps as appearances of agents and showed how it relates to
the information content of agents about reality. Now we show that its adjoint, the meet preserving
endomorphism on the module, stands for knowledge of agents about reality. For each agent A ∈ A
we introduce our knowledge modality M





By adjunction we have
fM
A (m) ≤ m0 iff m ≤ M
A m0 ,
which says if the appearance of an agent about m implies m0 then if m holds, the agent knows that m0
and also the other way around. In other words, if all the propositions that appear to be true to agent
A when m holds, imply m0, then whenever m holds, agent A knows m0. Using this inequality, the
extreme cases of appearance will read as follows
• fM
A (m) = > is equivalent to m ≤ 2M
A >, which means whenever m holds in reality, agent A
has no knowledge.
30• fM
A (m) = m is equivalent to m ≤ 2M
A m, which means whenever m holds in reality, agent A
knows it.
The wrong appearance or incorrect information will read as wrong knowledge:
• m  m0 but fM
A (m) ≤ m0 is equivalent to m  m0 but m ≤ 2M
A m0, which means if m is
true m0 is not, but if m holds, agent A knows that m0, which means he has wrong knowledge or
belief about m0, since m0 is not true.





A (m) ≤ m0}
that is as the weakest proposition whose appearance implies m0.
Properties of knowledge. Some basic properties of M










Hence it preserves the empty meet and binary meets, that is
M
A > = > M
A (m ∧ m0) = M
A m ∧ M
A m0 ,
This implies that it is also order-preserving or monotone, that is
if m ≤ m0 then M
A m ≤ M
A m0 .
These are the properties of the normal modality or axiom K in modal logics. The connection to other
axioms such as T,4,5 will be discussed in more detail in the next section. This modality covers both
knowledge and belief. In contexts where no wrong belief is allowed, it can be read as knowledge, i.e.
justiﬁed true belief . Otherwise, it stands for justiﬁed belief.
Example. Consider a simple scenario with two players A,B and a referee C. In front of everybody,
the referee throws a fair coin, catches it in his palm and fully covers it, before anybody (including
himself) can see on which side the coin has landed. The players and the referee do not know on which
side the coin has landed: each of them think it might have landed heads up or tails up. We denote the
proposition that says ‘coin has landed heads up’ by H, and the proposition that says ‘coin has landed
tails up’ by T. The appearance maps for each agent, in case the coin has landed heads, are
fM
A (H) = fM
B (H) = fM
C (H) = H ∨ T
, which means all the agents are uncertain about the face of the coin. Similarly in case the coin has
landed tails:
fM
A (T) = fM
B (T) = fM
C (T) = H ∨ T
31We can now calculate the knowledge of agents in each case:
H ≤ 2M
A (H ∨ T) and T ≤ 2M
A (H ∨ T)
and similarly for B and C, which means each agent is uncertain about the face of the coin.
2.2.2 Epistemic Actions
Elements of the quantale q ∈ Q are interpreted as epistemic programs or epistemic actions. That is,
actions that change the information state of agents. The order of the quantale is the order of non-
determinism of these actions
q1 ≤ q2 means action q1 is more deterministic than action q2
This is for example because q2 is obtained from q1 by making it depend on the outcome of a coin-toss.
Accordingly, the join of quantale is interpreted as non-deterministic choice of actions
q1 ∨ q2 means either action q1 or action q2 is happening
The multiplication of the quantale is interpreted as sequential composition of actions:
q1 • q2 means ﬁrst action q1 happens then action q2
The multiplicative unit 1 of Q is the void epistemic action, that is the action that does nothing and is
referred to as skip in literature.
Appearance. Similar to the module, the appearance maps f
Q
A : Q → Q encode how agents perceive
actions. f
Q
A(q) interprets as all the actions that appear to agent A as happening where in reality action
q is happening. The two extreme cases are interpreted the same as in the module
• f
Q
A(q) = >: means agent A has no information about what action is happening, every action
seem possible to him.
• f
Q
A(q) = q: means agent A has certain information about what action is happening: action q is
happening and agent A is aware of it.
The appearances might provide wrong information for the agent, since they are not truth preserving:
• q < f
Q
A(q): meansthatinrealityactionq ishappening, butagentAthinksamorenon-deterministic
action, namely fA(q) is taking place. In other words, action q is being hidden from A, he views
it possibly as a choice of actions.
32• q 6≤ f
Q
A(q): means action q is happening but something totally different and irrelevant appears
to A. There is no relation between q and its appearance to agent A, as a result of being lied to or
cheated on. This is used to represent misinformation actions such as lying and cheating.
Since fA preserves all joins including the empty join, we have that f
Q
A(⊥) = ⊥. The bottom action
stands for the most deterministic action or the impossible action. Thus this equality says that if the
contradictory action is happening in reality, everybody will be aware of it.
Knowledge. The right adjoint to f
Q
A maps are our knowledge modality on the quantale. They are
denoted as 
Q





A(q) ≤ q0 ,
These modalities 
Q
A satisfy the same properties as M
A .
Example. Consider our coin toss scenario, and that after the referee C catches the coin, he announces
the result publicly so that everybody hears it. Now all the three agents know the face of the coin.
Suppose the coins is heads, we denote the action of announcement as σ, since it is a public action, it







C (σ) = σ




and similarly for B and C.
Consider now the same coin-toss, but this time with the difference that while agents A and B think
no one knows the face of the coin, the referee cheats by taking a peek before covering the coin and that
others did not notice this action. We denote the action of taking a peek, that is the real action, by γ,






which is equal to, in terms of knowledge
and γ ≤ 2
Q
B 1




A(γ) = γ and thus γ ≤ 2
Q
C γ
This is an example of a misinformation action, that is cheating.
332.2.3 Epistemic Update
The action of the quantale on the module
−.− : M × Q → M
encodes our notion of epistemic updating. We read m.q as performing an epistemic action q ∈ Q on
an epistemic proposition m ∈ M, the result of which will be a new epistemic proposition, possibly
with a new truth value. We use epistemic updating to encode the change of knowledge of an agent as
a result of an action, for example communicating with other agents. For example when proposition m
holds in the real world, agent A does not know m0
m  2M
A m0
But after the communication action q happens, he does:
m.q ≤ 2M
A m0
Using the adjunction between appearance and knowledge, we see that the above are equivalent to the
following
fM
A (m)  m0 but fM
A (m.q) ≤ m0
In order to understand how this equation works, we need to know how fM
A (m.q) relates to fM
A (m),
which is going to be explained in the axiom section below.
We can also have the other direction, if m holds in the real world, agent A know that m0, but after
communicating with other agents in action q, he changes his mind:
m ≤ 2M
A m0 but m.q  2M
A m0
that is equivalent to the following in terms of appearances
fM
A (m) ≤ m0 but fM
A (m.q)  m0
and we will see later why this is possible.
Since update preserves all joins, it also preserves the empty join on both arguments, that is we have
m.⊥ = ⊥ and ⊥.q = ⊥
The ﬁrst one says that update with an impossible action results to a contradiction. The second one says
that no action can change the Falsum, that is if a contradiction holds in the real worlds, no action can
save us from it.
34Example. Now we can express that in the coin toss scenario (without cheating), the agents get to know
the face of the coin, after the announcement of for example heads. Recall that before the announcement
we have
H ≤ 2M
A (H ∨ T) which means H  2M
A H
and similarly for B and C. But after the announcement action σ we have
H .σ ≤ 2M
A H
similarly for B and C. We will show how to prove expressions like that at the end of this chapter.
Dynamicmodality. Sinceepistemicupdate−.−preservesjoinsinbotharguments, ithastwoGalois
right adjoints. The following one
−.q a [q]−
is the dynamic modality used in dynamic logic [45], also referred to as weakest preconditions in [47].
It reads as
[q]m : after action q proposition m holds.
The deﬁnition of adjunction says the following
m.q ≤ m0 iff m ≤ [q]m0
which means if doing q on m implies the truth of m0 then m implies that after doing q proposition m0
holds and vises versa. In other words, [q]m is the weakest proposition that should be true before doing
q, so that after performing q on it, proposition m will become true.
Using this modality we can express what happens to the knowledge of agents after an action hap-
pens:
m  2M
A m0 but m ≤ [q]2M
A m0
which is by adjunction equal to the expression of previous page:
m ≤ [q]2M
A m0 iff m.q ≤ 2M
A m0
Example. In the coin-toss scenario, we an equivalent expression to the one explained above:
H .σ ≤ 2M
A H equivalent to H ≤ [σ]2M
A H
2.2.4 Axioms
In this section, we use the above interpretations to explain the axioms of the epistemic system. We start
with the axioms of the action of the quantale on the module.








says that updating the disjunction of proposition is equal to the disjunction of updates. In other words
the disjunction of propositions is consistent with the disjunction of propositions updated with an action.








which means update with choice of actions is equal to the disjunction of update with each of the
actions. In this case we are asking the disjunction of propositions to be consistent with update with non
deterministic choice of actions.
The second axiom is
m.1 = m
which says update with the unit of quantale, has no effect. In other words, the unit of quantale is
consistent with the update operation: it keeps its neutrality.
The third axioms is the associativity of update over sequential composition
m.(q • q0) = (m.q).q0
This says if we update a proposition with the sequential composition of two actions, it has the same
effect as ﬁrst updating with the ﬁrst one and then updating with the second one. This axioms is asking
for the consistency of sequential composition of the quantale with update.
Preconditions. Before explaining the axioms that deal with appearance, update, and the sequential
composition, we have to introduce a new notion, that of the precondition of an action. Epistemic
actions are partial in the sense that not every action can happen on every proposition. Some actions
are incompatible with some propositions: actions can only happen if certain propositions hold. This is
equal to say that if an action runs on one of its incompatible propositions, it will result in a contradiction
⊥. That is if m.q = ⊥ then the epistemic action q cannot be applied to the proposition m. To represent
these incompatible propositions, we deﬁne a kernel for each action as follows
Ker(q) := {m ∈ M | m.q = ⊥}
Note that ker(q) = [q]⊥ we have that ker(q) = ↓(
W
Ker(q)) and thus the kernel of each action exists
as a proposition in M for all q ∈ Q. The kernel comprises the precondition of q, which is not in general
a proposition in M. The action that does nothing, that is 1, can be applied on every proposition, thus
36its kernel is the falsum
ker(1) = ↓⊥ = ⊥
Example. In our coin-toss scenario our σ action, that is the announcement of heads, can only apply
to propositions that imply the proposition H. In other words, it cannot happen in situations where the
coin has actually landed tails, so we have
ker(σ) = ↓T
Update Inequality. This inequality states the relations between the appearance maps and epistemic
update:
fM




Since each agent updates his knowledge according to how he perceives the epistemic action, it is clear
that fM
A (m.q) should relate to fM
A (m).f
Q
A(q) so that we can reason about or calculate fM
A (m.q)
using its simpler parts, that is m and q and their appearances. This is an important condition and
provides the core of our reasoning about knowledge with regard to actions that change it. One can view
it as a consistency or rationality requirement that connects the appearance of the update proposition
to the update of the initial appearances with the initial action. The fact that they relate through an
inequality, rather than an equality, expresses the fact that the appearance of an updated proposition
by an action, that is fM




former implies the latter. The reason is that if in reality proposition m is in the kernel of action q then
the update will become ⊥:
m ∈ ker(q) implies m.q = ⊥
and we have that the appearance of ⊥ is ⊥:
fA(⊥) = ⊥.
But there is no reason for the appearance of the proposition fA(m) to be in the kernel of the appearance
of the action fA(q), that is
m ∈ ker(q) ; fA(m) ∈ ker(fA(q))
and we can have that
m.q = ⊥ but fA(m).fA(q) 6= ⊥
So the equality does not hold, where as the inequality does. Thus the inequality is more general and
that is why we posed it as a condition on our setting.
Example. As an example to the inequality explained above, recall our coin-toss scenario with the
cheating action γ. Assume that when the referee C cheated, he saw that the coin was heads and thus
37the kernel of γ is the down set of proposition corresponding to tails:
ker(γ) = ↓T
and we have the following
T .γ = ⊥ and thus fA(T .γ) = ⊥
but recall that agents A and B did not know on which side the coin landed and also did not notice the
cheating, that is
fM
A (T) = H ∨ T and f
Q
A(γ) = 1
As explained above, the kernel of 1 is only the bottom of the lattice so





A(γ) = (H ∨ T).1 6= ⊥
Unit and Multiplication Inequalities. Similar to the update inequality, we need to relate the appear-
ance of sequential composition of actions f
Q





A(q0), and also the unit 1 to its appearance f
Q






an agent might thing either something is happening or nothing is happening, and this accommodates
suspicions of agents about actions. On the other hand, posing this inequality says that when nothing is
happening, the agent considers it as an option and so has a consistent appearance with the event, in this



















A(q0). The informal reason is similar to the
update inequality: the left hand side might become ⊥ where as the right hand side stays non-bottom,
thus the relation cannot be an equality. We explain why that could happen. A sequential composition
of actions is bottom if either one of them is the bottom action, or that the kernel of the ﬁrst action is
true so the ﬁrst action results to ⊥, or that after performing the ﬁrst action, the kernel of the second one
becomes true:




q = ⊥ or q0 = ⊥
ker(q) ∨ [q]ker(q0)




A(q0) are ⊥ and we
will have the equality between f
Q




A(q0). But if the second condition is the case,




A(q0) = ⊥. This is because















But in this case the left hand side being bottom implies any right hand side and thus the inequality
between the two holds. The unit inequality is consistent with and in the same lines as the multiplica-
tion inequality. It says that the skip action, in which nothing happens, is more deterministic than its
appearance. So if nothing is happening, all the agents consider it as an option; their appearance include
it.
Example. As an example consider again our coin-toss scenario with the cheating action when the coin
has landed heads up. Consider action σ0 as the public announcement of the tails, so we have
ker(σ0) =↓H and fA(σ0) = fB(σ0) = fC(σ0) = σ0
The announcement of tails cannot be followed by a cheating action where the coin has landed heads
σ0 • γ = ⊥
this is since whenever we can perform action σ0, that is whenever we announce T, it means that propo-
sition T should have been true, and announcing T will not make it false (explained in the fact section
below). But we have that proposition T is in the kernel of the cheating action, since the coin has landed
heads, that is T ∈ ker(γ), as a result we have
[σ0]T ≤ [σ0]ker(γ)





A(γ) = σ0 • 1 = σ0 6= ⊥
because 1 can be applied everywhere.
Stable facts. Every epistemic system has a non-epistemic or objective part. This objective part con-
tains propositions that cannot be altered by any epistemic action. We call these “facts”. They can be
39formally deﬁned as the stabilizer of Q:
Stab(Q) := {φ ∈ M | ∀q ∈ Q,φ.q ≤ φ}
that is those epistemic propositions which are stable under the epistemic programs: φ.q ≤ φ. In terms
of dynamic modality that is φ ≤ [q]φ, which says t that the weakest precondition for φ with respect
to action q entails φ. In other words, validity of φ cannot be created by epistemic actions, if it is true
before, it will stay true after running any program on it. Conclusively, elements of module both encode
actual facts and the knowledge of each agent, that is, both factual and epistemic content.
Example. In our coin-toss scenario the propositions H and T are facts, but 2M
A H and 2M
A T are the
epistemic ones.
2.3 The Muddy Children Puzzle
In this section we show how our algebra can be used to encode and solve an epistemic puzzle: the
muddy children puzzle. This puzzle has a dynamic nature, communication between the children and the
information passed via these communications are the core of solving it. However, the usual epistemic
logic solutions, for example in the standard text book on epistemic logic by Fagin et al. [39], do not
formalize the dynamics and deal with it on the side using natural language. The dynamic epistemic
logic of Baltag et al. [10] formalizes both dynamics and epistemics and provides a dynamic solution to
the puzzle in a Kripke state-based model. The logic of this thesis is the ﬁrst algebraic encoding of this
puzzle, that assumes much less than any of the other attempts about the connectives of the logic. We
show how our minimal non-boolean propositional setting with only disjunction and conjunction and
no distributivity, solves the puzzle in an elegant way. Moreover, our equational setting and our adjoint
epistemic and dynamic modalities even simplify the solution to a great extent. We also show how the
possibility of having wrong information in our setting (same as in Baltag et. al.), helps us to deﬁne
more interesting versions of this puzzle with cheating and lying actions of children.
2.3.1 The Original Version
The puzzle goes like this: n children are playing in the mud and k of them have dirty foreheads. Each
child can see all the other foreheads except for his own. Their father appears at the door and tells them
that at least one of them has a dirty forehead. Then he asks if any one knows that it is him that has a
dirty forehead, the children think and they all, simultaneously, answer no. Then having heard all the
no answers of other children, they think again and again answer no. The question is after how many
rounds of no answers, each dirty child will come to know that he is dirty? We will prove in this section,
that the answer is k − 1, that is after k − 1 rounds of no answers, all the dirty children will know that
they are dirty.
40We encode the puzzle in an epistemic system (M,Q,{fA}A∈A). The set of agents A includes the
children, that is
{C1,··· ,Cn} ⊆ A
We assume that the ﬁrst k children C1,··· ,Ck for 1 ≤ k ≤ n are the dirty ones. The module M
includes all possible initial propositions about which child is dirty. So we have a proposition that
says no child is dirty, and thus corresponds to the situation where no child is dirty. We denote this
proposition as s∅. Similarly we have a proposition that says only child one is dirty, denoted as s{C1},
which corresponds to the situation where only child one is dirty and so on for all the children. So we
have 2n possible propositions, denoted as sβ where the subscript β is the set of those children that have
mud on their forehead, that is
β ⊆ A
For example the proposition s{C1,...,Cn} says that all the children are dirty. So among our propositions
are the two extreme proposition: s∅ and s{C1,...,Cn}, but the proposition that is true in the real case is
s{C1,...,Ck}, that stand for our assumption that children 1 to k are dirty.
We have to set the appearance maps for each child about all this proposition. That is we have to
see how does each proposition appear to each child. Since the children cannot see their own foreheads
(which might either be dirty or not), in each proposition, they think they might be dirty or not. In other
words, in each proposition they think they might be in the set of dirty children or not. This is encoded
as
fM
Ci(sβ) = sβ\{Ci} ∨ sβ∪{Ci}
where sβ\{Ci} is where the child Ci is not dirty and sβ∪{Ci} is where he is dirty. Each of our propo-
sitions correspond to an epistemic situation, but they also satisfy some facts, that is the facts that
correspond to the situation described by the proposition. For example proposition s∅ corresponds the
fact that ‘no child is dirty’. We denote this fact by D∅ and set an order between the proposition and its
corresponding fact, that is
s∅ ≤ D∅
Similarly for the other propositions, we assume Di denotes the fact that the i’th child has a dirty
forehead, hence we have
sβ ≤ Di for all Ci ∈ β
and the set of our facts will be
{D∅} ∪ {Di ∈ M | Ci ∈ A} ⊆ Stab(Q)
which is a subset of the set of all facts of our epistemic system, that is the stabilizer of Q.
Now we start to encode the dynamic part of the puzzle, that is the communication actions that
happen between the father and the children. The ﬁrst of these happens when the father tells the children
41that at least one child is dirty. We denote this action by q0 and assume that it is an element of the
quantale
q0 ∈ Q
Since this is a public action, all the children hear it, so it appears as it is to all the children:
f
Q
Ci(q0) = q0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
The kernel of this action, is the set of all propositions (epistemic or fact) that it cannot be applied to,
that is the proposition that says no child is dirty D∅, and everything that implies it:
ker(q0) = ↓D∅
Note that the proposition s∅ is included in the kernel since s∅ ≤ D∅.
Each round of no answers of children is also a communication action between the children. Since
they all announce the same proposition, that is the no answer, we denote them all equally as the action
q in our quantale
q ∈ Q




Ci(q) = q for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
The kernel of this action, that is the kernel of each round of no answers, is the set of all propositions
in which some child knows that he is dirty. The set contains all the propositions that say for example
child one knows that he is dirty, child two knows that he is dirty and so on, that is
Wi=n
i=1 2CiDi. So the





We are done with our encoding: we have encoded the assumptions of the puzzle in the propositions
and their appearances in the module, we have also encoded the dynamic assumptions in the actions of
the quantale, and their appearances. The kernel of each action connects the action to the proposition
that it contains, that is the communicated proposition, it can be seen as the propositional representative
of the action in the module.
We now claim that after k − 1 rounds of no answers of children, all the dirty children know that
they are dirty. This claim is formalized using the dynamic and epistemic modalities as follows:
Proposition 2.3.1 After the k − 1’s rounds of answers, dirty child j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k knows that he is
dirty i.e.
s{C1,···,Ck} ≤ [q0 (•q)(k−1)]2CjDj .
42where (•q)(k−1) denotes (k − 1) times sequential composition of no answers q • ··· • q.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on the number of dirty children k.
Base Case. For the base case we prove the proposition for k = 1, that is
sC1 ≤ [q0]2C1D1
By adjunction between dynamic modality and update this is equivalent to
sC1 · q0 ≤ 2C1D1
and by adjunction between epistemic modality and appearance this is equivalent to
fC1(sC1 · q0) ≤ D1
By the update inequality, to prove the above inequality it is enough to prove the following
fC1(sC1) · fC1(q0) ≤ D1
which is by the initial assumptions of the puzzle on fC1 of propositions and actions equal to
(sC1 ∨ s∅) · q0 ≤ D1 .




sC1 · q0 ≤ D1 ,
s∅ · q0 ≤ D1 .
For the ﬁrst case, by the initial assumption for the states satisfying their corresponding facts we have
sC1 ≤ D1, now since update is order preserving, we update both sides by q0 and get sC1 ·q0 ≤ D1 ·q0.
But D1 is a fact and stable under any update so D1·q0 ≤ D1 and by transitivity we obtain sC1·q0 ≤ D1.
For the second case, by our initial assumptions about the kernel of the actions we have that s∅ ∈
ker(q0), and thus by deﬁnition of kernel s∅ · q0 = ⊥, which is less than any proposition, and again by
transitivity we get ⊥ = s∅ · q0 ≤ D1.
Induction Hypothesis. We assume that the above proposition holds for k − 1 dirty children and
1 ≤ l ≤ k − 1
s{C1,···,Ck−1} ≤ [q0 (•q)(k−2)]2ClDl .
By the dynamic adjunction, this is equivalent to
s{C1,···,Ck−1} · (q0 (•q)(k−2)) ≤ 2ClDl
43and by the module equation for associativity of update over sequential composition this is equivalent to
s{C1,···,Ck−1} · q0 (·q)(k−2) ≤ 2ClDl
Now since 2ClDl ≤
W
i 2CiDi and by the initial kernel assumptions we have
W
i 2CiDi ∈ ker(q), we
get
s{C1,···,Ck−1} · q0 (·q)(k−2) ∈ ker(q)
We will use this in the proof of our induction step below.
Induction Step. Finally we have to show the proposition for k dirty children
s{C1,···,Ck} ≤ [q0 (•q)(k−1)]2CjDj .
We apply the dynamic and epistemic modalities and obtain the following equivalent form
fCj(s{C1,···,Ck} · (q0 (•q)(k−1))) ≤ 2CjDj
For which by the update and multiplication inequality and initial assumptions on the appearance of
actions, it is enough to show the following
fCj(s{C1,···,Ck}) · (q0 (·q)(k−1))) ≤ Dj




s{C1,···,Ck} · (q0 (·q)(k−1))) ≤ Dj ,
s{C1,···,Ck}\{Cj} · (q0 (·q)(k−1))) ≤ Dj .
Similar to the base case, the ﬁrst case follows by the initial assumption on facts s{C1,···,Ck} ≤ Dj
and stability of Dj under updates. The second case follows from the induction hypothesis, where we
obtained
s{C1,···,Ck−1} · q0 (·q)(k−2) ∈ ker(q)
and since dirty children are the ﬁrst k ones, we get s{C1,···,Ck}\Cj ·q0 (·q)(k−2) ∈ ker(q). By deﬁnition
of kernel
s{C1,···,Ck}\{Cj} · q0 (·q)(k−2) · q = ⊥
and we are done since ⊥ ≤ Dj. 2
2.3.2 Algebraic Features of the Proof
The muddy children puzzle is based on the new information that each child acquires after hearing the
no answers of other children, that is by knowing that others do not know. This is reﬂected in our
44setting by the systematic update of the children’s knowledge after each round of answers. In particular,
in the inductive step we show that s{C1,···,Ck} .q0 (.q)(k−1) is included in the kernel of the action q,
which means after each round of no answers the propositions in which children know that they are
dirty form part of the kernel of the next round of answers, that is it becomes impossible for the next
round of no answers to take place. These impossible propositions accumulate and at some point, at
round k − 1, they all become impossible and thus the update results in ⊥, and that is when we get our
conclusion. This corresponds to eliminating possibilities in the usual Kripke model solutions of this
puzzle. In this approach [39], ﬁrst one draws an initial model for all the possible states, corresponding
to the propositions of our module, each state has a valuation that corresponds to our propositions
satisfying facts. Also in each state, the children access other states that are considered possible for
them, these correspond to our appearance maps. There is no account of any action whatsoever, and
the announcements and the information that they contain are dealt with informally. Thus after drawing
this initial model, that can only be drawn for small numbers for example 3 children 2 of them dirty,
the solution is very informal and done in natural language. It is stated on the side that after each
announcement (father’s and then children’s no answers) some of the states become non-accessible for
the children, for example after father’s announcement, the state that corresponds to no dirty child,
becomes inaccessible for all the children. Then the model is trimmed by deleting the corresponding
accessibility relations of this state, and consequently eliminating the state. This process is repeated for
each round of no answers, at the end only the states remain, in which all the children know that they
are dirty. Because the elimination is also done informally on the side. The dynamics of the puzzle is
not formalized in the usual proofs, there is no notion of action or update. By contrast in our setting,
this constitutes the core of the proof.
Common Knowledge. It is worth mentioning that in the usual approaches to this puzzle, the Kripke
method described above is the model theoretic solution and the formal proof is given in an epistemic
logic proof system. These proof systems are usually Hilbert-style [39], and use the common knowledge
operator. This operator has an inﬁnite nature and encodes the fact that for example after father’s an-
nouncement, all the children know that at least one child is dirty, and they know that all the children
know that. This operator compensates for the lack of dynamics: after each round of no answers, it is the
common knowledge of children that changes. As shown above, we do not need an operator of this kind
to formalize the proof, the algebraic axiomatic uses the updates instead. But it is worth noting that the
common knowledge operator can easily be deﬁned in our setting in the form of a greatest ﬁxed point
that arises as the right adjoint to the least ﬁxed point operator deﬁned over appearances. In fact, the
common knowledge is the right notion of knowledge obtained after a public announcement. Deﬁning
these notions and proving their properties constitutes future work.
Resource-Sensitivity. Another important feature of this puzzle is the repetition of actions and the
different effects that they induce after each repetition, that is the action of saying no, and its repetition
in each round. After the ﬁrst round, the dirty children do not know that they are dirty, after the second
45round they still do not know, it is only after the k − 1 round that they get to know. This is reﬂected in
our setting in the resource-sensitivity of the quantale with regard to sequential composition of actions,
that two times doing an action is not equal to doing it once
q • q 6= q
this also effects the update, and update also becomes resource-sensitive, that is update with sequential
composition of one action with itself, is not equal to update once with that action
m.(q • q) 6= m.q
This features of our algebra is a desirable one in solving the muddy children puzzle and other similar
epistemic and dynamic scenarios. In the dynamic approaches to to this puzzle in Dynamic Epistemic
Logic [9, 10], the actions and the updates are part of the formalism, but there is no account of resource,
and moreover, there is no structure on the actions.
2.3.3 Muddy Children with Cheating and Lying.
Although the muddy children is a challenging puzzle and not obvious to solve, but the actions that
happen in it, are very simple. They are all trivial actions that appear the same to all the agents. More
sophisticated cases would be when some action is happening, but that not all the agents know about it,
or some think that some other action is happening. These can be for example when some of the children
are not honest and when they still do not know that they are dirty, they will answer otherwise, that is
they will lie. But the honest children do not know that and they think they are telling the truth. Another
example would be when some children secretly communicate with each other and tell each other than
they are dirty, where as other children, outsiders to this action think the cheating has not happened. We
have means in our algebraic setting to deal with these misinformation actions. These actions are going
to lead to wrong information and possibly confusion of some of the children. By confusion we mean
having contradictory knowledge 2M
A ⊥. Since we allowed for wrong knowledge in our setting, we are
able to encode all these interesting cases.
We are going to introduce a version of the puzzle where some of the children are not honest and
they may lie, or otherwise cheat by engaging in secret communication. These misinformation examples
were ﬁrst discussed by Baltag in [6], the cheating example was partly solved in a course taught by him,
where as the lying example is new.
Lying Muddy Children. Assume that the same n children are playing in the mud and this time
only one of them, child number one C1 for simplicity, has a dirty forehead. Their father does the
announcement exactly as in the classical Muddy Children Puzzle, and then asks the same question.
Now before the ﬁrst round of answers, the dirty child who is a perfect reasoner, follows the proof
46presented above and by looking around and seeing no other dirty child, concludes that he is dirty
2C1D1. But instead of announcing the truth in the ﬁrst round, he lies by saying that he does not know
that he is dirty. This version is encoded using the same epistemic system as muddy children above with
the difference that this time we set k = 1. Let ¯ D1 denote the fact that child one is not dirty. This fact
is being satisﬁed in all the propositions where child one is not dirty, that is
sβ ≤ ¯ D1 where C1 / ∈ β
an example of such a proposition is
s{C1} ≤ ¯ D2
Denote by ¯ q the ﬁrst round of answers that includes child one’s lying and others’ “No!” replies. The
appearance of this action to child one is identity since he knows that he is lying
fC1(¯ q) = ¯ q
whereas other children who do not know that C1 is lying think that the action q in classical muddy
children (truthful public refutation) is happening, that is we have
for 1 < i ≤ n fCi(¯ q) = q
The kernel of ¯ q is the down set of the proposition in which C1 knows he is not dirty and others know
that they are dirty




Proposition 2.3.2 After the ﬁrst child’s lying and the others’ negative answers in the ﬁrst round, every
clean child j (with k < j) thinks (wrongly) that he is dirty i.e.
s{C1} ≤ [q0 • ¯ q]2CjDj .
Proof. We proceed in the same way as the classical muddy children above, by moving the dynamic and
epistemic modalities to the left and applying the update inequality we obtain
fCj(s{C1}).fCj(q0).fCj(¯ q) ≤ Dj .
By replacing the fCj’s with their values we get
(s{C1} ∨ s{C1,Cj}).q0 .q ≤ Dj
47and by distributivity we have to show the following two cases (same as in the classical version above)
s{C1} .q0 .q ≤ Dj
and
s{C1,Cj} .q0 .q ≤ Dj
The second case is trivial for the same reasons as classical muddy children. For the ﬁrst case we use
the
s{C1,···,Ck}\{Cj} .q0 (.q)(k−2) ∈ ker(q)
proved in the muddy children above, and get
s{C1} .q0 ∈ ker(q)
and hence
⊥ = s{C1} .q0 .q ≤ Dj
2
Cheating Muddy Children. As another example, consider the original n and k version but in which,
just before the k − 1’th round, all but one of the dirty children (say, all except C1), “cheat” by secretly
telling each other that they are in fact dirty. We denote this cheating action by π ∈ Q, it appears to the
cheating children, who are the dirty children 2 to k, as it is
fC2 = fC3 = ··· = fCk(π) = π
but the ﬁrst dirty child C1 and the clean ones, that is from (k + 1) to n, are not aware of it:
fC1(π) = fCk+1(π) = ··· = fCn(π) = 1
In the cheating action each child tells the others that he is dirty, that is D2 ∧ ··· ∧ Dk. Thus the kernel





where as in the lying case Di is the fact that says child i is clean, and is implied by all the propositions
that correspond to it, for example the proposition that says children 2 to k are dirty satisﬁes D1
s{C2,...,Ck} ≤ D1
48In the k − 1’th round, all these dirty cheating children will answer yes, we know we are dirty, and at
the same time child one and the clean children answer no. We denote this action with q, it appears as it
is to every one:
fCi(q) = q
and its kernel is the disjunction of proposition that says children 2 to k do not know that they are dirty










We claim that in the k’th round the only non-cheating child C1 will wrongly conclude that he is clean:
Proposition 2.3.3 After k − 2 rounds of no answer, and the cheating of dirty children 2 to k, and the
yes answers of them at round (k − 1), the dirty child one will wrongly conclude that he is clean:
s{C1,...,Ck} ≤ [q0(•q)k−2 • π • q]2M
C1 D1
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the original muddy children, it goes by induction on k. 2
2.4 Variations on Epistemic Modalities
The epistemic modality of our setting is the right adjoint to appearance and satisﬁes the normal prop-
erties of an epistemic modality, that is monotonicity and preservation of conjunction. However, we can
have more properties by posing conditions on our appearance maps, or by asking our underlying sup-
lattice to be a Boolean Algebra where presence of classical negation helps us to deﬁne more modalities.
Also the composition of our appearance-knowledge adjoint pair provides us with two more modalities,
both monotone.
2.4.1 Properties of Appearance
In the usual relational models of epistemic logic, that is Kripke semantics, different modalities are ob-
tained by asking the accessibility relation to satisfy relational properties such as reﬂexivity, transitivity,
and anti-symmetry. We have an order-theoretic semantics and thus in order to have different knowledge
modalities, our appearance maps should satisfy order properties, such as increasing, decreasing, idem-
potence and so on. These properties are put together to deﬁne the notions of closure and co-closure:
Closure. The fA map is a closure if it satisﬁes the following properties
m ≤ fA(m), fA(fA(m)) = fA(m), and m ≤ m0 ⇒ fA(m) ≤ fA(m0).
49The ﬁrst property is called the increasing property, the second one is idempotence, and the last one
monotonicity. Co-closure is deﬁned similarly to closure except that the increasing property becomes
decreasing, that is fA(m) ≤ m. We show below how by playing with these properties, we can get
different epistemic modalities:
Proposition 2.4.1 If fA is idempotent, i.e. fA(fA(m)) = fA(m), then the epistemic modality is
positively introspective, i.e. 2Am ≤ 2A2Am.
Proof.
fA a 2A
fA(2Am) ≤ m property of adjunction
fA(fA(2Am)) ≤ m idempotence of fA
2Am ≤ 2A2Am two times adjunction
Notethatinthisproofweonlyusetheweaker(onedirection)idempotenceoffA, thatisfA(fA(m)) ≤
m. The epistemic modality 2A can also have order properties, for example if fA is decreasing
fA(m) ≤ m, then by adjunction the box modality becomes increasing m ≤ 2Am. As a conclusion
if fA is a co-closure (decreasing and idempotent) then 2A becomes increasing and positively intro-
spective. The increasing property resembles the necessitation rule of epistemic logics and the positive
introspection is the 4 axiom of the S4 modality. Mixing the order properties of fA and 2A provides us
with different epistemic logics. For example we have:
Proposition 2.4.2 If fA is idempotent and 2A is decreasing, i.e. 2Am ≤ m then our epistemic system
is an S4 system.
Proof. We have to show that 2A satisﬁes the axioms of S4 modality, i.e. T and 4. Axiom T is the
same as the decreasing property and axiom 4 or positive introspection is proved above by idempotence
of fA.
2.4.2 Properties of Module
If our module is a Boolean Algebra (BA), our knowledge-appearance adjunction results to two more
modalities, one of them is the diamond modality of Kripke semantics. When M is a BA, it has a
negation operator ¬(−) : M → M that is order reversing, i.e. m ≤ m0 ⇔ ¬m0 ≤ ¬m, satisﬁes
¬¬m = m, and also ¬(m ∨ m0) = ¬m ∧ ¬m0. This negation helps us to deﬁne new modalities
that also constitute an adjoint pair. In this section we go through these deﬁnitions algebraically, the
deﬁnitions in terms of Kripke models are discussed in the Representation chapter.
Theorem 2.4.3 In aBoolean Algebra, every pairof mapsf,g : M → M that forman adjunctionf a g
gives rise to another pair of adjoint maps f+ a g+ where f+(m) = ¬g(¬m) and g+(m) = ¬f(¬m).
50Proof. For m,m0 ∈ M:
f a g
f(¬m) ≤ ¬m0 ⇔ ¬m ≤ g(¬m0)
¬¬m0 ≤ ¬f(¬m) ⇔ ¬g(¬m0) ≤ ¬¬m
m0 ≤ ¬f(¬m) ⇔ ¬g(¬m0) ≤ m
m0 ≤ g+(m) ⇔ f+(m0) ≤ m
f+ a g+
2
These new adjoint maps are called linear adjoints, that is f+ is the linear adjoint of f and g+ is
the linear adjoint of g. Thus the linear adjoint f+ of a map f is the De Morgan dual of its categorical








f a f∗ and f+(m) = ¬f∗(¬m).
In the case of our adjunction fA a 2A, we get two linear adjoints f+
A and 2+
A that are also Galois
adjoints f+
A a 2+
A. We can now deﬁne the De Morgan dual of the box modality as the linear adjoint
to appearance f+
A(m) = ¬2Am. This De Morgan dual has been referred to as the Diamond modality
in epistemic logic contexts. In our setting it is the linear adjoint to appearance f+
A = 3A. The linear
adjoint to 2+
Am = ¬fA¬m) stands for all the propositions that an agent A does not consider true if m
does not hold in the real world.
2.4.3 Composition of Adjoints
Any pair of adjoint maps f a g gives rise to a closure and a co-closure, this corollary of adjunction
has been discussed in books on order theory for example [28] and also books on category theory, for
example [61]. The closure map is the result of the composition f ◦ g and the co-closure is the other
direction g ◦ f. Each of these maps can be seen as a new modality. For instance using our appearance-
knowledge adjunction fA a 2A, we deﬁne a new family of modalities for each agent
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51These are closure modalities, that is they are monotone and increasing. Similarly with the other direc-
tion we get a family of co-closure modalities:

0M





These new modalities are both monotone, but non are join or meet preserving. So they stand for non-
standard modalities. Both of these modalities are also idempotent, that is for instance A(Am) =
Am and similarly for 0
A. If we consider these new modalities as knowledge modalities, then
idempotence stands for positive introspection. The increasing property of closure, that is m ≤ 0
Am
is an instance of the generalization or necessitation rule that says if a proposition is true then everybody
knows it. The decreasing property, that is Am ≤ m is the truth property or axiom T that says if an
agent knows a proposition, then it is true. In other words, wrong-knowledge is not possible. Thus in
the co-closure case we get a knowledge-like modality for S4 that does not preserve the conjunction.
All these equally hold for the quantale.
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Logical Syntax
In this section we present a sequent calculus proof system for the algebraic semantics of Epistemic
systems presented in the previous chapter. Our system is the ﬁrst sequent calculus of its kind for a dy-
namic and epistemic logic, the usual proof system for these logics are Hilbert-style [10, 45]. However,
the syntax of our logic is in the same style as the syntax of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) of Baltag,
Moss, Solecki [10], which is based on the syntax of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [45]. We start
with a brief overview of the syntax of PDL and its extension to DEL , then introduce our syntax, which
is in some sense simpler than both of these. We then proceed by explaining our sequent calculus setting
in intuitive terms and try not to refer to the algebra. This is done by providing an intuitive reading for
each sequent and using it to read the rules, thus giving an intuitive meaning for rules. Also, we only
present and explain the rules for connectives that are signiﬁcant in dealing with dynamic epistemic
scenarios. The full set of rules, together with formal deﬁnitions will be presented in the next chapter
when we prove the soundness and completeness of our setting.
We refer to our logic as Intuitionistic Dynamic Epistemic Action Logic (IDEAL), which is a logic
to reason about knowledge of agents in a multi-agent system where agents communicate and as a
result their knowledge changes. The word Dynamic Epistemic comes from reasoning about knowledge
and the changes induced to knowledge. In order to reason about these changes, we give an explicit
formalization of the communication actions between agents, and that is where the word Action comes
from. Finally, our logic is non-boolean, that is we do not have negation and classical implication and
so we beneﬁt from an Intuitionistic version of sequent calculus. It is interesting that IDEAL can encode
and solve the epistemic puzzles that are usually dealt with in a full classical logic, and it does so in a
much simpler manner. This is because of the power of the dynamic formalism: actions and the change
they induce on knowledge compromises the lack of negation and implication. This is a precious quality,
it enables us to stay minimal and constructive.
IDEAL has two sequent systems and thus two sets of rules: one for its propositional, which is a
structural logic and another for its action setting, which is a substructural logic in the style of Lambek-
calculus [56], or more precisely Intuitionistic Non-Commutative Linear Logic [44]. There are two
53features in these rules that make them different from the usual propositional and action sequent calculi,
ﬁrstly agents are explicitly encoded in sequents and interact with propositional and action connectives.
Ontheactionside, itistheﬁrsttimethatepistemicmodalitiesaredeﬁnedonactions. Thisfeaturemakes
us deal with context splitting for the action contexts and copying the context for the agent contexts, a
feature absent from any other substructural logic we know. Secondly, we have some mixed rules where
the two systems interact with each other to encode the effect of actions on propositions thus resulting in
rules with two different kinds of sequents as input. These mixed rules have been discussed in a higher
level of abstraction in Functor Logics of [18], however, it is for the ﬁrst time in IDEAL that they get a
more concrete treatment.
3.1 Historical Background
We start by introducing the syntax of Propositional Dynamic Logic PDL [45] and then show how it
extends to Dynamic Epistemic Logic DEL [9, 10].
3.1.1 Propositional Dynamic Logic
Propositional Dynamic Logic is a logic to reason about interaction of computer programs with the
system in Computer Science and is a stronger version of Hoare logic [47]. The syntax of PDL has two
levels: propositions m and programs q and it is generated as as follows
m ::= ⊥ | > | ¬m | m ∧ m | m → m | [q]m
q ::= 1 | m? | q • q | q ∨ q | q∗
Propositions of PDL stand for properties of the system and programs represent any computer pro-
gram written in some programming language. So PDL has the usual propositional connectives, that is
conjunction, disjunction, implication, and negation of these properties. Moreover, it has a new proposi-
tional connective [q]m, called dynamic modalityand reads as ‘after action q proposition m holds’. The
dynamic modality bridges the propositional and the program levels and represents the weakest precon-
dition of action q with regards to proposition m. This means that [q]m is the weakest proposition that
should be true before running q so that m becomes true after q. It enables us to reason about the output
of a program, given the initial assumption on which the program was executed.
The connectives on the program level stand for basic operations on programs, which are sequential
composition q • q0 and non-deterministic choice q ∨ q0 of programs. The composition of two programs
q • q0 means ‘ﬁrst do q then do q0’. Sequential composition is a non-commutative operator, that is
q • q0 6= q0 • q. This is because running programs in different orders may result in different outputs.
The star connective q∗ stands for running a program for an inﬁnite number of times is called iteration,
it is based on inﬁnitely many times composing q with itself and is used to deﬁne loop commands. 1 is
the program that does nothing, it is the unit of sequential composition q • 1 = 1 • q = q and is some
54times referred to as skip. The choice of actions q ∨ q0 means ‘do either q or q0’. The choice is non-
deterministic in the sense that it is the system that decides which action is running and not us. Since
we do not know the choice strategy of the system, it appears as non-deterministic to us. And ﬁnally
the operation m? is the ‘test of proposition m, it is the action that tests the truth of a proposition m. It
is used to deﬁne conditional commands such as if-then-else. Test can be seen as another bridge
(other than dynamic modality) between the two levels: to each proposition m has a corresponding
program: its test m?. So the dynamic modality [q]m is a way to see actions as propositions and test m?
is a way to see propositions as actions. Test can be used together with the iteration to deﬁne conditional
loop commands such as while.
PDL has two logical entailments: one between propositions and another between actions. The
ﬁrst one is the usual logical entailment between propositions: m ` m0 means proposition m entails
proposition m0. The entailment between programs q ` q0 stands for the order of information or non-
determinism of programs, that is q ` q0 means action q is more deterministic, or has more information,
than action q0.
3.1.2 Dynamic Epistemic Logic
Our other logic, Dynamic Epistemic Logic or DEL for short, is an epistemic logic based on PDL. It
beneﬁts from the dynamic structure of PDL and enriches it with multi-agent epistemic modalities 2A.
DEL adds a family of epistemic modalities to the propositional level of PDL and focuses on epistemic
action in its action level, epistemic actions being actions that change the information state of agents.
The syntax of DEL is generated as follows
m ::= ⊥ | > | ¬m | m ∧ m | m → m | [q]m | 2Am
q ::= 1 | m? | q • q | q ∨ q | q∗ | m! | m!β
The epistemic modality 2A represents the knowledge or belief of an agent A in the set of agents A.
In contexts where no wrong belief is allowed it can be read as knowledge, i.e. justiﬁed true belief, in
the rest as justiﬁed belief. The knowledge proposition 2Am says that agent A knows or believes that
proposition m holds. The only knowledge axiom that 2A satisﬁes is the K axiom of normal epistemic
logics, that is
2A(m → m0) → (2Am → 2Am0)
Axiom K is also referred to as the monotonicity axiom. Note that the knowledge modality of DEL does
not satisfy the Truth axiom of epistemic logic that says the following
2Am → m
This feature enables DEL to deal with wrong belief, which is a suitable notion in dynamic situations.
55For instance as a result of misinformation such as lying or cheating or a bad phone line, the agent might
be deceived and thus get to believe in a wrong proposition.
The programs of DEL are epistemic actions in the sense that they change the information state of
agents and they denote communication between agents. A full discussion of these notions in semantical
terms is provided in chapter six. Two of these actions are public and private announcements of a propo-
sition. The action of publicly announcing a proposition m denoted by m! in DEL, is an epistemic action
that changes the knowledge of all of the agents. Similarly the private announcement of m made only to
a subgroup β ⊆ A of agents is denoted by m!β and is an epistemic action that changes the knowledge
of agents who are in β. More complicated epistemic actions can be built by sequential composition
or choice of these basic epistemic actions. This enables DEL to reason about the changes made to
the knowledge or belief of agents after for example a public or private announcement is made to them.
As mentioned in the introduction, the novelty of DEL in comparison with other update logics such as
Gerbrandy and Groenveld [41, 42] and Plaza [72] is that it accounts for all sorts of updates or changes,
including the negative ones that result in wrong belief and can thus reason about misinformation actions
such as cheating and lying.
3.1.3 Intuitionistic Dynamic Epistemic Action Logic
Our IDEAL logic is based on DEL, but differs from it in several ways.
1. The propositions in DEL as well as in PDL are classical. We believe that the full classical setting
is not necessary to reason about dynamic epistemic scenarios. We thus dismiss propositional
negation and implication from our logic.
2. We consider knowledge and belief both on the propositional and the action levels. The propo-
sitional knowledge is the same as in DEL. The action knowledge enables our agents to acquire
knowledge and belief with regard to actions. For example when a private announcement is made,
agents that are in the subgroup know what is going on, but the outsiders do not know that an
announcement is being made.
3. We base the agents’ knowledge on both levels on a more basic notion of appearance and enrich
the syntax with it. We will explain this new connective later.
4. The same thing is done with the dynamic modality, that is we base it on a the notion of update
and enrich our syntax with it. The notion of update, or more precisely epistemic update originates
from DEL but is not used in DEL’s syntax.
5. IDEAL has an algebraic semantics, instead of the usual Kripke semantics of DEL. We have a rep-
resentation theorem, which we will present in chapter six that constructs an algebraic semantics
from the Kripke semantics of DEL.
566. Both PDL and DEL have Hilbert-style proof systems, we present a sound and complete sequent
calculus for our logic.
3.2 Syntax of IDEAL
In this section we present the syntax of our logic, explain all the connectives: unary and binary, and
also the unit constants. We explain each of these, with focus on the connectives that have epistemic or
dynamic signiﬁcance, leaving the other ones to our next chapter. The syntax of IDEAL is generated as
follows
m ::= ⊥ | > | s | p | m ∧ m | m ∨ m | 2M
A m | fM
A (m) | [q]m | m.q
q ::= ⊥ | 1 | σ | q • q | q ∨ q | q ∧ q | q/q | q \ q | 2
Q
A q | f
Q
A(q)
where σ is in a set VQ of atomic actions, s is in a set VM of atomic propositions, A is in the set A of
agents, and p is in the set Φ of facts.
3.2.1 Binary Connectives
We denote propositions by m and actions by q. The logic consists of three sorts of binary connectives:
1. Between two propositions. These are the usual binary connectives on propositions, that is clas-
sical conjunction m1 ∧m2 and disjunction m1 ∨m2. Note that we do not have the propositional
implication connective.
2. Between two actions. These are also the usual action operations, that is sequential composition
q1 • q2 and non-deterministic choice of actions q1 ∨ q2. There are two implications between
programs, referred to as residuals in the literature, q1/q2 and q1 \ q2, these are Galois adjoints
to the sequential composition discussed in the previous chapter. For the reader familiar with
Linear Logic notation, we present the following table for the correspondence between our binary










573. Between a proposition and an action. We have two connectives of this sort that are strongly
related by adjunction. The ﬁrst one is the PDL dynamic modality [q]m or the weakest precon-
dition of PDL. Given an action q and a proposition m, it returns the weakest proposition that
should have been true before running q so that m becomes true afterwards. This proposition is
the weakest in the sense that it is entailed by any other proposition m0 that has the same property.
Dynamic modality can be seen as a before operator with a backward nature: given the outputs,
it provides with the weakest input that was true before the action and that caused this certain
output. We have another binary connective, a new one, that complements the backward nature
of dynamic modality [q]m. It is called update and denoted as m.q, given a proposition m and
an action q, it tells you what proposition will be true after q, and thus can be seen as an after
operator. More explicitly, it says if m is true at the input of action q, then m.q will be true at the
output of q. The relation between the dynamic modality and update is as follows:
(m.q entails m0) iff (m entails [q]m0). (3.1)
We call this relation dynamic adjunction; it says if an updated proposition m.q implies another
proposition m0, then m implies that after running q, proposition m0 holds and vice versa.
3.2.2 Unary Connectives or Modalities
We start with our epistemic modality on propositions 2Am. This modality, which is the same as in
DEL, stands for knowledge or belief of agents. The knowledge modality is based on a more primitive
notion, thatofappearancefA(m), whichanewconnectiveofourlogic. Itstandsforallthepropositions
that agent A considers possible when in fact m holds in the real world. fA is monotone, that is if we
have m entails m0, then we also have that fA(m) entails fA(m0). Knowledge can be derived from
appearance as follows: if the appearance of m to an agent fA(m) entails m0, then whenever proposition
m holds, then A knows that m0. The other direction also holds, if in m agent A knows that m0, then m
appears to A as m’, or the appearance of m to A entails m0. Thus we have
(fA(m) entails m0) iff (m entails 2Am0). (3.2)
We call this relation epistemic adjunction , it is a Galois adjunction denoted as fA(m) a 2Am. This
relation is the base of our epistemic reasoning and motivates a slogan: ‘Our knowledge is the left
adjoint to how the world appears to us.’
The same unary connectives are deﬁned on actions, that is the appearance map of an agent A of
an action fA(q), that is all the actions that an agent thinks are running when in reality action q is hap-
pening. The agent’s knowledge about the current action is denoted as 2Aq. Deﬁning having epistemic
modalities on actions is another novelty of our logic and will prove to be very useful in applications
discussed in chapter ﬁve. When the context is not clear, we distinguish between the appearance of
58the propositions and actions by denoting the former as f
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A . Note that these are our only unary connectives: we do not have negation.
3.2.3 Constants and Facts
True and False propositions are denoted by constants > and ⊥. The true proposition > is the unit of
conjunction and makes any disjunction true
m ∧ > = m m ∨ > = >
The false proposition ⊥ has more properties, it is the unit of disjunction and makes the conjunction
false
m ∨ ⊥ = m, m ∧ ⊥ = ⊥
Moreover, it appears as it is to all the agents
fA(⊥) = ⊥
that is, if a contradiction holds in the real world, every agent knows about it. also makes every update
false:
⊥.q = ⊥
So if we live in a contradictory world, i.e.. one in which a contradiction ⊥ holds, then there is no action
that can save us from this contradiction1.
On the action side, the ⊥ or the false action is the most deterministic action and has properties
similar to the false proposition. That is, it is the unit of choice of actions
⊥ ∨ q = q
and makes the sequential composition of actions false
q • ⊥ = ⊥
and also its appearance as itself to every agent
fA(⊥) = ⊥
The dual notion of most non-deterministic action is the denoted as >; this is the choice of all the actions
and is the unit of conjunction of actions. But since conjunction of actions does not have any intuitive
1This goes against the para-consistent approach to logic e.g. Graham Priest’s logic, that say the world contains contradic-
tion. Since in our system the contradiction is contagious and will transfer from reality to all agents’ minds, reasoning about
which will have no added value.
59meaning, we will not discuss it in this chapter.
The action that does not do any thing or the skip action is denoted as 1, it is the unit of sequential
composition and update, that is
1 • q = q • 1 = q , m · 1 = m
Not every proposition in an epistemic setting is epistemic. Some of propositions are objective in the
sense that no epistemic action can change their truth value. These objective propositions are referred to
as facts and we denote them by letter p, the set of all the facts is denoted as Φ. No update can change
the truth value of a fact p ∈ Φ, that is if p is true before running an action q, it will remain true after
running the action q. Thus for any fact p and any action q, we have:
p entails [q]p,
or equivalently by dynamic adjunction:
(p.q) entails p.
We have now explained all of our connectives, so we move on to our sequent rules.
3.3 Sequent Calculus
Dynamic epistemic logic in its original form [9, 10] is a Hilbert-style logic. In this chapter we present
the ﬁrst Gentzen-style sequent calculus of its kind for a dynamic and epistemic logic.
3.3.1 Sequents and Sequences
Our calculus consist of two systems: an M-system for propositions with M-sequents denoted as `M,
and a Q-system for actions with Q-sequents denoted as `Q. Both of these systems are intuitionistic in
the sense that they only have one single formula on the right hand side of their sequents. We denote the
M-sequents as follows
Γ `M m
and the Q-sequents as follows
Γ `Q q
In both cases we have a single formula on the right hand side of the turnstile, a proposition m in
M-sequents and an action q in Q-sequents. The propositional sequence Γ is a ﬁnite sequence of
propositions, actions, and agents
Γ = m1,...,mn,q1,...,qm,A1,...,Ak
60The action sequence Γ is a ﬁnite sequence of actions and agents
Γ = q1,...,qn,A1,...,Am
In classical propositional sequents, where there are no actions or agents, commas are conjunction of
propositions. In action logics such as Lambek calculus and Intuitionistic Linear Logic, there are no
agents and thus commas stand for sequential composition of actions (or the · of Linear Logic). But in
our setting we have more than one kind of formula in a sequent, thus commas get loaded with different
meanings. Between two propositions they are conjunction and between two actions they are sequential
composition:
m,m0 `M m means m ∧ m0 `M m
q,q0 `Q q means q • q0 `Q q
But between an agent and a proposition or action, the comma means the appearance of the agent of that
proposition or action:
m,A `M m means fA(m) `M m
q,A `Q q means fA(q) `Q q
The comma between a proposition and an action means the update of the proposition by the action
m,q `M m means m.q `M m
Because we apply commas to left and we allow sequences of only one agent and one action, some
exceptions arise in assigning meaning to commas. These exceptions are when our context on the left
only has one agent, or only one action (in an M-sequence). We assign meaning to these cases as
follows:
A `M m means fA(>)
A `Q q means fA(1)
q `M m means >.q
In the ﬁrst and last cases, we add the unit of conjunction > to the left of the agent or action in an
M-sequence
A ∼ = >,A and q ∼ = >,q
In the middle case, we add the unit of sequential composition to the left of agent in a Q-sequence
A ∼ = 1,A
61Empty Sequences. The empty sequence on the left hand side of a Q-sequent is the unit of sequential
composition:
`Q q means 1 `Q q
We do not allow for an empty right hand side in Q-sequents. M-sequents, on the other hand, can have
empty right hand side, which is ⊥, that is the unit for disjunction:
Γ `M means Γ `M ⊥
The empty left hand side in M-sequents means the True proposition, that is `M m means > `M m.
The formal assignment of meaning to sequences is presented in the next chapter. Here we proceed by
suggesting an intuitive reading for our sequences and sequents.
3.3.2 Intuitive Reading
We provide a way to read the M and Q sequents in natural language. This can be seen as capturing the
intuitive meaning of a sequent.
• `M m means that proposition m holds in all contexts.
• `Q q means that action q is less deterministic than the action that does nothing, and thus might
not change the truth-value of the proposition (on which it might act).
• Γ,A,Γ0 `M m means that in context Γ, agent A knows or believes that Γ0 `M m holds. So this
captures features of A’s own reasoning: the sequent Γ0 `M m is accepted by A in context Γ as a
valid argument.
• Γ,q,Γ0 `M m means that, after action q happens on context Γ, the sequent Γ0 `M m will hold.
• m,Γ `M m0 means that, in context m (i.e. in any situation in which m is true), the sequent
Γ `M m0 holds.
• Γ,A,Γ0 `Q q means agent A knows or believes that in context Γ action q is less-deterministic
than the sequential composition of programs in Γ0.
• Finally q,Γ `Q q0 means that sequential composition of q with actions in Γ is more deterministic
than action q.
This reading might seem backward in agent and action cases. The reason is that whenever we have an
agent A, we are going to read the proposition or action to the left of it as the agent’s knowledge or belief
about them, where as we have encoded the agent A as his appearance map fA and not his knowledge in
our sequents. But the epistemic adjunction between the two fA a 2A allows us to present the intuitive
reading since we can take the appearance to the right hand side and read it as a knowledge connective.
62This becomes clear below where we give examples. The same holds for the actions in propositional
contexts, that is whenever we have an action we are going to update its left hand side and read it as
’after’, where as the ’after’ operation is the dynamic modality and the adjoint of update.
Example. The intuitive reading of the sequent m,A,B `M m0 is
‘In context m, agent A knows that agent B knows that m0’.
The formal meaning of this sequent will be
fB(fA(m)) `M m0




As another example consider the sequent m,A,q,B `M m00, which is intuitively read as:









Resource Sensitivity. From this reading we can explain how our sequent calculus expresses two
forms of resource sensitivity. One is the use-only-once form of Linear Logic [44]. We call these
resources dynamic resources. They express the fact that repetition of actions matters in validity of
sequents, and thus actions cannot be freely added to or deleted from the sequents. This is true in both
our propositional and action sequents. For example in a propositional context, a proposition m might
not entail m0, that is m 0M m0, but if we update it with an action it will, that is m,q `M m0. An
example would be when knowledge of an agent does not entail m0, that is for example 2A m 0M m0,
but if we announce m0 to him via action q, then he will know it and thus we will have 2A m,q ` m0.
The same holds for repetition of actions, for example we might not have m,q `M m0, but if we do q
twice, then we will have m,q,q `M m0. A very good example is the muddy children puzzle where each
repetition of the no answer yields new information in children. Another case would be if we do another
action after q, for example q0 then we will have m,q,q0 `M m0. Similarly in the other direction, if we
have m `M m0 and then update m with an action q, we might not get the same result m,q 0M m0,
this for example the opposite of m0 is announced to an agent. The same holds for action sequents, for
example we might have q `Q q00, but after sequentially composing q with another action q0, we do not
maintain the same result, that is q,q0 0M q00. Similarly in the other direction, action q might not be
63more deterministic than action q00, that is q 0Q q00, but sequentially composing it with q0 will give us
q,q0 `Q q00.
The other form of our resource sensitivity deals with epistemic resources: these are resources that
are available to each agent and enable him to reason in a certain way and for example to infer a conclu-
sion from these resources. These resources are encoded in the way the context appears to the agent in
sequents, for instance Γ in the sequent Γ,A,Γ0 `M m is the context, and hence fA(Γ) is the resource
that enables agent A to do the Γ0 `M m reasoning. Note that Γ0 `M m might not be a valid sequent in
the context Γ, but it is valid in the context given by Γ’s appearance to agent A. That is we have Γ does
not entail m in reality Γ 0M m but agent A thinks it does Γ,A `M m. Also in the other direction, a
sequent might hold in reality Γ `M m, but agent A is deceived and cannot do the same deduction, that
is Γ,A 0M m. Exactly the same holds for action sequents, for example in reality an action q might be
more deterministic than action q0, that is q `Q q0, but not for agent A, that is q,A 0Q q0. In this way we
can think of presence of agents as resources that make a difference in validity of sequents and cannot
be freely added to or deleted from the sequents.
3.3.3 Axioms and Rules for Units and Constants
For each operation we develop two rules: one to introduce it on the right hand side, for short a right
or R rule, and the other to introduce it on the left hand side or a left or L rule. The right rule tells
us how a sequence on the left hand side of turnstile entails an operation. The left rule says how can
the operation entails the proposition or action on the right hand side of turnstile. These rules express
the properties of our propositional operations. In this section we explain the rules using our intuitive
meaning, the formal meaning, connected to the algebra, will become clear in the next section when we
prove the soundness and completeness. We introduce some notation: if we want to limit our attention
to a sequence of only one entity, we subscript it with that entity. For example ΓM is a sequence that
only contains propositions, ΓQ contains only actions and ΓA is a sequence of only agents.
Axiom and rules for units in M-sequents.
The ﬁrst group of our rules are to encode the properties of the constants ⊥,> and 1. The M-sequents
have the following rules for units
m `M m id ⊥ `M m ⊥L
Γ `M
Γ `M ⊥ ⊥R Γ `M > >R
Identity is the usual and only axiom of Gentzen systems, it says that each proposition entails itself. The
left rule for ⊥, (recall that ⊥ in M-sequents is the false or contradictory proposition) encodes the usual
logical meaning of contradiction: that it entails every proposition. The right rule for ⊥ is the encoding
of our notion of empty right hand side, which is the ⊥. The right rule for > is also the usual encoding
of the tautology proposition, the one that is true in every context, so every context entails it. The left




but we do not need to state it, since it is derivable from the weakening rule that we will present later.
Axiom and rules for units in Q-sequents.
For Q-sequents we have the following unit rules




`Q 1 1R Γ,⊥,Γ0 `Q q
⊥L
Γ `Q > >R
The Identity axiom says that each action is more deterministic or equal to itself. The left rule for
1 encodes the neutrality of 1 in sequential composition, that it is the unit of sequential composition.
Using the intuitive reading, it says that if sequential composition of two contexts of programs is more
deterministic than q, then we can as well add the 1 action to the sequential composition, and everything
will remain as it was. The rule for 1 on the right is the encoding of our notion of an empty left hand
side in Q-sequent, as we said it is the unit of sequential composition. The left rule for ⊥ encodes the
fact that if one composes any action with the impossible action ⊥, one will get an impossible action
in return. The right rule for > encodes the fact that the top action is the most non-deterministic action
since it is the choice of all actions and thus every action is more deterministic than it.
3.3.4 Operational rules for M-sequents
The second group of rules encode properties of the operations on propositions. We start with basic
propositional connectives: conjunction and disjunction. The rules for disjunction are
Γ,m1,Γ0 `M m Γ,m2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∨ m2,Γ0 `M m
∨L
Γ `M m
Γ `M m ∨ m0 ∨R1
Γ `M m0
Γ `M m ∨ m0 ∨R2
The rules for conjunction are
Γ,m1,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0 `M m
∧L1
Γ,m2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0 `M m
∧L2
Γ `M m Γ `M m0
Γ `M m ∧ m0 ∧R
We continue with appearance, which is our basic epistemic operation. The main property of ap-
pearance, as discussed before, is its monotonicity. This means that if a proposition m implies another
proposition m, then its appearance would imply the appearance of the other proposition, that is if
m `M m, then fM
A (m) `M fM
A (m). In other words the appearance operation preserves the entailment







65The intuitive reading interpretation of this rule will be: if in context Γ proposition m holds, then in
context Γ, agent A knows that his appearance of m holds. Note that fM
A (m) might not in reality be
entailed by Γ, but agent A thinks it is. In other words, if an agent is present in a context, he will derive
his own conclusions, which might not be the real ( or true) ones!
The left rule for appearance fM




A (m0),Γ `M m
fM
A L
Our other epistemic connective is the knowledge modality 2M
A . The rules for knowledge are de-
rived from the rules for appearance using the epistemic adjunction between the two. The epistemic
adjunction tells us if fM
A (m) ` m0 then we have m ` 2M
A m0 and also the other way around. The ﬁrst






It reads as: if in context Γ an agent knows that proposition m holds, then Γ entails that he knows that
m. In other words, if the appearance of a context to an agent entails m, then in that context, the agent
knows that m. This rule allows us to derive the knowledge of an agent given his appearances, which is
encoded in the sequence Γ,A on the left hand side.
The left rule for 2A expresses a property of knowledge that again descends from its adjunction
to the appearance. This property says the appearance of knowledge does not add anything to the
knowledge. In more exact terms, the appearance applied to the knowledge of a proposition fM
A (2M
A m)
implies the proposition m:
m,Γ `M m0
2M
A m,A,Γ `M m0 2M
A L
The intuitive reading reveals the nature of this rule better: if in context m, sequence Γ entails proposi-
tion m0, then if an agent knows the context, that is he knows that m, then he can derive, or he knows
that the entailment Γ `M m0. In other words, if an agent knows all the assumptions, he can derive all
the conclusions.
3.3.5 Operational rules for Q-sequents
The third group of our rules are to encode properties of operations on actions. As explained before, the
entailment between actions q `Q q0 means that action q has more information (or is more deterministic)
than action q0, or q0 is more non-deterministic than q. The meaning of a Q-sequent Γ `Q q depends on
the meaning of the sequence Γ, which is a ﬁnite sequence of actions and agents. As discussed before
the comma between two actions means their sequential composition q,q0 = q • q0 and the comma
between an action and an agent means the appearance of the agent of the action q,A = f
Q
A(q).
66The operations on actions consist of sequential composition •, non-deterministic choice ∨, appear-
ance f
Q
A and knowledge 2
Q
A. We also have residuation, but since they do not have a speciﬁc epistemic
meaning we only introduce their rules in the next chapter, when we prove completeness. The rules
for non-deterministic choice are the same rules as in Intuitionistic Linear Logic, with the difference
that we also consider agents in the context. The same goes with the rules for sequential composition,
they are similar to the rules of non-commutative Intuitionistic Linear Logic generalized for an agent
context. The rules for appearance of actions and knowledge about actions are new, but follow the same
principles as the appearance and knowledge on propositions.
We will ﬁrst discuss the rules for appearance and knowledge. This will facilitate the explanation of















The right rule for appearance expresses, same as in the propositional case, its monotonicity, that is if
action q is more deterministic than action q0, that is q `Q q0 then the appearance of q to A is more
deterministic than the appearance of q0 to A, that is fA(q) `Q fA(q0). The left rule is also the same as
in M-sequent: it is the meaning of the comma between an action and an agent.
The rules for knowledge on Q-sequents 2
Q
A are also the same as the knowledge rules on M-sequents,
since the 2
Q
A on actions has the same properties as 2M















As we said before, sequential composition of actions behaves like conjunction on proposition.
There is one difference: the relation between the appearance and conjunction is not the same as the
relation between appearance and sequential composition. The appearance of sequential composition of
two actions to an agent fA(q•q0) entails the sequential composition of their appearances fA(q)•fA(q0),
that is fA(q • q0) `Q fA(q) • fA(q0). The same thing does not hold for the conjunction (we did not
assume any connection between appearance and conjunction). That is why although the left rule for •
is the same as ∧L, the right rule for • differs from ∧R since it asks for the same agent context in its top
line sequents while splitting the action context. The rules are
Γ,q1,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0 `Q q
•L
ΓQ,ΓA `Q q1 Γ0
Q,ΓA `Q q2
ΓQ,Γ0
Q,ΓA `Q q1 • q2
•R
This double treatment of contexts is a new feature in sequent rules: splitting of contexts is present in
(and a novelty of) Linear Logic rules for tensor, but presence of both splitting and not-splitting in a rule
is new and and worth proof-theoretic analysis.
67The rules for non-deterministic choice are exactly the same as disjunction rules in M-sequents. The
relation between the appearance and a disjunction or the appearance and a non-deterministic choice are
the same, that is fA(q ∨ q0) = fA(q) ∨ fA(q0). So we do not need to mention the agent context:
Γ,q1,Γ0 `Q q Γ,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∨ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∨L
Γ `Q q1
Γ `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R1
Γ `Q q2
Γ `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R2
We also have conjunction and its corresponding rules, but since conjunction does not have an intuitive
meaning in the action contexts, we do not introduce the rules here. We will do so in the next chapter.
3.3.6 Mixed Rules
So far we have presented operational rules for propositions and also operational rules for actions. But
actions can appear in propositional contexts via the mixed binary operations of update and dynamic
modality. Here we present the mixed rules for these operators, where by mixed we mean rules that
involve both M and Q sequents in their top line.
The update operator −.− takes a proposition and an action and returns the updated proposition




The right rule for update encodes an important property, that how the update and appearance interact
with each other and how what an agent knows before update connects to what he knows after update.
In other words, how an agent gets to know more, or learn, from updating his past knowledge. The rule
is:
Γ,ΓA `M m ΓQ,ΓA `Q q
Γ,ΓQ,ΓA `M m.q .R
According to the intuitive reading and assuming ΓA has only one agent inside, it says that if in context
Γ, an agent knows m, and after running a series of programs ΓQ, he knows that an action q is running,
then if he updates his knowledge with these actions, he will know the update of m by q. This rule en-
ables us to calculate the updated knowledge of agents from their separate knowledge of the proposition
and action. As we shall see in the next chapter, it corresponds to the update inequality in the algebra.
Another important feature of this rule is that, similar to the left rule for sequential composition in Q-
sequents, it splits the proposition and action contexts, that is Γ and ΓQ, but copies the agents context
ΓA.
The rules for dynamic modality are somewhat dual to the rules for update (which is because they
68are Galois adjoints):






The left rules says that if proposition m0 entails m and the sequential composition of actions in ΓQ is
more deterministic than the single action q, then in the context where the weakest precondition of q
with regard to m0 holds, after doing the sequential composition of actions in ΓQ, proposition m will
hold. Note that the agent context is absent here, which is because we did not assume any relation
between dynamic modality and appearance of agents.
Action connectives in propositional contexts.
Update can be done with a simple action, but also with sequential composition and choice of actions.
So we need appropriate rules to encode these variants of update. These rules are very similar to their
counterparts in Q-sequents, with the difference that they have propositional context and appear only in
the left hand side of M-sequents. We thus need a left rule for the skip action, and also left rules for
the • (also for residuals /,\) and ∨ (also for ∧) of actions2 We label these rules with an extra M to
distinguish them from the usual M rules.




According to the intuitive reading, if in context Γ, the sequent Γ0 entails m, then after doing nothing on
Γ, that sequent still holds.
The rule for sequential composition of programs in M-sequents is the encoding of the meaning of
comma between two actions:
Γ,q1,q2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0 `M m
•ML
The rule for choice of actions in M-sequents is:
Γ,q1 `M m Γ,q2 `M m
Γ,q1 ∨ q2 `M m ∨ML
It says if we update a context with action q1 and the result entails m, and updating the same context
with action q2 yields the same result, then the update with the choice of these actions also gives us the
same result.
2We do not need to add left rules for update with appearance and knowledge of actions, because they do not satisfy special
properties with regard to update of propositions (as opposed to for example associativity of update over •) and thus are not
needed in proving completeness.
693.3.7 Structural rules
Propositions have the same structural rules as in intuitionistic logic: they can be weakened, contracted,












We have a restricted version of the usual Cut-rule for propositions as follows:
Γ0 `M m0 m0,Γ00 `M m
Γ0,Γ00 `M m
Mcut
Moreover, we have a special structural rule for non-epistemic proposition, or fact. These have a special




It says that if a fact p is true in a context Γ, then it remains true independent of any actions q happening
on Γ. We have two structural rules for actions, one is a restricted version of the cut-rule as follows
Γ0 `Q q q,Γ00 `Q q0
Γ0,Γ00 `Q q0 Qcut




Actions cannot be contracted, weakened or permuted neither in M-sequents nor in Q-sequents. These
induce actions as resources, fully discussed in the paragraph about resource-senstivity. Similarly, lack
of structural rules for agents encode resource-sensitivity with regard to agents.
70The table of all rules.
Axiom and Unit rules for M-sequents.
m `M m id ⊥ `M m ⊥L
Γ `M
Γ `M ⊥ ⊥R Γ `M > >R

















A m,A,Γ `M m0 2M
A L
Γ `M m1 Γ `M m2
Γ `M m1 ∧ m2
∧R
Γ,m1,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0 `M m
∧L1
Γ,m2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0 `M m
∧L2
Γ,m1,Γ0 `M m Γ,m2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∨ m2,Γ0 ∨L
Γ `M m1
Γ `M m1 ∨ m2
∨R1
Γ `M m2





Γ,ΓA `M m ΓQ,ΓA `Q q
Γ,ΓQ,ΓA `M m.q .R










Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0 `M m
•ML
Γ,q1 `M m Γ,q2 `M m
Γ,q1 ∨ q2 `M m ∨ML
ΓQ `Q q2 Γ,q1 `M m
Γ,q1/q2,ΓQ `M m
/ML
ΓQ `Q q1 Γ,q2 `M m
Γ,ΓQ,q1 \ q2 `M m
\ML
Γ,q1,Γ0 `M m
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `M m
∧ML1
Γ,q2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `M m
∧ML2


















Axiom and Unit rules for Q-sequents.




`Q 1 1R Γ,⊥,Γ0 `Q q
⊥L
Γ `Q > >R






























Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0 `Q q
•L
ΓQ,ΓA `Q q1 Γ0
Q,ΓA `Q q2
ΓQ,Γ0
Q,ΓA `Q q1 • q2
•R
Γ,q1,Γ0 `Q q Γ,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∨ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∨L
Γ `Q q1
Γ `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R1
Γ `Q q2
Γ `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R2
Γ,q1,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∧L1
Γ,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∧L2
Γ `Q q1 Γ `Q q2
Γ `Q q1 ∧ q2
∧R






Γ `Q q1 q2 `Q q
Γ,q1 \ q2 `Q q
\L
q1,ΓQ `Q q2
ΓQ `Q q1 \ q2
\R
Structural rule for Q-sequents.
Γ0 `Q q q,Γ00 `Q q0






In the previous section, we introduced our IDEAL sequent calculus, consisting of two systems: a
Q system and an M-system, connected via the mixed rules of the M system. Given a distributive
epistemic system, the Q-system is based on its quantale part, referred to as an epistemic quantale, and
the M-system is based on its module part, referred to as an epistemic module. In this section we want
to formalize this connection and to show that distributive epistemic systems are sound and complete
algebraic models of IDEAL sequent systems. The soundness part states that every derivable sequent
of the IDEAL system is a valid inequality in all distributive epistemic systems. The completeness part
states the other direction: every valid inequality of any distributive epistemic system, is a derivable
sequent of IDEAL.
4.1 Soundness
We provide deﬁnitions to prove two lemmas for the soundness of the Q and M-systems, starting with
the Q-system.
4.1.1 Soundness of the Q-System
The formulae in this system are generated by the following syntax





A sequence of this system is called a Q-sequence. It is denoted by Γ and is a list of actions and agents
Γ ∈ (LQ ∪ A)∗
where LQ is the set of all formulae of the Q-system and A is set of all agents. Sequences that contain
only agents are denoted by ΓA and sequences of only actions are denoted by ΓQ.
73Sequents of this system are called Q-sequents. They are denoted by Γ `Q q where q is a single
action q ∈ LQ and Γ a sequence. The empty sequence on the left hand side is the unit of quantale
multiplication, that is 1. So a sequent with an empty sequence on the left hand side `Q q means
1 `Q q. There is no empty sequent on the right1.
MeaningofaSequence. WeassignmeaningtothesequencesofaQ-systembythefollowingoperation
− Q −: LQ × (LQ ∪ A) → LQ
where
q Q q0 = q • q0
q Q A = f
Q
A(q)
Weabusethenotationandusethesamesymbol2 toextendthisoperationtosequencesΓ = (γ1,γ2,...,γn).
This is done by induction as follows
QΓ = (((1 Q γ1) Q γ2)··· Q γn)
This operation enables us to identify a sequence of Q-formulae Γ ∈ (LQ ∪ A)∗ with only one Q-
formula QΓ ∈ LQ. We add the unit of sequential composition to the beginning of a sequence, and
then apply the Q operation to the left. For example a sequence Γ = (q,A,q0,B) is identiﬁed by





Adding the unit makes the Q operation well-deﬁned by identifying a sequence of only one action
Γ = (q) with itself 1Q q = 1•q = q and a sequence of only one agent Γ = (A) with the appearance
of that agent of the unit 1 Q A = f
Q
A(1).
Satisfaction Relation. Given a distributive epistemic system (M,Q,{fA}A∈A), we deﬁne an inter-
pretation map α from the Q formulae to the quantale part of the epistemic system:
α : LQ → Q
This map assigns to each Q-formula q ∈ LQ, an element of the quantale α(q)3. Note that in order to
know the interpretation of a sequent Γ, we apply α to QΓ. The types of this composition match since
1If we have an empty sequence on the right it would be the unit of Linear Logic inverted ampersand on the right, that is
Linear Logic ⊥, which does not exist in our language.
2Another option would be to use a new symbol; in [7] we use
J
Q for this extended operation.
3This is nothing but the semantic map α(q) = [[q]]. In [7] we skip the interpretation step and denote the semantics of a
formula by the formula itself, that is we use q for [[q]]. We follow this abuse of notation later on in this chapter to make the
soundness proof easier to read.
74we have
α ◦ Q : (LQ ∪ A)∗ → LQ → Q
For example interpretation of Γ = q,A will be α((q,A)) = α(f
Q
A(q)). The α interpretation satisﬁes
the following structure-preserving properties
α(⊥) = ⊥ and α(>) = > and α(1) = 1
and for the meet, join, and multiplication (and its residuals) connectives we have:
α(q)  α(q0) = α(q  q0)







A q) = 2
Q
A α(q)
Deﬁnition 4.1.1 Given a distributive epistemic system (M,Q,{fA}A∈A) and its interpretation map
α: LQ → Q, a Q-sequence Γ and a Q-formula q0, we deﬁne a satsifaction relation as follows
Γ |=Q q0 iff α(Q Γ) ≤ α(q0)
Deﬁnition 4.1.2 AsequentΓ `Q q isvalidifandonlyifforanydistributiveepistemicsystem(M,Q,{fA}A∈A)
and its interpretation map α: LQ → Q we have Γ |=Q q.
Lemma 4.1.3 Every derivable Q-sequent is valid.
Proof. The proof is done by proving that the rules of Q-system preserve validity of sequents. That is,
if the sequents on the top line of a rule are valid, so are the sequents on the bottom line.
We start by proving soundness of the axioms and rules for units 1,>,⊥, given by




`Q 1 1R Γ,⊥,Γ0 `Q q
⊥L
Γ `Q > >R
The identity axiom is sound because it corresponds to the reﬂexivity of the partial order of the quantale,
we have
q `Q q is valid iff q |=Q q iff α(q) ≤ α(q)
For the left rule of 1 we have to show that if the top line is valid, then so is the bottom line:
If Γ,Γ0 `Q q is valid then Γ,1,Γ0 `Q q is also valid.
75This, by deﬁnition of validity, is equivalent to
If Γ,Γ0 |=Q q then Γ,1,Γ0 |=Q q ,
which in turn, by deﬁnition of satisfaction is equivalent to
If α(Q(Γ,Γ0)) ≤ α(q) then α(Q(Γ,1,Γ0)) ≤ α(q).
This conditional is true since we have Q(Γ,Γ0) = (Γ,1,Γ0) and thus we have α((Γ,Γ0)) =
α((Γ,1,Γ0)). In order to see that Q(Γ,Γ0) = (Γ,1,Γ0), observe that if Γ and Γ0 are sequences of
actions we have Q(Γ,Γ0) = QΓ•QΓ0 = QΓ•1•QΓ0, which is equal to Q(Γ,1,Γ0). If they









A(1) • 1), and which is Q(Γ,1,Γ0).
For the soundness of the right rule for 1, we have to show that `Q 1 is valid. An empty sequence
on the left hand side of a sequent is the unit of sequential composition, so `Q 1 means 1 `Q 1, which
is valid since α(Q1) ≤ α(Q1) holds by reﬂexivity of the partial order on the quantale. For the
soundness of the left rule for ⊥ we have to show that Γ,⊥,Γ0 `Q q is valid, that is α(Q(Γ,⊥,Γ0)) ≤
α(q). This is again trivial since Q(Γ,⊥,Γ0) = ⊥ and α(⊥) = ⊥, which is the least element of the
quantale and thus less than any other element ⊥ ≤ α(q). For the soundness of the right rule for >
we have to show Γ `Q > is valid, that is α(Γ) ≤ α(>), which is true since α(>) = >, and > is the
greatest element of the quantale and everything is less than it, α(Γ) ≤ >.
The rules for sequential composition are
Γ,q1,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0 `Q q
•L
ΓQ,ΓA `Q q1 Γ0
Q,ΓA `Q q2
ΓQ,Γ0
Q,ΓA `Q q1 • q2
•R
For the left rule we have to show
If α(Q(Γ,q1,q2,Γ0)) ≤ α(q) then α(Q(Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0)) ≤ α(q),
which is true since Q(Γ,q1,q2,Γ0) = Q(Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0).
For the right rule ﬁrst assume that we have only one agent in our agent context, that is ΓA = A. So
we have to show the following
If α(Q(Γ,A)) ≤ α(q1) and α(Q(Γ0
Q,A)) ≤ α(q2) then α(Q(ΓQ,Γ0
Q,A)) ≤ α(q1 • q2)
By applying the Q’s to their arguments we get an equivalent simpler version
If α(f
Q
A(QΓ)) ≤ α(q1) and α(f
Q
A(QΓ0
Q)) ≤ α(q2) then α(f
Q
A(QΓQ • QΓ0
Q)) ≤ α(q1 • q2)
76Assume that the precedent holds, that is
α(f
Q




by order-preservation of the multiplication on the quantale we can multiply both sides of these inequal-






Q)) ≤ α(q1) • α(q2),
which is by structure-preservation of interpretation on f
Q






Q)) ≤ α(q1) • α(q2).














Q)) ≤ α(q1) • α(q2).




Q)) ≤ α(q1 • q2)






Q)) ≤ α(q1 • q2)
which is exactly what we wanted to prove, that is the validity of the bottom line of the rule.























Q)))) ≤ α(q1 • q2)
The proof for this case is done similarly, except that after multiplying the two sides of the assumption
by •, we have to apply the inequality for fAi and the quantale multiplication n times, that is once for
each agent Ai ∈ ΓA, starting from the innermost one fAn and ending with the outmost one fA1.
The proof of soundness of other rules is done similarly, that is by following the same steps. In order
to avoid the repetition of symbols in the proof of each rule and get cleaner proofs with less symbols,
77we abuse the notation and denote the interpretation of a Q-formula by the formula itself. So instead of
α(q), we write q. It can be understood from the context which one we mean, since a Q-formula q will
appear in a sequent Γ `Q q, whereas its interpretation appears in an order relation QΓ ≤ q.
The rules for right residuation are






For the left rule, by the top line assumptions we have QΓQ ≤ q2 and q1 ≤ q. Since sequential
composition is order preserving, we compose the two sides of these two inequalities and we get q1 •
QΓQ ≤ q •q2, which is by residuation equal to q1/q2 •QΓQ ≤ q, and what we want for the bottom
line, since ΓQ is an action-only sequence and Q(q1/q2,ΓQ) = q1/q2 • QΓQ.
For the right rule we have to show that if QΓ • q2 ≤ q1 then QΓ ≤ q1/q2. First assume that Γ
does not start with agents. Then the rule becomes true by the deﬁnition of adjunction − • q2 a −/q2,
which says QΓ•q2 ≤ q1 iff QΓ ≤ q1/q2. The iff deﬁnition of adjunction makes the other direction
of this rule also sound, that is if the bottom line is true, then so is the top line. For the case that Γ starts




By the deﬁnition of a sequence starting with agents above this means that
if fA(1) • q2 ≤ q1 then fA(1) ≤ q1/q2
which is true by deﬁnition of adjunction and the rule holds in both directions.
The rules for left residuation are
Γ `Q q1 q2 `Q q
Γ,q1 \ q2 `Q q
\L
q1,ΓQ `Q q2
ΓQ `Q q1 \ q2
\R
For the left rule, the top line assumptions are QΓ ≤ q1 and q2 ≤ q, we compose both sides and we
get QΓ • q2 ≤ q1 • q, which is by residuation equal to QΓ • (q1 \ q2) ≤ q, that is what we want for
the bottom line, since Q(QΓ,q1 \ q2) = QΓ • (q1 \ q2).
The right rule, similar to the right rule for the right residuation, follows by deﬁnition of adjunction
q1 • − a q1 \ −, which says q1 • QΓQ ≤ q2 iff QΓQ ≤ q1 \ q2. The iff deﬁnition of adjunction
makes the other direction of this rule also sound, that is if the bottom line is true, then so is the top line.
Note that the right rule for left residuation is weaker from the right rule for the right residuation in the
sense that the context after q1, that is ΓQ can only contain actions, where as in the right rule for the
right residuation, we could have both. The action-only context is necessary here since if we have, for
78example, only one agent after q1, that is if Γ = A, then we have to show:
q1,A `Q q2
A `Q q1 \ q2
\R
which is not sound since
fA(q1) ≤ q2 does not imply fA(1) ≤ q1 \ q2
The rules for choice are
Γ,q1,Γ0 `Q q Γ,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∨ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∨L
Γ `Q q1
Γ `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R1
Γ `Q q2
Γ `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R2
For the proof of the left rule note that by the deﬁnition of join in the quantale, we have that q1 ≤ q
and q2 ≤ q implies q1 ∨ q2 ≤ q. By the top line assumptions we have Q(QΓ • q1,Γ0) ≤ q and
Q(QΓ • q2,Γ0) ≤ q from which we obtain Q(QΓ • q1,Γ0) ∨ Q(QΓ • q2,Γ0) ≤ q. Assume
ﬁrst that Γ0 is an action-only sequence, then by join preservation of • we have
Q(QΓ•q1,Γ0)∨Q(QΓ•q2,Γ0) = (QΓ•q1•QΓ0)∨(QΓ•q2•QΓ0) = (QΓ•(q1∨q2)•QΓ0)
This is equal to Q(Γ,(q1 ∨q2),Γ0) and we obtain Q(Γ,(q1 ∨q2),Γ0) ≤ q. For the case that Γ0 is an
agent-only sequence, without loss of generality we assume it contains only one agent A. Then by join
preservation of fA and • we obtain
Q(QΓ • q1,A) ∨ Q(QΓ • q2,A) =
fA(QΓ • q1) ∨ fA(QΓ • q2) = fA((QΓ • q1) ∨ (QΓ • q2)) = fA(QΓ • (q1 ∨ q2))
This is equal to Q(Γ,(q1 ∨ q2),A0) and thus Q(Γ,(q1 ∨ q2),A0) ≤ q. For the case where Γ0 is a
mixture of actions and agents, soundness follows from both of the above two cases.
The right rules follow directly from the deﬁnition of join in the quantale, that is if QΓ `Q q2,
since q2 ≤ q1 ∨ q2 then QΓ ` q1 ∨ q2 and the same for the other one.
The rules for meet on the quantale are
Γ,q1,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∧L1
Γ,q2,Γ0 `Q q
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `Q q
∧L2
Γ `Q q1 Γ `Q q2
Γ `Q q1 ∧ q2
∧R
The left rules follow from the deﬁnition of meet on the quantale q1 ∧ q2 ≤ q1 and q1 ∧ q2 ≤ q2.
Consider the ﬁrst left rule, by the top line we have Q(QΓ • q1,Γ0) ≤ q, since q1 ∧ q2 ≤ q1 we
obtain Q(QΓ • (q1 ∧ q2),Γ0) ≤ Q(QΓ • q1,Γ0). Thus Q(QΓ • (q1 ∧ q2),Γ0) ≤ q, which is
the meaning of the bottom sequent. The soundness of the second left rule is proven similarly. The right
rule follows by the deﬁnition of meet in the quantale: if Γ ≤ q1 and Γ ≤ q2 then Γ ≤ q1 ∧ q2.















The left rule follows from deﬁnition of comma between an agent and an action, both of the left se-
quences on the bottom and top lines mean Q(f
Q
A(q0),Γ), which is by the top line assumption less
than or equal to q. The right rule follows by the order preservation of f
Q





A(q), which is the meaning of the bottom line.















A q0),Γ) ≤ q. By composition








A q0) ≤ q0. Since both f
Q
A and • are order preserving, no





A q0),Γ) ≤ Q(q0,Γ) and this is by the top line assumption less than q. For the right rule
we assume f
Q
A(QΓ) ≤ q which is equal, by adjunction to QΓ ≤ 2
Q
Aq. So this rule is sound also on
the other direction.
The cut rule on Q sequents is
Γ0 `Q q q,Γ00 `Q q0
Γ0,Γ00 `Q q0 Qcut
The ﬁrst assumption means QΓ0 ≤ q, from which we obtain Q(QΓ0,Γ00) ≤ Q(q,Γ00), since Q
is order preserving. By the second assumption we have Q(q,Γ00) ≤ q0 and thus Q(QΓ0,Γ00) ≤ q0,
which is what we need for the bottom line.




By the Q operation and validity, the top lime sequent means f
Q
A(1) ≤ q, by the multiplication in-
equality eq. (2.1) we have 1 ≤ f
Q
A(1), so by transitivity we get 1 ≤ q, which is what we want for the
bottom line sequent.
4.1.2 Soundness of the M-System
The formulae of the M-system, are called M-formulae and are generated by the following syntax
m ::= s | p | > | m ∧ m | ⊥ | m ∨ m | fM
A (m) | 2M
A m | m.q | [q]m
80A sequence in this system is called an M-sequence. It is denoted by Γ and is a list of propositions,
actions, and agents
Γ ∈ (LM ∪ LQ ∪ A)∗
with LM is the set of all M-formulae, LQ the set of all Q-formulae and A, as before, set of all agents.
Sequences that contain only propositions are denoted by ΓM, sequences that contain only agents are
denoted by ΓA, and same as in the Q-system, sequences of only actions are denoted by ΓQ.
Sequents of this system are called M-sequents. They are denoted as Γ `M m where m is a single
proposition m ∈ LM and Γ is a sequence. The empty sequence on the left hand side is the unit of
conjunction, that is >. So a sequent with an empty sequence on the left hand side `M m means
> `M m. Here we can have an empty sequence on the right because it corresponds to the unit of ∨,
which is ⊥. So we have that Γ `M means Γ `M ⊥.
Meaning of a Sequence. We assign meaning to the sequences of an M-system via the following
operation
− M −: LM × (LM ∪ LQ ∪ LA) → LM
which similar to the Q-system is deﬁned as
m M m0 = m ∧ m0
m M A = fM
A (m)
m M q = m.q
This operation is applied to sequences inductively, for example a sequence
Γ = (γ1,γ2,...,γn)
has the following meaning4
MΓ = (((> M γ1) M γ2)··· M γn)
This operation enablesus to identify asequence ofM-formulaeΓwith only oneM-formulaΓ ∈ LM.
For example Γ = (m,A,q,B,m0) has the following meaning
MΓ = (((((> M m) M A) M q) M B) M m0) = fM
B ((fM
A (m).q)) ∧ m0
By adding the unit of conjunction to the left of the sequence, we identify a sequence of only one
agent Γ = A with the appearance of that agent of top of the module, which is the unit of conjunction
MΓ = fM
A (>). Similarly a sequence of only action Γ = q is identiﬁed with the update of the top of




81module with that action MΓ = >.q.
Interpretation. Given a distributive epistemic system (M,Q,{fA}A∈A) and its quantale interpretation
map α: LQ → Q, we deﬁne a module interpretation map β from the M-formulae to the module part
of the epistemic system as follows:
β : LM → M
This maps assigns an element of the module β(m) to each M-formula m. In order to interpret a
sequent Γ, we ﬁrst apply M, and then the β map. For example the interpretation of a sequence like
Γ = m,A and will be β((m,A)) = β(fM
A (m)), and similarly the interpretation of Γ = m,q will be
β((m,q)) = β(m.q). This composition is well-deﬁned since we have:
β ◦  : (LM ∪ LQ ∪ A)∗ → LM → M
The β map has the usual structure-preserving properties:
β(⊥) = ⊥ and β(>) = >
and for the join and meet connectives we have
β(m) ∨ β(m0) = β(m ∨ m0) and β(m) ∧ β(m0) = β(m ∧ m0)
and also
β(fM
A (m)) = fM
A (β(m)) and β(2M
A m) = 2M
A β(m)
But moreover we have the following two for the mixed operations between quantale and module
β(m.q) = β(m).α(q) and β([q]m) = [α(q)]β(m)
where α is the interpretation map between the Q-system and the quantale.
Deﬁnition 4.1.4 Foradistributiveepistemicsystem(M,Q,{fA}A∈A), itsinterpretationmapsα: LQ →
Q,β: LM → M, an M-sequence Γ, and an M-formula m0, we deﬁne a satisfaction relation as follows
Γ |=M m0 iff β(MΓ) ≤ β(m0)
Deﬁnition 4.1.5 AsequentΓ `M m0 isvalidwheneverforanydistributiveepistemicsystem(M,Q,{fA}A∈A)
and its interpretation maps α: LQ → Q,β: LM → M we have Γ |=M m0.
Lemma 4.1.6 Every derivable M-sequent is valid.
Proof. We prove that the rules of our M-system preserve validity of sequents by showing that if the
82sequents on the top line of a rule are valid (this includes validity of the Q-sequents of the mixed rules),
so are the sequents on the bottom of the line.
Before starting the proof, we make the same convention as in the Q-systems, to avoid repeating the
proof steps: the interpretation of each M-formula is denoted by the formula itself. That is, we write m
instead of β(m). We start our proof with the axiom and rules for units, which are as follows:
m `M m id ⊥ `M m ⊥L
Γ `M
Γ `M ⊥ ⊥R Γ `M > >R
Soundness of the identity axiom follows by reﬂexivity of order on the module m ≤ m. The left rule for
⊥ is sound since ⊥ is less than every other element of the module ⊥ ≤ m. The right rule for ⊥ follows
by the deﬁnition of empty sequence on the right hand side, which is ⊥ itself. The right rule for >
follows by > being the top element of the module, that is every other element is less than it MΓ ≤ >.




since it is derivable from the weakening rule of the module, to be discussed below. The rules for
disjunction are
Γ,m1,Γ0 `M m Γ,m2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∨ m2,Γ0 ∨L
Γ `M m1
Γ `M m1 ∨ m2
∨R1
Γ `M m2
Γ `M m1 ∨ m2
∨R1
For the left rule we have M(Γ,m1,Γ0) ≤ m and M(Γ,m2,Γ0) ≤ m, from which we obtain
M(Γ,m1,Γ0) ∨ M(Γ,m2,Γ0) ≤ m by deﬁnition of join in the module. First consider the case
where Γ0 contains only propositions, so we have
M(Γ,m1,Γ0) ∨ M(Γ,m2,Γ0) = (MΓ ∧ m1 ∧ MΓ0) ∨ (MΓ ∧ m2 ∧ Γ0)
By distributivity of meet over join we obtain
MΓ ∧ (m1 ∨ m2) ∧ MΓ0 ≤ m
and thus M(Γ,m1 ∨ m2,Γ0) ≤ m, that is the bottom line. Now consider the case where Γ is an
agent-only sequence and without loss of generality contains only one agent A. Then we have
M(Γ,m1,A) ∨ M(Γ,m2,A) = fA(MΓ ∧ m1) ∨ fA(MΓ ∧ m2)
By join-preservation of fA and distributivity of meet over join we obtain the following
fA((MΓ ∧ m1) ∨ (MΓ ∧ m2)) = fA(MΓ ∧ (m1 ∨ m2)) ≤ m
83and thus it follows that M(Γ,m1 ∨ m2,A) ≤ m. Finally, consider the case that Γ0 is an action-only
sequence. In this case we have
M(Γ,m1,Γ) ∨ M(Γ,m2,Γ) = ((MΓ ∧ m1) · QΓ0) ∨ ((MΓ ∧ m2) · QΓ0)
By join-preservation of · and distributivity of meet over join we obtain the following
((MΓ ∧ m1) ∨ (MΓ ∧ m2)) · QΓ0 = (MΓ ∧ (m1 ∨ m2)) · QΓ0 ≤ m
This it follows that M(Γ,m1∨m2,Γ0) ≤ m. The soundness of cases where Γ0 is a mixture of actions,
agents, and propositions follows from the above three cases.
For the ﬁrst (and similarly second) right rule assume MΓ ≤ m1 then by deﬁnition of join in the
module we have m1 ≤ m1 ∨ m2 and thus it follows that MΓ ≤ m1 ∨ m2.
The rules for conjunction are
Γ,m1,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0 `M m
∧L1
Γ,m2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0 `M m
∧L2
Γ `M m1 Γ `M m2
Γ `M m1 ∧ m2
∧R
For the ﬁrst (and similarly the second) left rule assume M(Γ,m1,Γ0) ≤ m, since m1∧m2 ≤ m1 and
M is order preserving we obtain M(Γ,m1 ∧ m2,Γ0) ≤ m. For the right rule assume MΓ ≤ m1
and MΓ ≤ m2, from this by the deﬁnition of meet we obtain MΓ ≤ m1 ∧ m2.
The rules for appearance maps are
m0,A,Γ `M m
fM








For the left rule observe that the sequences of the top and bottom lines have the same meanings, that is
M(fM
A (m0),Γ). The right rule follows by order preservation of appearance maps, if MΓ ≤ m then
we can apply fM
A to both sides and get fM
A (MΓ) ≤ fM
A (m) and thus the bottom sequent.
Rules for the knowledge modality on the module are
m0,Γ `M m
2M








For the left rule, assume the top line, which is M(m0,Γ) ≤ m. By composition of adjoints fM
A and
2M
A we have fM
A (2M
A m0) ≤ m0. Since ·, fM
A and ∧ are all order preserving, we apply M with Γ
to both sides and get M(fM
A (2M
A m0),Γ) ≤ M(m0,Γ). By the top line assumption and transitivity
we get M(fM
A (2M
A m0),Γ) ≤ m, which is what we want for the bottom line. The right rule follows
directly from the deﬁnition of adjunction. By the top line we have fM
A (MΓ) ≤ m, which is by
adjunction equivalent to MΓ ≤ 2M
A m. Similar to the knowledge rule in the Q-system, this rule is
also true on the other direction, that is the bottom line also implies the top line.
84The cut rule for the M-system is as follows
Γ0 `M m0 m0,Γ00 `M m
Γ0,Γ00 `M m
cut
By the ﬁrst assumption we have MΓ0 ≤ m0, from which we obtain M(MΓ0,Γ00) ≤ M(m,Γ00)
by order preservation of M. By the second assumption we have M(m,Γ00) ≤ m0 and thus by
transitivity M(MΓ0,Γ00) ≤ m0, which is what we want for the bottom line.




The validity of the top line sequent says MΓ ≤ p, we update both sides with q and we get MΓ.q ≤
p.q, by the deﬁnition of facts we have that p.q ≤ p, and by transitivity we get MΓ.q ≤ p, which is
what we want for the validity of the bottom line sequent.
Other structural rules of the module are
Γ,Γ0 ` m
Γ,m0,Γ0 `M m
weakL Γ ` ⊥







For the left weakening assume the top line, that is M(MΓ,Γ0) ≤ m. Since MΓ ∧ m0 ≤ MΓ
and M is order preserving, we obtain M(MΓ ∧ m0,Γ0) ≤ m, that is the bottom line. The right
weakening follows since MΓ ≤ ⊥ is equivalent to MΓ = ⊥ and ⊥ ≤ m. Contraction is sound
since we have MΓ ∧ m0 ∧ m0 = MΓ ∧ m0 and M is order preserving. Exchange follows by
commutativity of meet m00 ∧ m0 = m0 ∧ m00 and order preservation of M.




Γ,ΓA `M m ΓQ,ΓA `Q q
Γ,ΓQ,ΓA `M m.q .R
The left rule follows from the deﬁnition of comma between a proposition and an action m0,q = m0.q
and order preservation of M. For the right rule, ﬁrst assume that we have only one agent in our agent
context, that is ΓA = A. By the ﬁrst assumption of the top line we have fM
A (MΓ) ≤ m and by the
second assumption we have f
Q
A(QΓQ) ≤ q. Since update is order preserving, we can update both
sides of these two assumption by each other and get fM
A (MΓ).f
Q
A(QΓQ) ≤ m.q. Now by update
inequality we have fM
A (MΓ. Q ΓQ) ≤ fM
A (MΓ).f
Q
A(QΓQ) ≤ m.q, which is what we want for
the bottom line and we are done. If we have more than one agent, that is ΓA = A1,...,An, then
we follow the same line except that we have to apply the update inequality n times, starting from the




A1(MΓ. Q ΓQ))) ≤ m.q
The rules for dynamic modality are






For the left rule start from the second assumption QΓQ ≤ q, since update is order preserving, this
inequality is preserved under update of the proposition [q]m0 as follows
[q]m0 · QΓQ ≤ [q]m0 · q
By adjunction between update and dynamic modality we have [q]m0 .q ≤ m0, and thus
[q]m0 · QΓQ ≤ m0
now by the ﬁrst assumption of the top line we have m0 ≤ m and by transitivity we get
[q]m0 · QΓQ ≤ m
which is exactly what we want for the bottom line. The right rule follows directly by deﬁnition of
adjunction. The top line assumption says MΓ.q ≤ m, which by adjunction is equivalent to MΓ ≤
[q]m, which is the bottom line. This rule holds in both direction.
We now prove the soundness of the rules that deal with occurrences of actions in the M-sequences.
Recall that actions can only occur on the left hand side of M-sequents, so we have left rules for all the
operations on actions, including the unit of sequential composition. The rule for update with unit of




By unity of 1 we have MΓ.1 = MΓ, and thus M(Γ,Γ0) = M((MΓ.1),Γ0). So by the top line
assumption and transitivity we get M((MΓ.1),Γ0) ≤ m.
The rule for update with sequential composition of actions in the module is
Γ,q1,q2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,q1 • q2,Γ0 `M m
•ML
86The top line assumption means M(((MΓ.q1).q2),Γ0) ≤ m, by module equation we have
(MΓ.q1).q2 = MΓ.(q1 • q2)
and so we get M(MΓ.(q1 • q2),Γ0) ≤ m, which is the meaning of the bottom line.
The rules for update with right and left residuals in the M-sequents are
ΓQ `Q q2 Γ,q1 `M m
Γ,q1/q2,ΓQ `M m
/ML
ΓQ `Q q1 Γ,q2 `M m
Γ,ΓQ,q1 \ q2 `M m
\ML
For the right residual we have two top line assumptions: QΓQ ≤ q2 and MΓ.q1 ≤ m. Start from
the ﬁrst assumption QΓQ ≤ q2 and compose both sides with q1 on the left and we get q1 • QΓQ ≤
q1 • q2, which is by residuation equal to q1/q2 • QΓQ ≤ q1. Now update the propositional sequent
MΓ with this inequality and we get MΓ.(q1/q2 • QΓQ) ≤ MΓ.q1. By the second assumption
of the top line MΓ.q1 ≤ m and so by transitivity we have MΓ.(q1/q2 • QΓQ) ≤ m. By
the module equation this inequality is equivalent to (MΓ.q1/q2). M ΓQ ≤ m. Since we have
(MΓ.q1/q2). M ΓQ = M(Γ,q1/q2,ΓQ), we obtain M(Γ,q1/q2,ΓQ) ≤ m, which is what we
need for the bottom line.
The proof of the left residual is similar, we start by the ﬁrst assumption of the top line QΓQ ≤ q1
and compose it on both sides with q2 on the right and we get QΓQ • q2 ≤ q1 • q2, which is by
residuation equal to QΓQ • q1 \ q2 ≤ q2, now update both sides with the propositional context MΓ
on the left and we get MΓ.(QΓQ • q1 \ q2) ≤ MΓ.q2. By module equation this is equivalent to
(MΓ. Q ΓQ). q1 \ q2 ≤ MΓ.q2. Now we use the second assumption of the ﬁrst line that says
MΓ.q2 ≤ m and by transitivity of order we get (MΓ. Q ΓQ). q1 \ q2 ≤ m, which is what we
want for the bottom line, since M(Γ,ΓQ,q1 \ q2) = (MΓ. Q ΓQ). q1 \ q2.
The rule for update with choice of actions in M-sequents is
Γ,q1 `M m Γ,q2 `M m
Γ,q1 ∨ q2 `M m ∨ML
Assume the top line sequents: MΓ.q1 ≤ m and MΓ.q2 ≤ m. By deﬁnition of join we obtain
(MΓ.q1) ∨ (MΓ.q2) ≤ m. Since update is join preserving we get (MΓ.q1) ∨ (MΓ.q2) =
MΓ.(q1 ∨ q2), so MΓ.(q1 ∨ q2) ≤ m, which is what we want for the bottom line.
We have two left rules for update with meet of actions
Γ,q1,Γ0 `M m
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `M m
∧ML1
Γ,q2,Γ0 `M m
Γ,q1 ∧ q2,Γ0 `M m
∧ML2
For the left rule, assume the top sequent, that is M((MΓ.q1),Γ0) ≤ m. Since q1 ∧ q2 ≤ q1 and M
is order preserving, we obtain M((MΓ.(q1 ∧ q2)),Γ0) ≤ m, which is what we want for the bottom
line. The second line is proven in the same way.
87Theorem 4.1.7 The rules of IDEAL are sound with respect to the algebraic semantics in terms of
distributive epistemic systems.
Proof follows directly from lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.6. 2
4.2 Completeness
We provide two lemmas for the completeness of the Q and M systems, starting with the Q system.
4.2.1 Completeness of the Q-system
Lemma 4.2.1 If a sequent is valid in the quantale part of all distributive epistemic systems, then it is
derivable in the Q-system.
Proof. We show the contrapositive by building the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of the Q-formulae,
and showing that it satisﬁes all the properties of the quantale of a distributive epistemic system. The
construction is by forming the equivalence class of all Q-formulae over the logical consequence ∼ =Q
deﬁned as `Qa. We denote this set of all these equivalence classes by Q0, so we have Q0 = Q\∼ =Q.
The proof proceeds as follows:
1. We interpret the Q-formulae in our model Q0 by mapping them to their corresponding equiva-
lence classes. Thus we have to ﬁrst show that this interpretation is well-deﬁned.
2. We deﬁne an order ≤ between these equivalence classes, using the provability of the Q-system
and check that this order is well-deﬁned and a partial order.
3. We show that the (Q0,≤) has a least and a greatest element, that is a top and a bottom.
4. We deﬁne meet and join operators in (Q0,≤) and show that it forms a lattice (not a complete one
yet).
5. Similarly we deﬁne a unital monoid multiplication and show that it satisﬁes the ﬁnite versions of
equations of a quantale, that is preservation of binary joins instead of arbitrary joins.
6. We deﬁne endomorphisms on Q0 and show that these satisfy the ﬁnite versions of the equations
of the appearance maps, that is preservation of binary joins. We call our endowed Q0 a pre-
epistemic quantale, since it does not have arbitrary joins.
7. Finally we extend our ﬁnite model Q0 to the inﬁnite case Q by the ideal construction [28, 17] on
Q0.
884.2.2 Proof of the Finitary Case
Interpretation and Order We map each formula of our Q-system to its equivalence class in Q0, that
is
α : LQ → Q0 where α(q) = [q]
We deﬁne an order between the equivalence classes of Q0, using the logical consequence of the Q-
system as follows
[q] ≤ [q0] iff q `Q q0
we have to show that this order is well-deﬁned. That is we have to show
[q1] = [q0
1] and [q2] = [q0
2] and [q1] ≤ [q2] implies [q0
1] ≤ [q0
2]
which is equivalent to show the following
q1 `Qa q0
1 and q2 `Qa q0
2 and q1 `Q q2 implies q0
1 `Q q0
2
the proof tree for which is
q0
1 `Q q1









We also have to show that our order is a partial order. The reﬂexivity [q1] ≤ [q1] follows by the identity
axiom q1 `Q q1. The transitivity says if [q1] ≤ [q2] and [q2] ≤ [q3] then [q1] ≤ [q3], which follows from
the cut rule
q1 `Q q2 q2 `Q q3
q1 `Q q3
QCut
The anti-symmetry says if [q1] ≤ [q2] and [q2] ≤ [q1] then [q1] = [q2], which follows directly from our
equivalence, that is q1 ∼ =Q q2 is deﬁned as q1 `Q q2 and q2 `Q q1. Thus we have proved that (Q0,≤)
is a partial order.
Greatest and Least Elements. We have to show that (Q0,≤) has a bottom element [⊥], which is less
than any other element [q] ∈ Q0, that is we have to show [⊥] ≤ [q], which follows by the ⊥L axiom
⊥ `Q q ⊥L
Similarly we have to show that (Q0,≤) has a top element [>], greater than any other element [q] ≤ [>],
which follows by the > right axiom
q ` > >R
Join and Meet. We deﬁne join and meet operations on (Q0,≤) using the disjunction and conjunction
89of the Q-system as follows
[q] ∨ [q0] := [q ∨ q0] and [q] ∧ [q0] := [q ∧ q0]
We show that these deﬁnitions are well-deﬁned, that is
[q1] = [q0
1] and [q2] = [q0
2] imply [q1 ∨ q2] = [q0
1 ∨ q0
2]
and similarly for meet as follows
[q1] = [q0
1] and [q2] = [q0
2] imply [q1 ∧ q2] = [q0
1 ∧ q0
2]
For each case we have four assumptions q1 `Q q0
1 ,q0
1 `Q q1 and also q2 `Q q0
2 and q0
2 `Q q2 and we
have to prove two directions. So for the ﬁrst case, i.e. well-deﬁnedness of join, we have to show that
ﬁrstly q1 ∨q2 `Q q0
1 ∨q0
2 and also q0
1 ∨q0


































2 `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨L
The proof trees for the second case, i.e. well-deﬁnedness of meet are similar, except that we ﬁrst do the
right rules and then the left rules. That is:
q1 `Q q0
1





q1 ∧ q2 `Q q0
2
∧L2


















2 `Q q1 ∧ q2
∧R
Multiplication. Now we extend our lattice to a quantale by deﬁning a multiplication operator on our
Q0 using the sequential composition of the Q-system
[q] • [q0] := [q • q0]
We have to show that this deﬁnition is well-deﬁned, that is
If [q1] = [q0
1] and [q2] = [q0
2] then [q1 • q2] = [q0
1 • q0
2]
The proof trees for these are
q1 `Q q0



















2 `Q q1 • q2
•L
90The unit of this multiplication is the equivalence class of the unit of sequential composition in the
Q-system, that is [1] for which we have to show the following two cases
[q] • [1] = [q] and [1] • [q] = [q]
which are equal to the following by deﬁnition of multiplication on Q0
[q • 1] = [q] and [1 • q] = [q]
In terms of logical consequence we have to show
q • 1 `Qa q and 1 • q `Qa q
The proof trees for the ﬁrst case are
q,1 `Q q 1L
q • 1 `Q q •L
q `Q q `Q 1 1R
q `Q q • 1 •R
The other permutation has similar proof trees.
Now we have to show that this multiplication preserves joins, that is
([q1] ∨ [q2]) • [q3] = ([q1] • [q3]) ∨ ([q2] • [q3]) and [q1] • ([q2] ∨ [q3]) = ([q1] • [q2]) ∨ ([q2] • [q3])
which is equal to the following by deﬁnition of join and multiplication on Q0
[(q1 ∨ q2) • q3] = [(q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3)] and [q1 • (q2 ∨ q3)] = [(q1 • q2) ∨ (q2 • q3)]
In logical consequence terms we have to prove the following
(q1 ∨ q2) • q3 `Qa (q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3) and q1 • (q2 ∨ q3) `Qa (q1 • q2) ∨ (q2 • q3)
The proof of join-preservation of multiplication on its left argument consists of two directions: (q1 ∨
q2)•q3 `Q (q1 •q3)∨(q2 •q3) and (q1 •q3)∨(q2 •q3) `Q (q1 ∨q2)•q3. The proof tree for the ﬁrst
direction is
q1 `Q q1 q3 `Q q3
q1,q3 `Q q1 • q3
•R
q1,q3 `Q (q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3) ∨R1
q2 `Q q2 q3 `Q q3
q2,q3 `Q q2 • q3
•R
q2,q3 `Q (q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3) ∨R2
q1 ∨ q2,q3 `Q (q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3) ∨L
(q1 ∨ q2) • q3 `Q (q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3) •L
91The proof tree for the second direction is
q1 `Q q1
q1 `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R1 q3 `Q q3
q1,q3 `Q (q1 ∨ q2) • q3
•R
q1 • q3 `Q (q1 ∨ q2) • q3
•L
q2 `Q q2
q2 `Q q1 ∨ q2
∨R2 q3 `Q q3
q2,q3 `Q (q1 ∨ q2) • q3
•R
q2 • q3 `Q (q1 ∨ q2) • q3
•L
(q1 • q3) ∨ (q2 • q3) `Q (q1 ∨ q2) • q3
∨L
The proofs for join preservation of multiplication on its second argument are similar. We also have to
show that our multiplication preserves the empty join, that is
[⊥] • [q] = [⊥] and [q] • [⊥] = [⊥]
which by deﬁnition of multiplication on Q0 is equivalent to
[⊥ • q] = [⊥] and [q • ⊥] = [⊥]
and in logical consequence terms we have to show the following
⊥ • q `Qa ⊥ and q • ⊥ `Qa ⊥
The proof trees for the two directions of this congruence are
⊥,q `Q ⊥ ⊥L
⊥ • q `Q ⊥ •L ⊥ `Q ⊥ • q ⊥L
The second case is proved similarly.
We have now proved that (Q0,≤,∨,∧,•,1) is a pre-quantale, that is, it satisﬁes the binary versions
of the axioms of a quantale. We verify some details about other connectives below.
Residuals. The residuals of multiplication are deﬁned using the residuals of the Q-system and we have
to show their well-deﬁnedness, that is for the right residual we have to show
If [q1] = [q0
1] and [q2] = [q0
2] then [q1/q2] = [q0
1/q0
2]
The proof trees for it are:
q0





















92And similarly for the left residual we have to show
If [q1] = [q0
1] and [q2] = [q0
2] then [q1 \ q2] = [q0
1 \ q0
2]
the proof trees for it are
q0
1 ` q1 q2 ` q0
2
q0
1,q1 \ q2 `Q q0
2
\L













2 `Q q1 \ q2
\R
We have to show that these residuals are indeed adjoints to multiplication. That is we have to show the
following two equations hold:
(1)[q1 • q2] ≤ [q3] iff [q1] ≤ [q3/q2] and (2)[q1 • q2] ≤ [q3] iff [q2] ≤ [q1 \ q3]
The proof for the two sides of the ﬁrst equations are
q1 `Q q1 q2 `Q q2
q1,q2 `Q q1 • q2











q1 • q2 `Q q3
•L
The proofs of the second equations are very similar to the ﬁrst one. Both residuals preserve meet on
one of their arguments. So for the right residual we have to show the following
[(q1 ∧ q2)/q3] = [(q1/q3) ∧ (q2/q3)]
The proof tree for the ﬁrst direction of this congruence is
q3 `Q q3
q1 `Q q1
q1 ∧ q2 `Q q1
∧L1
(q1 ∧ q2)/q3,q3 `Q q1
/L




q1 ∧ q2 `Q q2
∧L2
(q1 ∧ q2)/q3,q3 `Q q2
/L
(q1 ∧ q2)/q3 `Q q2/q3
/R
(q1 ∧ q2)/q3 `Q (q1/q3) ∧ (q2/q3) ∧R
The proof tree of the second direction is
q3 `Q q3 q1 `Q q1
q1/q3,q3 `Q q1
/L
(q1/q3) ∧ (q2/q3),q3 `Q q1
∧L1
q3 `Q q3 q2 `Q q2
q2/q3,q3 `Q q2
/L
(q1/q3) ∧ (q2/q3),q3 `Q q2
∧L2
(q1/q3) ∧ (q2/q3),q3 `Q q1 ∧ q2
∧R
(q1/q3) ∧ (q2/q3) `Q (q1 ∧ q2)/q3
/R
93For the left residual we have
[q1 \ (q2 ∧ q3)] = [(q1 \ q2) ∧ (q1 \ q3)]
The proof of the ﬁrst direction of the this congruence is
q1 `Q q1
q2 `Q q2
q2 ∧ q3 `Q q2
∧L2
q1,q1 \ (q2 ∧ q3) `Q q2
\L




q2 ∧ q3 `Q q3
∧L2
q1,q1 \ (q2 ∧ q3) `Q q3
\L
q1 \ (q2 ∧ q3) `Q q1 \ q3
\R
q1 \ (q2 ∧ q3) `Q (q1 \ q2) ∧ (q1 \ q3) ∧R
and the proof tree of the second direction is
q1 `Q q1 q2 `Q q2
q1,q1 \ q2 `Q q2
\L
q1,(q1 \ q2) ∧ (q1 \ q3) `Q q2
∧L1
q1 `Q q1 q3 `Q q3
q1,q1 \ q3 `Q q3
\L
q1,(q1 \ q2) ∧ (q1 \ q3) `Q q3
∧L2
q1,(q1 \ q2) ∧ (q1 \ q3) `Q q2 ∧ q3
∧R
(q1 \ q2) ∧ (q1 \ q3) `Q q1 \ (q2 ∧ q3)
\R
The meet-preservation of the second argument of the left residual is proved similarly. Both residuals
preserve the empty meet
>/q ∼ =Q > and q \ > ∼ =Q >
The proof trees for the right residual are
>/q `Q > >R
>,q `Q > >R
> `Q >/q
/R
and the proof trees for the left residual are
q \ > `Q > >R
q,> `Q > >R
> `Q q \ >
\R
Appearance and Knowledge. We deﬁne appearance maps on our quantale (Q0,≤,∨,∧,•,1), using
the f
Q






and have to show that this deﬁnition is well-deﬁned, that is












































The knowledge modality is deﬁned similarly as follows
2
Q
A [q] = [2
Q
A q]
For its well-deﬁnedness we have to show
If [q1] = [q0
1] then [2
Q









































It remains to show that appearance and knowledge are adjoint, that is
[f
Q
A(q)] ≤ [q0] iff [q] ≤ [2
Q
A q0]























A q0,A `Q q0 2
Q
AL
q,A `Q q0 QCut
f
Q
A(q) `Q q0 f
Q
AL




















































The proof tree for the second direction is
q1 `Q q1









































Multiplication and Appearance. Appearance maps on the quantale are related to the multiplication
through an inequality, so we have to show the following
[f
Q














































The proof trees are











Unit and Appearance. The unit is related to its appearance via the unit inequality eq. (2.1), so we
















Meet preservation of Knowledge. Dually the knowledge operators preserve meets
[2
Q
A(q1 ∧ q2)] = [2
Q
A q1 ∧ 2
Q
A q2]
The proof tree for the ﬁrst direction is
q1 `Q q1



































A (q1 ∧ q2) `Q 2
Q














A q1 ∧ 2
Q











A q1 ∧ 2
Q




A q1 ∧ 2
Q




A q1 ∧ 2
Q
A q2 `Q 2
Q




Also dually, the knowledge operators preserve the empty meet
[2
Q
A >] = [>]
for which the proof trees are
2
Q
A > `Q >
>R







So we have shown that (Q0,{f
Q
A}A∈A) satisﬁes the binary and thus ﬁnite versions of the axioms of an
epistemic quantale. In other words, (Q0,{f
Q
A}A∈A) is a pre-epistemic quantale.
974.2.3 Proof of the Inﬁnitary Case
In this section we extend our complete binary setting of a pre-epistemic quantale to the inﬁnite setting
of an epistemic quantale. As it is usual in this procedure, we do so by ideal construction on Q0 and
deﬁning inﬁnite meets, joins, multiplication, appearance and knowledge on the ideals. We show that
thesedeﬁnitionsareconsistentwiththecorrespondingoperationsonQ0, andthatthusthepre-epistemic
quantale is faithfully embedded in the epistemic quantale. This is used to show that the ﬁnite version
of the equations of the pre-epistemic quantale extends to the inﬁnite case of the epistemic quantale.
Finally, we show how the proof of completeness extends to the ideal setting.
Deﬁne Q as the family of all ideals on Q0:
Q := Idl(Q0)
where an ideal is a non-empty subset of a lattice, which is downward closed and is also closed under
ﬁnite joins:




I ⊆ Q0,I 6= ∅
x ∈ I,y ≤ x ⇒ y ∈ I
x,y ∈ I ⇒ x ∨ y ∈ I
We want to show that this family of ideals is an epistemic quantale. So we deﬁne inﬁnite operations
on ideals, as follows, but in order to distinguish these operators from the binary operators in Q0, we


















A(q) | ∀q ∈ I}
We have to show that these operations are ideal preserving, that is the meet, join, multiplication and
appearance of ideals is an ideal. We start with meet, we have to show that
V
iIi is an ideal. For down
ward closure assume that x ∈
V
iIi, this means x ∈ Ii for any Ii, so for any y ≤ x we have y ∈ Ii.
Similarly for closure under joins assume that x,y ∈
V
iIi, then x,y ∈ Ii, which means x ∨ y ∈ Ii,
since this is for any Ii, we have x ∨ y ∈
V
iIi.
For the join of ideals we have to show that
W
iIi is an ideal, the downward closure follows from the
deﬁnition. For closure under joins assume that x,y ∈
W
iIi, then x = ∨Y1 and y = ∨Y2, for Y1,Y1
ﬁnite subsets of the unions of Ii’s, that is Y1 ⊆ I1 and Y2 ⊆ I2. We have x ∨ y = (∨Y1) ∨ (∨Y2) =
∨(Y1 ∨ Y2), since Y1 ∨ Y2 ⊆ I1 ∪ I2, it is also a ﬁnite subset of union of Ii’s and thus x ∨ y ∈
W
iIi.
For the multiplication, we have to show I1 •I2 is an ideal. Downward closure follows from the
98deﬁnition. For closure under join assume given x,y ∈ I1 •I2, we have x = q1 • q2 where q1 ∈ I1 and
q2 ∈ I2. Similarly for y we have y = q0
1 • q0
2 where q0
1 ∈ I1 and q0
2 ∈ I2. So we have q1 ∨ q0
1 ∈ I1 and
q2∨q0





2) and since (q1 ∨q0
1)•(q2 ∨q0
2) ∈ I1 •I2, we have that x∨y = (q1 •q2)∨(q0
1 •q0
2) ∈ I1 •I2.
For the appearance of ideals we have to show that f
Q
A(I) is an ideal. Downward closure follows
from the deﬁnition. For closure under joins assume that x,y ∈
W
iIi, then x ≤
W
Y1 and y ≤
W
Y2,







(Y1 ∨ Y2), since Y1 ∨ Y2 ⊆ I1 ∪ I2, it is also a ﬁnite subset of union of Ii’s and
thus
W
(Y1 ∨ Y2) is an element of
W
iIi. Since x ∨ y lives in the down set of
W
(Y1 ∨ Y2), we obtain
x ∨ y ∈
W
iIi.
Next step is to show that these inﬁnite operators are consistent with their binary counterparts in
Q0. We do so by mapping Q0 to Q and showing that this map is an embedding. The map is deﬁned as
follows and sends each of the elements of Q0 to its down-set:
e : Q0 ,→ Q, :: q 7→ q↓
we have to show that e is an embedding, that is for q1,q2 ∈ Q0:
e(q1)  e(q2) = e(q1  q2)











Meet. For the meet operation on ideals we have to show
e(q1 ∧ q2) = e(q1) ∧ e(q2)
or equivalently
↓(q1 ∧ q2) =↓q1 ∩ ↓q2
We show this equality by proving its two inequalities. For the ﬁrst direction we have:
x ∈↓(q1 ∧ q2) ⇒ x ≤ (q1 ∧ q2) ⇒ x ≤ q1 and x ≤ q2
but this is equivalent to
x ∈↓q1 and x ∈↓q2 ⇒ x ∈ (↓q1 ∩ ↓q2).
99For the other direction we have
x ∈ (↓q1 ∩ ↓q2) ⇒ x ∈↓q1 and x ∈↓q2 ⇒ x ≤ q1 and x ≤ q2
which implies
x ≤ q1 ∧ q2 ⇒ x ∈↓(q1 ∧ q2)
and we are done.
Join. For the join of ideals we have to show
e(q1 ∨ q2) = e(q1) ∨ e(q2)
that is
(q1 ∨ q2)↓ = ↓q1 ∨ ↓q2
We ﬁrst show that the left hand side is a subset of the right hand side. So we take x ∈ ↓(q1 ∨q2), which
means x ≤ q1 ∨ q2. We want to show that x ∈ ↓q1 ∨ ↓q2 where by deﬁnition of join of ideals we have
↓q1 ∨ ↓q2 = ↓ {∨Y | Y ﬁnite ⊆ q1↓ ∪ q2↓}
Since q1 ∈ ↓q1 and ↓q1 ⊆↓q1 ∪ ↓q2, we have that q1 ∈ ↓q1 ∪ ↓q2 and similarly q2 ∈ ↓q1 ∪ ↓q2. We
take the join of both sides
q1 ∨ q2 ∈ ∨(↓q1 ∪ ↓q2)
since ↓q1 ∪ ↓q2 is a ﬁnite subset of ↓q1 ∪ ↓q2, we have that
∨(↓q1 ∪ ↓q2) ∈ ↓q1 ∨ ↓q2
and thus
q1 ∨ q2 ∈ ↓q1 ∨ ↓q2
Now since x ≤ q1 ∨ q2 and ↓q1 ∨ ↓q2 is downward closed we get that x ∈↓q1 ∨ ↓q2.
For the other direction, we show that right hand side is a subset of left hand side, that is
↓q1 ∨ ↓q2 ⊆ ↓(q1 ∨ q2)
We start with an element of right hand side, which is, by the deﬁnition of join of ideals, in the form
∨Y , where each Y is a ﬁnite subset of ↓q1 ∪ ↓q2 and this means that
∀yi ∈ Y we have that yi ∈↓q1 or yi ∈↓q2
100The join of all these yi’s, which is the join of elements of Y , will be less than q1 ∨ q2, that is
∨Y = ∨iyi ≤ q1 ∨ q2
so we have shown that any element ∨Y of ↓q1 ∨ ↓q2 is also an element of ↓(q1 ∨ q2) and we are done.
Multiplication. For the multiplication of ideals we have to show
e(q1 • q2) = e(q1) • e(q2)
that is we have to show
↓(q1 • q2) =↓q1 • ↓q2 = ↓{x • y | ∀x ∈↓q1 and ∀y ∈↓q2}
We ﬁrst show that the left hand side is a subset of the right hand side. So we take x ∈↓(q1 • q2), which
means x ≤ (q1 • q2). But by deﬁnition of multiplication of ideals we have that q1 • q2 ∈ ↓q1 • ↓q2,
which is downward closed, so we have x ∈ ↓q1 • ↓q2.
For the other direction we take an element of the right hand side x ∈↓q1 • ↓q2, this means that x is of
the form x = y1 • y2 where y1 • y2 is an element of ↓q1 • ↓q2. This means that y1 ≤ q1 and y2 ≤ q2,
so we multiply both sides and we get y1•y2 ≤ q1•q2, which means x ≤ q1•q2 and thus x ∈↓(q1•q2)
and we are done.













A(x) | ∀x ∈↓q}
For the ﬁrst direction we we take an element of the left hand side x ≤ f
Q




For the other direction we take an element of the right hand side x ∈ f
Q
A(↓q), which means x ≤ f
Q
A(y)
for some y ≤ q. Since f
Q





A(q), so we have that x ≤ f
Q
A(q), that is an element of the left hand side.
Knowledge. The knowledge operator on ideals can now be deﬁned as the right adjoint to appearance:
2
Q
A I := ∨{I0 | f
Q
A(I0) ⊆ I}.
It follows then that
e(2
Q
A q) = 2
Q
A (e(q))
101and we can easily verify that
↓(2
Q
A q) = 2
Q
A (↓q)
To see this assume x ≤ 2
Q
A q but by adjunction this is if and only if f
Q
A(x) ≤ q, which implies
x ∈ 2
Q
A q, by deﬁnition. The other direction is done similarly.
Units. It remains to show that Q has the right units for multiplication, meet, and join. The unit of
multiplication of ideals is the down set of the unit of multiplication in Q0, that is
e(1) = ↓1
It is easily checked that ↓1 is an ideal, since for any x,y ≤ 1, we have that x∨y ≤ 1∨1 = 1. In order
to show that ↓1 is indeed the unit of ideal multiplication, we have to verify the following
↓1 • I = I
For one direction we have to show I ⊆↓1 • I and we proceed as follows
I =↓{1 • y | y ∈ I} ⊆ ↓{x • y | x ≤ 1,y ∈ I} =↓1 • I
For the other direction we have to show ↓1 • I ⊆ I and we proceed similarly as follows
x • y ∈ (↓1 • I)
which means x ≤ 1 and y ∈ I, now multiply both sides of x ≤ 1 with y and we get x • y ≤ 1 • y, for
which we have
1 • y ∈ ↓{1 • y | y ∈ I} = I
and thus x • y ∈ I.
The unit of join, or the bottom of Q, is the singleton of the bottom of Q0:
e(⊥) = {⊥}
and it is easily seen that it has the properties of ⊥, that is for example
{⊥} • I = ↓{⊥ • q | ∀q ∈ I} = ↓{⊥} = {⊥}
The unit of meet, or the top of Q, is the ideal generated by the whole Q0, that Q0 itself
e(>) = Q0
102It is again easily seen that
Q0 ∧ I = Q0 ∩ I = I
and also that
Q0 ∨ I = ↓{∨Y | Y ﬁnite Y ⊆ (Q0 ∪ I) = Q0} = Q0
We have shown that the main inﬁnite operations on Q are consistent with their ﬁnite counterparts
in Q0, that is our map e is an embedding. It remains to show that Q is an epistemic quantale, that is
multiplication of ideas preserves arbitrary join of ideals, appearance of ideas preserves arbitrary join of
ideals, and that the appearance of ideals satisﬁes the inequality with regard to multiplication of ideals.












Ii)•I0 = ↓{q • q0 | q ∈
_
i
Ii and q0 ∈ I0}
= ↓{q • q0 | q = ∨Y, Y ﬁnite ⊆
[
i
Ii and q0 ∈ I0}
= ↓{(∨Y ) • q0 | q = ∨Y, Y ﬁnite ⊆
[
i
Ii and q0 ∈ I0}
now since binary multiplication preserves ﬁnite joins in Q0 we have this is equal to the following
↓{∨(Y • q0) | q = ∨Y, Y ﬁnite ⊆
[
i



























Ii) | Ii is an ideal}
= ↓{f
Q















103It remains to show the inequality between appearance and multiplication, that is
f
Q





For the left hand side we have
f
Q
A(I1 •I2) = ↓{f
Q
A(q1 • q2) | q1 ∈ I1,q2 ∈ I2}
we can now apply the inequality of f
Q
A over multiplication in Q0 and get
↓{f
Q




A(q2) | q1 ∈ I1,q2 ∈ I2}
which is equal to the right hand side. So we have shown that Q is an epistemic quantale. In the rest of
this section we show how completeness extends from Q0 to Q.
Extension of Completeness. We showed in the previous section that our pre-epistemic quantale Q0 is
a complete model of the Q-system. That is we have the following in Q0:
If Γ 0Q q then α(QΓ) Q0 α(q)
This is extended to our epistemic quantale Q. Since the embedding of Q0 in Q is a homomorphism,
we have
α(QΓ) Q0 α(q) ⇔ e(Γ) *Q e(q)
So it follows that:
If Γ 0Q q then e(Γ) *Q e(q)
which makes Q a complete model of the Q-system.
4.2.4 Completeness of the M-system
Lemma 4.2.2 If a sequent is valid in the module part of all distributive epistemic systems, then it is
derivable in the M-system.
Proof. We show the contrapositive by building the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of the M-formulae, by
M0 = M\∼ =M, that is the set of all equivalence classes of M-formulae under the logical consequence
∼ =M deﬁned as `Ma. We then show that M0 satisﬁes all the properties of a module in a distributive
epistemic system (this requires using the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of the Q-system for operations
with actions). These are listed below
1. Each M-formula is mapped to its equivalence class in M0.
1042. We deﬁne an order ≤ between these equivalence classes, using the provability of the M-system
and check that this order is well-deﬁned and a partial order.
3. We show that the (M0,≤) has a least and a greatest element, that is a top and a bottom.
4. We deﬁne meet and join operators in (M0,≤) and show that it forms a lattice.
5. We deﬁne an update operation on M0 and Q0 and show that it satisﬁes the binary versions of the
properties of the action of quantale on the module (preservation of binary joins).
6. We deﬁne endomorphisms on M0 and show that these satisfy the ﬁnite versions of the equations
of the appearance maps on the module. We call M0 a pre-epistemic right module over Q0.
7. Finally we extend our ﬁnite model M0 to the inﬁnite case M by the ideal construction on M0.
4.2.5 Proof of the Finitary Case
The proof for the items one to four above are the same as in the quantale. The order is deﬁned as
follows
[m] ≤ [m0] iff m `M m0
and it is well deﬁned since if we have
[m1] ∼ =M [m0
1] and [m2] ∼ =M [m0
2] and [m1] ≤ [m2] imply [m0
1] ≤ [m0
2]
by the following proof tree
m0
1 `M m1









It is very easy to see that this order is a partial order, transitivity being satisﬁed by the MCut rule
m1 `M m2 m2 `M m3
m1 `M m3
MCut
So (M0,≤) is a partially ordered set and [>] and [⊥] are its greatest and least elements by the axioms
for > and ⊥ in M-systems:
⊥ `M m ⊥L m `M > >R
Join and meet are deﬁned as follows
[m] ∨ [m0] := [m ∨ m0] and [m] ∧ [m0] := [m ∧ m0]
105We have to show that they are both well-deﬁned. The proof trees for well-deﬁnedness of meet and join
are exactly the same as in the Q-systems case, since the rules for meet and join are the same in both
systems. For example to prove that join is well-deﬁned we have to show the following
[m1] = [m2] and [m0
1] = [m0
2] imply [m1 ∨ m0
1] = [m2 ∨ m0
2]





























2 `M m1 ∨ m2
∨L
We show that meet and join are distributive by proving the following in logical consequence terms
m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3) `Ma (m1 ∨ m2) ∧ (m1 ∨ m3)
m1 ∧ (m2 ∨ m3) `Ma (m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3)
The proof trees for the ﬁrst direction of the distributivity of join over meet is
m1 `M m1
m1 `M m1 ∨ m2
∨R1
m2 `M m2
m2 `M m1 ∨ m2
∨R2
m2 ∧ m3 `M m1 ∨ m2
∧L1
m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3) `M m1 ∨ m2
∨L
m1 `M m1
m1 `M m1 ∨ m3
∨R1
m3 `M m3
m3 `M m1 ∨ m3
∨R2
m2 ∧ m3 `M m1 ∨ m3
∧L2
m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3) `M m1 ∨ m3
∨L
m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3) `M (m1 ∨ m2) ∧ (m1 ∨ m3) ∧R
The proof tree of the other direction is
m1 `M m1
m1 `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
∨R1













m2,m3 `M m2 ∧ m3
∧R
m2,m3 `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
∨R2
m2,m1 ∨ m3 `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
∨L
m1 ∨ m2,m1 ∨ m3 `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
∨L
m1 ∨ m2,(m1 ∨ m2) ∧ (m1 ∨ m3) `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
∧L2
(m1 ∨ m2) ∧ (m1 ∨ m3),(m1 ∨ m2) ∧ (m1 ∨ m3) `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
∧L1
(m1 ∨ m2) ∧ (m1 ∨ m3) `M m1 ∨ (m2 ∧ m3)
contr







m1,m2 `M m1 ∧ m2
∧R







m1,m3 `M m1 ∧ m3
∧R
m1,m3 `M (m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) ∨R2
m1,m2 ∨ m3 `M (m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) ∨L
m1,m1 ∧ (m2 ∨ m3) `M (m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) ∧L2
m1 ∧ (m2 ∨ m3),m1 ∧ (m2 ∨ m3) `M (m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) ∧L1
m1 ∧ (m2 ∨ m3) `M (m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3)
contr
The proof tree of the second direction is as follows
m1 `M m1
m1 ∧ m2 `M m1
∧L1
m1 `M m1
m1 ∧ m3 `M m1
∧L2
(m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) `M m1
∨L
m2 `M m2
m1 ∧ m2 `M m2
∧L2
m1 ∧ m2 `M m2 ∨ m3
∨R1
m3 `M m3
m1 ∧ m3 `M m3
∧L2
m1 ∧ m3 `M m2 ∨ m3
∨R2
(m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) `M m2 ∨ m3
∨L
(m1 ∧ m2) ∨ (m1 ∧ m3) `M m1 ∧ (m2 ∨ m3) ∧R
The appearance maps and knowledge operators are also deﬁned in exactly the same way:
fM
A ([m]) := [fM
A (m)] and 2M
A [m] := [2M
A m]
Since the rules for these two are identical to the Q-system, their well-deﬁnedness and being adjoints
is proved in exactly the way as in the Q-systems, and also in exactly the same way we can show that
fM
A ’s are join and ⊥ preserving, where as 2M
A ’s are meet and > preserving.
So far we have shown that (M0,≤,∧,∨) is a non-distributive lattice and that (M0,{fM
A }A∈A)
is an epistemic module. Now we have to show that our previously constructed epistemic quantale
((M0,{fA − Q}A∈A) acts on the module, that is M0 is indeed the right module of Q0.
Update and Dynamic Modality. We deﬁne an update product on the pair (M0,Q0) using the update
operator of our M-systems
[m].[q] := [m.q]
For the proof of well-deﬁnedness of this operator we have to show
If [m] = [m0] and [q] = [q0] then [m.q] = [m0.q0]
For the proof we use both M and Q systems. The proof tree for one direction is:
m `M m0 q `Q q0
m,q `M m0.q0 .R
m.q `M m0.q0 .L
107The proof tree for the other direction is drawn similarly. We deﬁne a dynamic modality on the pair
(M0,Q0) as follows
[[q]][m] := [[q][m]]
since both the equivalence class and dynamic modality use the [ ] sign, the notation looks confusing.
Note that on the left hand side [[q]] is the equivalence class of the dynamic operator [q] and on the right
hand side [[q][m]] is the equivalence class of the dynamic modality [q] being applied to equivalence
class of m. We have to show that this deﬁnition is well-deﬁned, that is we have to show the following
[m] = [m0] and [q] = [q0] implies [[q]m] = [[q0]m0]
or in logical consequence terms
m `Qa m0 and q `Qa q0 implies [q]m `Qa [q0]m0
the proof trees for this are
m `M m0 q0 `Q q
[q]m,q0 `M m0 DyL
[q]m `M [q0]m0 DyR
The proof tree for the other direction is drawn similarly. Now we have to show that update and dynamic
modality are adjoint operators, that is
[m.q] ≤ [m0] iff [m] ≤ [[q]m0]
the proof trees for which are
m `M m q `Q q
m,q `M m.q .R m.q `M m0
m,q `M m0 MCut
m `M [q]m0 DyR
m `M [q]m0
m0 `M m0 q `Q q
[q]m0,q `M m0 DyL
m,q `M m0 MCut
m.q `M m0 .L
Associativity of update and multiplication. The action of quantale on the module and the multiplica-
tion of quantale are related to each other via the following equation
[m].([q] • [q0]) = ([m].[q]).[q0]
which is equal to the following by deﬁnition of update in M0
[m.(q • q0)] = [(m.q).q0]
108which is derivable in our pair (M0,Q0) by the following proof trees:
q0 `Q q0
m `M m q `Q q
m,q `M m.q .R
m,q,q0 `M (m.q).q0 .R
m,q • q0 `M (m.q).q0 •ML
m.(q • q0) `M (m.q).q0 .L
Note that in applying the right rule for update, that is .R, we take Γ = m,q and ΓQ = q0, instead of the
tempting, but wrong choice of Γ = m and ΓQ = q,q0.
m `M m
q `Q q q0 `Q q0
q,q0 `Q q • q0 •R
m,q,q0 `M m.(q • q0)
.R
(m.q),q0 `M m.(q • q0)
.L
(m.q).q0 `M m.(q • q0)
.L
In this proof, in order to apply the right rule for update, that is .R, we make a different choice from the
previous proof. Here we take our Γ to be only m and our ΓQ = q,q0, which was the wrong tempting
choice of the previous proof.
Update preserves unit of multiplication. Unit of multiplication in M0 is [1] and we have to show that
update preserves it, that is
[m].[1] = [m]
which is equal to [m.1] = [m] and in logical consequence terms we have to show the following
m.1 `Ma m
the proof trees for which are
m `Q m
m,1 `M m 1ML
m.1 `M m .L
m `M m `Q 1 1R
m `M m.1 .R
Join preservation of update and meet preservation of dynamic modality. We show that update
preserves binary joins in its both arguments, that is both in M0 and in Q0, as follows
[m.(q ∨ q0)] = [(m.q) ∨ (m.q0)] and [(m ∨ m0).q] = [(m.q) ∨ (m0.q)]
or in logical consequence terms
m.(q ∨ q0) `Ma (m.q) ∨ (m.q0) and (m ∨ m0).q `Ma (m.q) ∨ (m0.q)
109The proof trees for the ﬁrst direction of the ﬁrst case is
m `M m q `Q q
m,q `M m.q .R
m,q `M (m.q) ∨ (m.q0)
∨R1
m `M m q0 `Q q0
m,q0 `M m.q0 .R
m,q0 `M (m.q) ∨ (m.q0)
∨R2
m,q ∨ q0 `M (m.q) ∨ (m.q0)
∨ML
m.(q ∨ q0) `M (m.q) ∨ (m.q0)
.L
Similarly for the second direction of the ﬁrst case we have
m `M m
q `Q q
q `Q q ∨ q0 ∨R1
m,q `M m.(q ∨ q0)
.R




q0 `Q q ∨ q0 ∨R2
m,q0 `M m.(q ∨ q0)
.R
m.q0 `M m.(q ∨ q0)
.L
(m.q) ∨ (m.q0) `M m.(q ∨ q0)
∨L
The proof tree for the ﬁrst direction of the second case is
m `M m q `Q q
m,q `M m.q .R
m,q `M (m.q) ∨ (m0.q)
∨R1
m0 `M m0 q `Q q
m0,q `M m0.q
.R
m0,q `M (m.q) ∨ (m0.q)
∨R2
m ∨ m0,q `M (m.q) ∨ (m0.q)
∨L
(m ∨ m0).q `M (m.q) ∨ (m0.q)
.L
Similarly the proof tree for the second direction is
q `Q q
m `M m
m `M m ∨ m0 ∨R1
m,q `M (m ∨ m0).q
.R




m0 `M m ∨ m0 ∨R2
m0,q `M (m ∨ m0).q
.R
m0.q `M (m ∨ m0).q
.L
(m.q) ∨ (m0.q) `M (m ∨ m0).q
∨L
Dually we have to show that the dynamic modality preserves meets in both argument, that is:
[q](m ∧ m0) `Ma [q]m ∧ [q]m0 and [q ∧ q0]m `Ma [q]m ∧ [q0]m
The proof tree for the ﬁrst direction of the ﬁrst case is
q `Q q
m `M m
m ∧ m0 `M m
∧L1
[q](m ∧ m0),q `M m
DyL




m ∧ m0 `M m0 ∧L2
[q](m ∧ m0),q `M m0 DyL
[q](m ∧ m0) `M [q]m0 DyR
[q](m ∧ m0) `M [q]m ∧ [q]m0 ∧R
110Similarly, the proof tree for the second direction of the ﬁrst case is
q `Q q m `M m
[q]m,q `M m
DyL
[q]m ∧ [q]m0,q `M m
∧L1
q `Q q m0 `M m0
[q]m0q `M m0 DyL
[q]m ∧ [q]m0,q `M m0 ∧L2
[q]m ∧ [q]m0,q `M m ∧ m0 ∧R
[q]m ∧ [q]m0 `M [q](m ∧ m0)
DyR
The proof tree for the ﬁrst direction of the second case is
m `M m
q `Q q
q ∧ q0 `Q q
∧L1
[q ∧ q0]m,q `M m
DyL




q ∧ q0 `Q q0 ∧L2
[q ∧ q0]m,q0 `M m
DyL
[q ∧ q0]m `M [q0]m
DyR
[q ∧ q0]m `M [q]m ∧ [q0]m
∧R
And ﬁnally the proof tree for the second direction of the second case is
q `Q q m `M m
[q]m,q `M m
DyL
[q]m,q ∧ q0 `M m
∧ML
[q]m ∧ [q0]m,q ∧ q0 `M m
∧L
[q]m ∧ [q0]m `M [q ∧ q0]m
DyR
We also have to show that update preserves the ⊥ of the module and dually dynamic modality
preserves the > of the module:
⊥.q `Ma ⊥ and [q]> `Ma >
which are very easily done:
⊥,q `M ⊥ ⊥L
⊥.q `Q ⊥ .L ⊥ `M ⊥.q ⊥L [q]> `M > >R
>,q `M > >R
> `M [q]>
DyR
Update Inequality. The last thing to show for the proof of completeness is that the appearance map
satisﬁes the update inequality
[fM


































So we have shown that (M0,{fM
A }A∈A) is satisﬁes the binary (and thus ﬁnite) version of the axioms of
an epistemic module and is a right module of the binary version of epistemic quantale (Q0,{f
Q
A}A∈A)
discussed in the previous section.
4.2.6 Proof of the Inﬁnitary Case
This is done in exactly the same way as in the Q-system. We form the family of ideals over M0:
M := Idl(M0)
and deﬁne meet, join, appearance, top and bottom of ideals in exactly the same way as for the ideals of
Q0. It remains to deﬁne the update operations of ideals and check that it is consistent with the update
in M0. We deﬁne the update as
IM. IQ = ↓{x.y | ∀x ∈ IM,∀y ∈ IQ}
We have to show that that the update of two ideals is an ideal. The downward closure follows from
the deﬁnition. Given m,m0 ∈ IM .IQ, we have m = x.y and m0 = x0.y0 where x,x0 ∈ IM and
y,y0 ∈ IQ. So we have x ∨ x0 ∈ IM and y ∨ y0 ∈ IQ, thus we also have that (x ∨ x0).(y ∨ y0) ∈
IM .IQ. Since update of Q0 preserves binary join, we have (x.y) ∨ (x0.y0) ≤ (x ∨ x0).(y ∨ y0) and
thus m ∨ m0 ∈ IM .IQ
We embed Q0 in Q via the following map
e0 : M0 ,→ M :: m 7→↓m
we have to show that this map is an embedding. The proof for join, meet, and appearance operations
are the same as in the quantale case (since they have a similar deﬁnition). It remains to show that update
of ideals is consistent with the update of Q0, that is we have to show the following
e0(m.q) = e0(m) . e0(q)
112that is
↓(m.q) = ↓m . ↓q = ↓{x.y | ∀x ≤ m,∀y ≤ q}
For the ﬁrst direction we assume
m0 ≤ m.q
since m ≤ m and q ∈ q, we have m.q ∈ {x.y | ∀x ≤ m,∀y ≤ q} and thus
m0 ≤ {x.y | ∀x ≤ m,∀y ≤ q}.
For the other direction we have
m0 ∈ ↓{x.y | ∀x ≤ m,∀y ≤ q}
that is m0 ≤ x0.y0 for some x0,y0 such that x0 ≤ m and y0 ≤ q. Now since update is monotone,
m0 ≤ x0.y0 ≤ m.q.
Next step is to show that M satisﬁes the module equations and thus it is the right module for
our previously discussed Q. We have to ﬁrstly show that ideal update preserves the unit of ideal
multiplication, that is
IM . ↓1 = IM
which is easily seen since
IM . ↓1 = ↓{x • 1 | x ∈ IM,1 ∈↓1} = ↓{x | x ∈ IM} = IM
Secondly we have to show that update of ideals is associative over multiplication of ideals, that is we
















2 ) = ↓{x.(y • z) | x ∈ IM,y ∈ I
Q
1 ,z ∈ I
Q
2 }
since binary update of M0 is associative over binary multiplication in Q0, this is equal to
↓{(x.y).z | x ∈ IM,y ∈ I
Q
1 ,z ∈ I
Q


































since binary update of M0 preserves ﬁnite joins in Q0, this is equal to the following
↓{∨(Y.q) | Y ﬁnite ⊆
[
i





So we have shown that M is a right module for Q. The last step is to show that M with the appearance
of ideals deﬁned above is indeed an epistemic module, that is we have to ﬁrstly show that appearance










and is proved in exactly the same way as for the appearance and join of ideals on our epistemic quantale
Q. It remains to show that appearance of ideals on the module satisﬁes the inequality for update of
ideals, that is
fM
A (IM . IQ) ≤ fM
A (IM) . f
Q
A(IQ)
This easily seen since we have
fM
A (IM . IQ) = ↓{fM
A (m.q) | m ∈ IM,q ∈ IQ} ⊆ {fM
A (m).f
Q
A(q) | m ∈ IM,q ∈ IQ}
which is exactly the deﬁnition of the right hand side. So we are done, we have proved that module
M = Idl(M0) is an epistemic module for our epistemic quantale Q = Idl(Q0), and so we have that
(M,Q,{fA}A∈A) is a distributive epistemic system.
Extension of Completeness. Similarly to the quantale case, we show that our completeness result
extends from the pre-epistemic module to our epistemic module. We showed in the previous section
that our pre-epistemic module M0 is a complete model of the M-system. That is we have the following
in M0:
If Γ 0M m then β(MΓ) M0 β(m)
This is extended to our epistemic module M. Since the embedding of M0 in M is a homomorphism,
we have
β(MΓ) M0 β(m) ⇔ e0(Γ) *M e0(m)
So it follows that
If Γ 0M m then e0(Γ) M e0(m)
Theorem 4.2.3 The rules of IDEAL are complete with respect to the algebraic semantics in terms of
distributive epistemic systems.
114Proof follows directly from lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. 2
115Chapter 5
Application to Security Protocols
The logic developed in this thesis is a logic to reason about knowledge of agents in a multi-agent
system where agents communicate and as a result their knowledge changes. In the previous chapters,
I have presented an algebraic axiomatic and a sequent calculus for this purpose, I have applied the
algebra to solve a challenging epistemic puzzle: the muddy children puzzle and also more interesting
versions of it with misinformation actions such as cheating and lying. In this section I will show how
the ability of this setting in formalizing such actions makes it an appropriate logic for a serious domain
of applications: reasoning about safety of security protocols. In a way this is not a surprise, since the
setting of security protocols is an example of a multi-agent system where the principals involved in the
protocol communicate via message passing and the goal is to, for example make sure that each principal
knows with whom he is communicating. The difference between these message passing actions and
the actions we dealt with in our previous examples is that the communication channel in which the
messages are sent and received is not safe. This means that there is always a chance that a malicious
agent will intercept the messages, so for example a message that was sent will never be received. In
this chapter, I will show how a slight recast of the formalism of previous chapters enables us to deal
with these actions. The distinguishing features of this formalism are its ability to methodically deal
with misinformation actions, make agents suspect the related such actions (via their appearance maps),
and then use these suspicions to compute the knowledge of agents by adjunction. These features offer
a modular and compositional way of analyzing and also designing protocols for safe communications.
Thus one of the difﬁculties of the ﬁeld of security, that safety of protocols do not compose and every
new protocols needs a new proof of safety, will be tackled in our setting, since our proofs of safety is
based on suspicions of agents, which preserve both composition and choice of protocols.
It is worth noting that our logic is related to the compositional logic of Meadows, Mitchell, and
Pavlovic [27, 64], since both logics use the dynamic modality of Propositional Dynamic Logic [45].
The novelty of our approach is enriching the setting of dynamic logic with suspicion-based epistemic
modalities and systematically connecting them to the dynamic modality. Thus overcoming the weak-
ness of their approach in dealing with more complex epistemic operations such as conditional and
116nested knowledge of agents.
5.1 A Brief Background Story
Consider a simple but typical security setting, we have three agents A,B,C where A and B are honest
and C is a malicious intruder. A and B want to communicate a secret through a communication
channel, for example the internet, but since the communication channel is not safe C can intercept the
message. For example in the picture below, A sends a message containing m to B, but C intercepts the








So B receives the message in A’s name but with a different content. The intruder C can also change
the name of the claimed sender, or stop the message from arriving to destination. So when A sends
a message to B, he cannot make sure that B received the message in the ﬁrst place, and that if he
receives it, it is the same message that was sent by A and not changed by C on the way. Similarly
when B receives a message with A’s name on it as claimed sender, he cannot be sure if the message
was really sent by A, or the intruder has faked A’s name on it. Also he is not sure if the content
of the message is the original content that was sent by A, since maybe the intruder has changed the
content on the way. In security terms, agents A and B cannot authenticate and make sure they are
talking to each other. Authentication is the ﬁrst step towards sending secrets over the channel: if A
is sure that B receives his messages as they were sent, that is if A authenticates with B, he can send
his secret to B. On the other side, if B is sure that the message he received from A is really sent by
A and has not been intercepted on the way, that is if B authenticates with A, then he knows that he
can receive a secret form A. Authentication is not easy to achieve over unsafe channels like internet.
This is why simple-message passing cannot be the base of sharing secrets over unsafe channels and
one has to design protocols involving series of messages and encryption. Designing such protocols and
proving that they are safe, that is agents involved in them correctly reach authentication after running
the protocol, constitutes one of the areas of the ﬁeld of security. Proving the safety property is not an
easy task: it involves having to consider many factors and possibilities and in many cases ﬂaws are
discovered in them. A well-known example is the Needham-Schroeder protocols [68] that was proven
to be safe for 15 years using BAN logic [22], an epistemic logic tailored for security purposes. It was
shown by Lowe [59] that the protocol, although proven to be safe, was not safe by building a path
according to which the agents would wrongly authenticate with an intruder.
117In what follows I will show how by adding dynamics to epistemic logic (or epistemics to dynamic
logic) and taking into account the epistemic structure of actions to encode misinformation actions, one
can encode suspicions of agents about the interception actions and prevent the false authentication. I
will show how this way of encoding security protocols leads to the discovery of the path of Lowe-like
attacks and thus would not result in the wrong safety proofs.
5.2 Message Passing Actions
The communication actions in a security protocol are secret message passing actions. These are similar
to the misinformation actions that we dealt with earlier, for example the referee of the coin-toss example
taking a peek and the children in the muddy children puzzle cheating or lying. So when agent A sends
a message containing m to B, he is secretly communicating m to B, an action denoted as
qA,m,B
The problem with this single action encoding is that it consists of different actions: the action of A
sending m and the action of B receiving m. Such an encoding will work in the situations that the
communication channel is safe and every send is followed by its receive. For example in the muddy
children, child 2 secretly tells to child 3 via action π that he is dirty and child 3 hears it immediately.
Where as when A sends m to B, he might not receive it at all, or receive m0 instead. So not every send
is followed by its corresponding receive.
An option would be to continue treating this action as the secret communication action, but instead
of reading it as ‘A secretly communicates m to B’, read it as ‘A sends m to B and B receives it’. The
problem would then be that secret communication actions appear as they are to the agents involved in
them. So for example the cheating action π of the muddy children appeared as it was to the cheating












which is not true, since when A sends m to B, he does not think that B will receive it.





qA,s,m,B A sends m to B
qB,r,m,A B receives m in A0s name
where in the send action A is the real sender, s says that this action is a send action, m is the propo-
118sitional content of the message, and B is the intended receiver that might not turn out to be the real
receiver. The receive action has a similar format: r says that this is a receive action, A is the claimed
sender, B is the agent that receives the message, and m is the received content of the message. The
send and receive sub-actions have different f
Q
A maps, however, since they have the same content m,
they stand for the same epistemic actions, in the sense that they result in the same updates. In this
sense, any secret communication can be seen as a sequential composition of its two sub-actions
qA,m,B can be seen as qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A
where the order of composition does not matter since the channel is safe and the send and receive are
assumed to happen at the same time:
qA,m,B can be seen as qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A = qB,r,m,A • qA,s,m,B
In order to maintain this aspect of our decomposing, we have to do a uniﬁcation of the two decomposed
sub-actions. So we ask our quantale to satisfy a weak uniﬁcation via the following two axioms:
Uniﬁcation. For two actions qA,s,m,B and qB,r,m,A with the same content m ∈ M, we have:
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ qA,s,m,B (5.1)
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ qB,r,m,A (5.2)
This implies that the update induced by the sequential composition of a send and receive action with
the same content and between the same agents, is stronger than and thus entails the update induced by
any of its send or receive sub-actions. In terms of the order on the quantale, it means that the sequential
composition of a send action followed by its corresponding receive action is more deterministic than
the send or receive actions on their own. We refer to these axioms as the deterministic send and receive
axioms respectively. These axioms will be used to derive that after A sends m to B and B receives it,
A knows that he did the send action and similarly B know that he did the receive action.
5.3 Suspicions about Actions
In the previous chapters, we interpreted the endomorphisms of the quantale, that is the f
Q
A maps as the
appearance of agents about an action. In the security setting, we read these maps as suspicions that
each agent has about the messages he sends or receives. For example f
Q
A(q) stands for all the actions
agent A suspects that could have happened where q is the action that has really happened. As before the







119will now reads as ‘if A’s suspicions about action q are more deterministic than action q0 then q is more
deterministic than A’s knowledge about action q0 and vise-versa’. This reading is not very intuitive.
We can re-read it as ‘if when (or after) q happens, agent A suspects that q0 has happened, then when (or











The ﬁrst one says that when A knows that q, he also suspects that q. The second one says that after
action q, agent A knows all of his suspicions about q. This second consequence is used to express
knowledge of agents after a series of messages have been passed in a security protocol.
We have to assign suspicions to the send and receive actions for each agent, that is suspicions of the
sender about the send and receive actions and also suspicions of the receiver about the send and receive
actions. From these four groups, the following two are the important ones
1. Suspicions of a sender about the receive of the content of his message in his name
2. Suspicions of a receiver about the originality of the content and the name of the claimed sender
of the received message.
The other two groups are identities, since sender is sure about his send action and similarly the receiver
has no doubts about his receive actions. But they both have suspicions about the corresponding actions
of the other party.
When agent A sends a message containing proposition m to agent B, we assume that he suspects
the following ﬁve things about the receive of his message by agent B:
1. He suspects that agent B might have received the message unchanged, that is exactly as it was
sent: he received m in A’s name, which is the following action
qB,r,m,A
2. He suspects that the intruder C might have changed the content of his message to another propo-
sition m0. In this case the intruder’s actions are: he received A’s message and sent another
message to B with a fake content m0 but kept A’s name on it, so B received a message in A’s
name but with a different content, which is the following sequential composition
qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,A
3. He suspects that the intruder C might have changed the sender’s name from A to his own name
C, but kept the original content unchanged, that is putting C in the claimed sender’s ﬁeld, and
120then sending it to B. These actions of C form the following sequential composition
qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C
4. He suspects that the intruder C might have changed both the original content, for example m to
m0, and the claimed sender from A to C. His actions are
qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,C
5. The last option might be that C stopped the message and took no further actions, thus B received
nothing. In this case, C’s actions are
qC,r,m,A • 1
Agent A has all these suspicions and is not sure which one has really happened in reality. So we
use the non-deterministic choice of the quantale to put all these cases together and form the suspicions
of agent A about the receive action:
fA(qB,r,m,A) = qB,r,m,A
∨ (qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,A)
∨ (qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C)
∨ (qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,C)
∨ (qC,r,m,A • 1)
This says that A suspects either of these disjuncts could have happened. Although very suspicious
about the receive of his message, agent A has no suspicions about the action originated from his own
side, that is the send action. This is denoted by making the suspicion operator act as identity:
fA(qA,s,m,B) = qA,s,m,B
NowassumethatafteragentAsenthismessage, agentB receivedthemessageexactlyasitwas, but
of course he does not know that he has received the message unchanged. So what does B suspect about
the message he has received? We assume that B’s suspicions about the send action are the following
four cases
1. B suspects that the message might have been sent exactly as he received it, that is containing m
and sent by A, that is
qA,s,m,B
2. But that it might as well have been that A sent another content m0 and the intruder changed it to
121m on the way. These form the following sequential composition
qA,s,m0,B • qC,r,m0,A • qC,s,m,B
3. Or it might have been the case that A intended the message to C, but C is redirecting it to B
without changing anything. These form the following sequential composition
qA,s,m,C • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B
4. It might have been the case that A sent another message containing m0 to C and C changed both
the content to m and the intended receiver’s name and redirected it to B in A’s name, that is
qA,s,m0,C • qC,r,m0,A • qC,s,m0,B
Note that B can also suspect that A was not the original sender, but we ignore this option for the
time. Because if we want to consider it, we either have to add another agent other than C as the real
sender, and this will double the length of all suspicions, or assume A can also be an intruder, which
is contradictory with our other assumption that C was the only intruder. Ignoring these suspicions,
however, will not change our results about authentication1.
We use the non-deterministic choice to put all these cases together and form the suspicions of B
about the send action:
fB(qA,s,m,B) = qA,s,m,B
∨ (qA,s,m0,B • qC,r,m0,A • qC,s,m,B)
∨ (qA,s,m,C • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B)
∨ (qA,s,m0,C • qC,r,m0,A • qC,s,m,B)
Similar to the previous case, B is sure about his own actions, that is the receive of the message:
fB(qB,r,m,A) = qB,r,m,A
We have now associated suspicions about each action to each honest agent involved in the protocol.
These form the base of our setting. In the next section we show how suspicions of agents about proto-
cols (sequences of send and receive actions) can be compositionally calculated from these suspicions.
1If we parametrize the agents and contents, then this option then we would have a better way to encode suspicions and
can add these suspicions as well.
1225.4 Suspicions about Protocols
We can build protocols by sequentially composing the send and receive actions. For example a one





and can be written compositionally as:
α = qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A
Agent A’s suspicions about the whole protocol is the sequential composition of his suspicions about
each action in the protocol:
fA(α) = fA(qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A) ≤ fA(qA,s,m,B) • fA(qB,r,m,A)
which is equal to
fA(α) ≤ qA,s,m,B •
(qB,r,m,A ∨ (qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,A) ∨
(qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C) ∨
(qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,C) ∨
(qC,r,m,A • 1))
By distributivity of join over multiplication we get the following choices
fA(α) ≤ (qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A) ∨
(qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,A) ∨
(qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C) ∨
(qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,C) ∨
(qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • 1)
This says that A cannot distinguish between the choice of the above sequences of messages: he is
not sure which one has really taken place. In particular, he is not sure if B received his message
unchanged. This is because it is not the case that every disjunct is less than or equal to qB,r,m,A (or
qB,r,m,A is not part of all of the suspicions). In other words, we cannot prove that fA(α) ≤ qB,r,m,A
from our assumptions, so it is fair to say
fA(α)  qB,r,m,A
123Similarly we can calculate fB(α) and see that B is also not sure about the originality of the message
he received
fB(α)  qA,s,m,B
In knowledge terms, after A sent his message to B and B received it, A does not know if B received
his message (unchanged) and B does not know if the message was really sent by A:
α  2A qB,r,m,A and α  2A qA,s,m,B
The only things they know are the trivialities, that is actions done by themselves and also each agent
knows his own suspicions:
α ≤ 2A qA,s,m,B and α ≤ 2B qB,r,m,A
α ≤ 2A fA(α) and α ≤ 2B fB(α)
To see that for example α ≤ 2A qA,s,m,B, recall the deterministic send axiom
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ qA,s,m,B
Since fA is order-preserving, we can apply it to both sides
fA(qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A) ≤ fA(qA,s,m,B)
Now we know that fA(qA,s,m,B) = qA,s,m,B so
fA(qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A) ≤ qA,s,m,B
which is by adjunction equivalent to
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ 2A qA,s,m,B
By using one of the consequences of suspicion-knowledge adjunction (also the third case above) α ≤
2A fA(α), we can show that A knows that a choice of actions might have happened to what B received:
α ≤ 2A (qB,r,m,A ∨ qB,r,m0,A ∨ qB,r,m,C ∨ qB,r,m0,C)
similarly for B, after he received the message from A, he knows a choice of actions could have hap-
pened on A’s side, but he is not sure which one, in particular why he is not sure it was A who sent him
m. We are now going to use our knowledge operator to deﬁne authentication between two agents A
and B
124Deﬁnition 5.4.1 Authentication. After agent A sends a message to agent B and B receives it, he
authenticates with B if the following holds
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ 2A qB,r,m,A
Note that this is an authentication on both data and identity. Similarly, agent B authenticates with A if
the following holds
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ 2B qA,s,m,B
As we have showed above, that after a one-message protocol agents A and B cannot authenticate. In the
next section we take one step towards authentication by extending and enriching this simple protocol.
5.5 Challenge-Response with Signature
The Challenge-Response protocol with digital signature on a fresh content (nonce) is a two message
protocol that was thought to be safe before an attack was discovered on it. By ‘thought to be safe’
we mean that it was proven in a logic that agents could safely reach authentication after running the
protocol. The attack then showed a path according to which this authentication could not be reached
because an intruder would make one of the agents wrongly authenticate with him. We encode the
protocol in our logic and show that after running it, our agents would not reach authentication in the
ﬁrst place, and more interestingly the reason they would not do so is because they will suspect the path
of the attack according to the base suspicions we set before.
In this protocol, agent A sends m to agent B, this being a fresh content never communicated before.
Upon receive, agent B has to sign this content with his unforgeable signature and send it back to A.







The sequential composition of messages (after A has freshly created m2) in this protocol are
α = qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
The suspicions of agent A about the protocol are the sequential composition of his suspicions about
each message:
fA(α) ≤ fA(qA,s,m,B) • fA(qB,r,m,A) • fA(qB,s,SIGB(m),A) • fA(qA,r,SIGB(m),B)
2We cannot encode non-epistemic actions such as creating a nonce in this setting, but we can encode these actions as
epistemic ones. For example we can make a fresh nonce being announced privately to A.
125Agent A’s suspicions about B receiving the ﬁrst message fA(qA,s,m,B) are exactly as before. His
suspicions about B sending the second message fA(qB,s,SIGB(m),A) can be similarly set:
fA(qB,s,SIGB(m),A) = qB,s,SIGB(m),A
∨ (qB,s,m0,A • qC,r,m0,B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A)
∨ (qB,s,m,C • qC,r,m,B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A)
∨ (qB,s,m0,C • qC,r,m0,B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A)
and as before A is sure about his own actions.
fA(qA,s,m,B) = qA,s,m,B and fA(qA,r,SIGB(m),B) = qA,r,SIGB(m),B
Substitute these suspicions in fA(α) and distribute the sequential composition over joins and A gets
twenty different scenarios, nineteen of them rivals to reality α.




Fortunately, most of them will not be valid scenarios. For example some of these alternatives are
α2 = qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,m0,A • qC,r,m0,B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
α3 = qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,SIGB(m),C • qC,r,SIGB(m),B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
α4 = qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,m0,C • qC,r,m0,B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
α5 = qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m0,B • qB,r,m0,A • qB,s,SIGB(m0),A • qC,r,SIGB(m0),B •
qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
α6 = qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,SIGB(m),A • qC,r,SIGB(m),B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
α7 = qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
α8 = qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C • qB,s,SIGB(m),C • qC,r,SIGB(m),B •
qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
The ﬁrst three are not valid, since they contradict agent B’s honesty. For example in α2, when
B receives m from A, why would he reply with m0 and not with SIGB(m)? He is aware he is
running the protocol with A and knows his role. Agent A is also aware of this and thus he will discard
this alternative scenario. In order to implement this in the system, we design axioms for honesty by
assigning ⊥ of quantale, which is the unit of ∨, to the contradictory scenarios, and thus eliminate them
from A’s suspicions. For example the following will be an instance of honesty axioms
qB,r,m,A • qB,s,m0,A = ⊥
126and as a result the scenario containing it gets eliminated from A’s suspicions:




Scenarios 3 and 4 get eliminated in the same way, that is according to honesty axioms. Scenario α5 is
also not valid, but according to axioms of digital signature on fresh nonces. Since the digital signature
is not forgeable by the intruder and m is freshly generated by A, it could not be the case that intruder C
receives B’s signature on m0 and forges his signature on m (or uses B’s signature from an old message)
and then sends in to A. In order to deal with these cases, we design axioms for honesty and signature
on fresh nonces, for example the following will be an instance of signature axioms
qC,r,SIGB(m0),B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A = ⊥
The 13 other scenarios starting from α9 also get discarded by either honesty or signature axioms. What
remains are the three scenarios α6,α7,α8, these do not get discarded by any axiom and remain as valid
alternative scenarios for A. The ﬁrst two say that C has been reading the messages, but not doing any
harm to them. On the other hand, the last one, that is α8 repeated below
α8 = qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C • qB,s,SIGB(m),C • qC,r,SIGB(m),B •
qC,s,SIGB(m),A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B
This is exactly the path that stops A from authenticating with B since in this path B is intending his
second message to C and not to A. The path can be pictured as follows:
A
A→B:m
** C B→A:SIGB(m) jj
C→B:m
** B B→C:SIGB(m) jj
This path suggests a scenario in which B did not receive A’s ﬁrst message in A’s name (he received it
in C’s name) and thus did not intend his second message for A (it was intended for C). So although A
receives B’s signature on his nonce, B did not intend it for him.
Now that we have discarded the contradictory suspicions, we can proceed and calculate A’s knowl-
edge, using its adjunction with suspicions
fA(α) ≤ α ∨ α6 ∨ α7 ∨ α8
α ≤ 2A (α ∨ α6 ∨ α7 ∨ α8)
So A is not sure, that is he does not know, which one of these scenarios has happened in reality. In
particular, he does not know if B received A’s message as it was sent
α ≤ 2A (qB,r,m,A ∨ qB,r,m,C)
127Also he does not know if B’s second message was intended for him:
α ≤ 2A (qB,s,SIGB(m),A ∨ qB,s,SIGB(m),C)
Adding Identities. It is now well-known that in order to avoid the attack to the above protocol, one
has to add identities to the signature [27]. We show that if one does so in our setting, the alternative
path α8 will also get discarded and A gets to authenticate with B. In this version of the protocol B is
supposed to include the identity of the claimed sender of the ﬁrst message in his signature. We call this







Now the alternative attack scenario α8 will become
α8 = qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C • qB,s,SIGB(m,IDC),C•
qC,r,SIGB(m,IDC),B • qC,s,SIGB(m,IDA),A • qA,r,SIGB(m,IDA),B
but qC,r,SIGB(m,IDC),B •qC,s,SIGB(m,IDA),A is against the signature being unforgeable and gets elimi-
nated by signature axiom. After the protocol α0, agent A can ﬁnally authenticate with B, that is we can
prove the following two inequalities
α0 ≤ 2A qB,r,m,A and α0 ≤ 2A qB,s,SIGB(m,IDA),A
The two other rival scenarios are still valid, but as before, they do not do any harm to A’s knowledge,
just making A suspect that the whole thing has been done under C’s eyes. The same authentication
result can be obtained in the shared hashes version of challenge response [27] and using the proper
axioms for hash.
5.6 Axioms for Honesty and Signature
In this section we add proper axioms to our quantale in order to formalize the honesty of agents and the
unforgeability of digital signatures. These are the axioms that will discard the contradictory alternative
scenarios from the suspicions of agents. We assume that m and SIGB(m) are propositions, that is
elements of the module
m,SIGB(m) ∈ M
For example m can be the proposition that says ‘number m is a nonce’. Assume also that
(i) x,y,z are variables ranging over propositions,
(ii) A,B,C are the agents; with A being the honest challenger, B the honest responder, and C the
128non-honest intruder,
(iii) Y,Z are variables ranging over agents.
Honesty axioms
We have two axiom schemas for honesty:
1. Honesty axiom schema one
If qB,r,x,A • qB,s,y,A and y 6= SIGB(x) then qB,r,x,A • qB,s,y,A = ⊥
It says that since B is the honest responder in a Challenge-Response with signatures, he acts
according to his role and will only respond with his signature on what he receives. So it is
impossible that he responds with anything else.
2. Honesty axiom schema two
If qB,r,x,Y • qB,s,y,Z and Y 6= Z then qB,r,x,Y • qB,s,y,Z = ⊥
This says that, again since B is honest, he will only respond to the claimed sender of the message
he receives. So it is impossible that he replies to someone else.
Here are the instances of these schemas in the alternative scenarios of Challenge Response with signa-
ture. The ﬁrst three are instances of the ﬁrst schema and the rest instances of the second one.
1− qB,r,m,A • qB,s,m0,A = ⊥
2− qB,r,m0,A • qB,s,SIGB(m),A = ⊥
3− qC,s,m0,A • qA,r,SIGB(m),B = ⊥
4− qB,r,m0,A • qB,s,m0,A = ⊥
5− qB,r,m,C • qB,s,SIGB(m),A = ⊥
6− qB,r,m,C • qB,s,m0,A = ⊥
7− qB,r,m0,C • qB,s,SIGB(m),A = ⊥
8− qB,r,m0,C • qB,s,m0,A = ⊥
Axiom for Digital Signature on a Fresh Nonce
With the assumption that z ranges over fresh propositions, we have the following schemas for signature:
If qC,r,x,B • qC,s,y,A and y = SIGB(z),x 6= SIGB(z) then qC,r,x,B • qC,s,y,A = ⊥
It says that the intruder cannot forge B’s signature (on a fresh nonce), that is, if he receives a not-signed
proposition from B, it is impossible that he creates B’s signature on it and sends it (to any agent). Also
that if he receives B’s signature on a proposition, he cannot transfer it to another proposition and send
129it signed to A. Instances of this schema in our example are
1− qC,r,SIGB(m),B • qC,s,SIGB(m0),A = ⊥
2− qC,r,SIGB(m0),B • qC,s,SIGB(m),A = ⊥
5.7 Challenge-Response with Three Messages
We have shown how agent A gets to authenticate with agent B in a Challenge Response with signatures
and identities, but B has still no clue to whom he is talking. Three message Challenge-Response [27] is
designed so that agent B can also authenticate with agent A. As before, we start by the three message
version without identities and show that B suspects the attack path and thus will not authenticate with







We denote this protocol by γ. Exactly in the same lines as for agent A in the two-message protocols
above and using our base suspicions, we calculate suspicions of agent B about this protocol. As
before we get a disjunct of alternative scenarios, most of which get discarded by the axioms, some of
the remaining ones are with a passive intruder watching over messages and not changing them. The
following two scenarios are the active remaining paths that survive the signature and honesty axioms:
fB(γ) ≤ γ1 ∨ γ2
From these two the ﬁrst one γ1 suggests a similar path as in Challenge Response with two messages,
according to which A cannot authenticate with B since C intercepts his messages and makes B intend
the responses for C, as opposed to A. This scenario is as follows
γ1 = qA,s,m,B • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,C
•qB,s,{n,SIGB(n,m)},C • qC,r,{n,SIGB(n,m)},B • qC,s,{n,SIGB(n,m)},A • qA,r,{n,SIGB(n,m)},B
•qA,s,SIGA(n,m),B • qC,r,SIGA(n,m),A • qC,s,SIGA(n,m),B • qB,r,SIGA(n,m),C
The second scenario is the path along which B cannot authenticate with A. In this scenario, B
suspects that A will somehow starts a run of the protocol with C and then C uses A’s messages that
were intended for C, to make B think that he is communicating with A, were as it is C who is on the
130other side. This scenario is as follows
γ2 = qA,s,m,C • qC,r,m,A • qC,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A
•qB,s,{n,SIGB(n,m)},A • qC,r,{n,SIGB(n,m)},B • qC,s,{n,SIGC(n,m)},A • qA,r,{n,SIGC(n,m)},C
•qA,s,SIGA(n,m),C • qC,r,SIGA(n,m),A • qC,s,SIGA(n,m),B • qB,r,SIGA(n,m),A










:: B B→A:n,SIGB(n,m) ll
The scenario starts when A sends m to C and C sends it to B in A’s name. So B thinks that A wants
to run the protocol with him, he signs m and produces a fresh n and sends it along to A. The intruder
stops this message, now that he has both m and n, he signs them with his own signature and sends
them in the expected format, that is {n,SIGC(n,m)} to A. Then A signs both n and m and sends
them to C, where they are sent exactly as they are to B, but in A’s name. At this point B will think that
A intended this message for him, where as he is wrong. It is along this suspected path that B will not
authenticate with A, that is
γ  2B qA,s,SIGA(n,m),B
he can also not be sure that A received the message in B’s name, that is
γ  2B qA,r,{n,SIGB(n,m)},B
This prevents B from authenticating with A in the challenge response with three messages and signa-
tures. In order to show how the other scenarios get discarded we need to change our axioms for honesty
and signature and extend them to this three message protocol. The reason our previous formalization
will not work is that there honest agents where only challenger or responder, so B’s role as the respon-
der was to sign what he receives and send it back. Where as in the three message case, these roles
increase: B also gets a challenger roles and thus A has to sign what he receives.
Axioms for honesty and signature. As before, we assume that n and SIGB(n,m) are both proposi-
tions n,SIGB(n,m) ∈ M and that {n,SIGB(n,m)} = n∧SIGB(n,m), where ∧ is the meet on the
module. Sotosaythatforexamplenisincludedin{n,SIGB(n,m)}, wecansay{n,SIGB(n,m)} ≤
n. The axioms schemas for honesty and signature can now be extended to
1. Honesty axiom schema one
If qB,r,x,A • qB,s,y,A and y 6= {z,SIGB(z,x)} then qB,r,x,A • qB,s,y,A = ⊥
If qA,r,{z,SIGB(z,x)},B • qA,s,y,B and y 6= SIGA(z,x) then qA,r,{z,SIGB(z,x)},B • qA,s,y,B = ⊥
131These encode the fact that A and B respond with what they are supposed to. It is an extension of
the previous axiom since it also formalizes A’s role in signing.
2. Honesty axiom schema two
If qB,r,x,Y • qB,s,y,Z and Y 6= Z then qB,r,x,Y • qB,s,y,Z = ⊥
If qA,r,x,Y • qA,s,y,Z and Y 6= Z then qA,r,x,Y • qA,s,y,Z = ⊥
These encode the fact that A and B respond to whom they are supposed to. It is an extension of
our previous axiom since it also encodes A’s role as the honest responder to the claimed sender
of the messages that his receives. These axioms can be uniﬁed by parameterizing over honest
agents, so for V ∈ {A,B} we have the following for honesty axiom schema two
If qV,r,x,Y • qV,s,y,Z and Y 6= Z then qV,r,x,Y • qV,s,y,Z = ⊥
3. Signature axiom schema
If qC,r,x,B • qC,s,y,A and y = SIGB(z),x 6= SIGB(z) then qC,r,x,B • qC,s,y,A = ⊥
If qC,r,x,A • qC,s,y,B and y = SIGA(z),x 6= SIGA(z) then qC,r,x,A • qC,s,y,B = ⊥
This axiom says that C cannot forge neither A’s nor B’s signatures. It extends our previous
axiom by adding A’s signature to the set of unforgeable signatures. In fact these two axioms can
be uniﬁed if we use variables V,W to range over honest agents A and B as follows:
If qC,r,x,V • qC,s,y,W and y = SIGV (z),x 6= SIGV (z) then qC,r,x,V • qC,s,y,W = ⊥
Adding Identities.
If we add identities, like in the two message case, then the alternative scenarios will also get discarded







The alternative scenarios γ1 and γ2 both get discarded by the signature axiom. Now A authenticates
with B in the same way as in the Challenge-Response with signature and identities. Moreover, B also
authenticates with A on the arrival of second message and sent of third message as follows
γ ≤ 2B qA,r,{n,SIGB(n,m,IDA)},B and γ ≤ 2B qA,s,SIGB(m,n,IDB),B
132That is after the challenge response with digital signature and identities, agent B knows that agent A
received the second message and it was indeed A who sent him the third message.
5.8 Derived Properties of Suspicion and Knowledge
In our setting, suspicions are quantale homomorphisms: they are join and composition preserving.
Composition is also join preserving. All of these are order preserving. These relations enable us
to put together simple protocols by composition and non-deterministic choice and build new more
complicated protocols. We can then derive interesting properties for the suspicions of agents about
these new protocols. Moreover, we can compare different agents’ suspicions about one protocols, and
suspicions of one agent about different protocols. Consequently, we can reason about and compare
knowledge of agents about composition and choice of protocols. The following are examples of these
derived properties:
• Composition of protocols and suspicion
If after protocol α agent A suspects that action q has happened, and after protocol β he suspects
that action q0 has happened, then after the composition of protocols α and β he suspects the
composition of his previous suspicions q • q0.
fA(α) ≤ q and fA(β) ≤ q0 implies fA(α • β) ≤ q • q0
• Composition of protocols and knowledge (1)
If we apply the suspicion-knowledge adjunction to the above property, we get an equivalent one
for knowledge, which says if after protocol α agent A knows that q and after protocol β he
knows that q0, then after the composition of these two protocols he knows the compositions of
his knowledge:
α ≤ 2A q and β ≤ 2A q0 implies α • β ≤ 2A (q • q0)
• Composition of protocols and knowledge (2)
The same assumptions lead to another property for knowledge, by simply composing the two
sides of the inequalities
α ≤ 2A q and β ≤ 2A q0 implies α • β ≤ (2A q) • (2A q0)
whichisnotequaltothepreviousonesinceknowledgedoesnotnecessarilypreservecomposition
(it only preserves meet)
2A (q • q0) 6= (2A q) • (2A q0)
133• Choice of protocols and suspicion
If after α agent A suspects that q and after β he suspects that q0, then after the choice of α and β
he suspects either of his previous suspicions
fA(α) ≤ q and fA(β) ≤ q0 implies fA(α ∨ β) ≤ q ∨ q0
• Choice of protocols and knowledge (1)
Applying adjunction to the above property gives us an equivalent property for knowledge:
α ≤ 2A q and β ≤ 2A q0 implies α ∨ β ≤ 2A (q ∨ q0)
• Choice of protocols and knowledge (2)
Same as with composition, we get another property for knowledge and choice by simply taking
the choice of two sides:
α ≤ 2A q and β ≤ 2A q0 implies α ∨ β ≤ (2A q) ∨ (2A q0)
which is, as before, not equal to the previous property.
• Comparing knowledge of different agents about the same protocol
If agent B has more suspicions about α than A, then A has more knowledge than B after α
fA(α) ≤ fB(α) and α ≤ 2B q then α ≤ 2A q
That is, everything that B knows after α, for example q, agent A knows too, but perhaps A
knows more. This encodes the fact that the more you suspect, the less you know! By applying
the adjunction, we get an equivalent property for suspicion.
• Comparing knowledge of one agent about different protocols
If agent A has more suspicions about β than about α, then A’s knowledge less β than about α:
fA(α) ≤ fA(β) and β ≤ 2A q then α ≤ 2A q
Similarly, this says that everything that A knows after protocol β, for example q, he knows after
protocol α, and perhaps he knows more after α. The suspicion equivalent can easily be derived.
Note that since suspicion is join-preserving, its adjoint, that is, knowledge will be meet preserving:
2A (q ∧ q0) = 2A q ∧ 2A q0
In a propositional setting meet is read as conjunction, but in a program setting it does not have an
intuitive reading. The knowledge operator may provide us with an intuition: we can read 2A (q ∧ q0)
134as agent A knows both actions q and q0 are happening (or have happened), but is not sure about the
order of the happening. Here we are using the ambiguity of context to give a propositional meaning to
the knowledge about actions and use it to read the conjunction in a propositional way where the order
matters. The other side of the equality 2A q ∧ 2A q0 can be read easier: agent A knows that action q
has happened, and he also knows that action q0 has happened. We can then use order properties of meet
and derive properties for meet of knowledge. For example
• Conjunction of knowledge
If after α agent A knows that actions q has happened and he also knows that action q0 has
happened, then he knows both of them have happened
α ≤ 2A q and α ≤ 2A q0 then α ≤ 2A (q ∧ q0)
5.9 Future Work
Nested Knowledge We have shown above that after adding identities to our challenge response pro-
tocol with signatures, the challenger A knows that the responder B has received the ﬁrst message and
has intended his message (the second message of the protocols) for A. The responder, on the contrary,
has no knowledge about his challenger, that is he does not if A was the real sender of the ﬁrst message,
and that he received the second message. All the responder knows is his suspicions about the protocol,
that is
α0 ≤ 2B fB(α0)
It is easily seen that this inequality holds, since by adjunction it is equivalent to the following
fB(α0) ≤ fB(α0)
In this section we are interested in calculating the nested knowledge of the agents, that is what does
B know about the knowledge of A. In particular does he know that A knows that he received the ﬁrst
message and sent the second one, that is do the following hold
α0 ≤ 2B2A qB,r,m,A and α0 ≤ 2B2A qB,s,SIGB(m,IDA),A
Consider the ﬁrst inequality, which is by adjunction equivalent to
fB(α0) ≤ 2A qB,r,m,A
which is itself, again by adjunction, equivalent to
fA(fB(α0)) ≤ qB,r,m,A
135So calculating the nested knowledge of B about A is equivalent to calculating the nested suspicions of
A about B. We do this calculation as follows:
fA(fB(α0)) = fA

fB(qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • qB,s,SIGB(m,IDA),A • qA,r,SIGB(m,IDA),B)

≤ fA(fB(qA,s,m,B)) • fA(qB,r,m,A) • fA(qB,s,SIGB(m,IDA),A)
•fA(fB(qA,r,SIGB(m,IDA),B))
So far we have only assigned suspicions to the actions of the honest agents. But in order to calculate
this composition we also have to assign fA’s to the actions of the intruder. For example we have to
decide about the following:
fA(qC,r,m0,A) and fA(qC,s,m,B)
Since we have assumed that there is only one intruder in the system, A has no uncertainties about the
receive actions of the intruder, that is
fA(qC,r,m0,A) = qC,r,m0,A
But he suspects for example three possibilities about the send actions are
fA(qC,s,m,B) = qC,s,m,B ∨ qC,s,m0,B ∨ 1
After assigning suspicions to all the intruder actions involved in the above expression, we have to
analyze a considerable amount of disjuncts. In fact the number is so large that any thought of even
starting the calculation without automation seems infeasible. So in order to be able to perform an exact
analysis of the nested knowledge, we need to automize the reasoning.
On the other hand, calculating the nested knowledge of A about B, that is
α0 ≤ 2A2B fB(α0)
is easier, this is because the above inequality is equivalent to
fB(fA(α0)) ≤ fB(α0)
andwehavedoneaperfectanalysisoffA(α0)before, inwhichwediscarded17casesofthe19disjuncts
and had to deal with only 2 cases other than reality. So we have the following
fB(fA(α0)) ≤ fB(α0 ∨ α0
6 ∨ α0
7) = fB(α0) ∨ fB(α0
6) ∨ fB(α0
7)  fB(α0)
136So agent A does not know agent B’s suspicions, that is
fB(fA(α0))  fB(α0) ∼ = α0  2A2BfB(α0)
We now know what A does not know, but what about the things that he knows? We can show that A
knows that B is uncertain about the ﬁrst message
α0 ≤ 2A2B(qA,s,m,B ∨ qA,s,m0,B ∨ qA,s,m,C ∨ qA,s,m0,C)
and also that A knows that B knows that he received the second message
α0 ≤ 2A2B qB,r,m,A
Agent A has these pieces of nested knowledge because he has reﬁned suspicions that lead to his ac-
quiring some knowledge. But agent B was not able to do any reﬁnement on his suspicions in the CR
with two messages and as a result calculating his nested knowledge involves checking many cases. In
the CR with three messages and identities γ0, agent B also reﬁnes his suspicions and we can show that
γ0 ≤ 2B2A qB,r,m,A also γ0 ≤ 2B2A qB,s,{n,SIGB(n,m,IDA)},A
Another form of nested knowledge, is the nested knowledge of the intruder, that is calculating knowl-
edge of C about the knowledge of the other two honest agents. But this can be easily calculated since
we have only dealt with clear text messages. So the intruder does not have any suspicions and fC is
identity on all the messages and as a result he knows everything that each agent knows, for example
α0 ≤ 2C2A qB,s,SIGB(m),A and α0 ≤ 2C2AqB,r,m,A
But the situation changes if cipher texts are used, in which case C does not know the content of the
messages that are encrypted in keys that he does not have. This constitutes future work and will be
discussed in another point below.
Conditional Knowledge As it stands, in the CR with two messages α0, agent B does not know that A
actually knows that he received the ﬁrst message and sent the second message to A. But if he knows that
A received his second message as it was sent, then he, exactly like A, discards his suspicions. That is if
he knows that A received the second message, he knows that A knows that he received the ﬁrst message
and so on. We can express this using the adjoints (residuals) to sequential composition: as discussed in
the chapter on the algebra, sequential composition is join-preserving and non-commutative, thus it has
two adjoints presented in chapter two.
137Here we use the ﬁrst residual to express B’s conditional knowledge:
α0 ≤ 2B fA(α0)/2B qA,r,SIGB(m),B
which is equivalent to
α0 • 2B qA,r,SIGB(m),B ≤ 2B fA(α0)
equivalent to
fB(α0) • qA,r,SIGB(m),B ≤ fA(α0)
Enriching the setting so that these sort of inequalities can be proven in it constitutes further work. For
example, we have to add axioms to discard the following invalid sequences of messages
qA,r,m0,B • qA,r,SIGB(m),B = ⊥
We also need to add axioms to discard repetition of factual messages, for example
qA,r,SIGB(m),B • qA,r,SIGB(m),B ≤ qA,r,SIGB(m),B
Lack of Knowledge . Another interesting thing we can express using residuals is lack of knowledge.
We can deﬁne two kinds of negations (using each residual) for actions, for example by using the right
residual we can deﬁne a right negation as ¬q = ⊥/q. We can then express that it is impossible for A
to know if B received his message right after he sent it
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A ≤ ¬2A qB,r,m,A
for which we have to show
qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A • 2A qB,r,m,A = ⊥
In order to prove this we need the axiom about repetition of factual messages. The rest goes by noting
that fA(⊥) = ⊥, taking fA on both sides, and recalling that fA(2A qB,r,m,A) ≤ qB,r,m,A.
Contents of messages So far in this chapter, we have showed how one can reason about knowledge
of agents about actions in a security protocol. Each action has a propositional content, about which
the agents also have knowledge. For example when B receives a message, he gets to know its content.
Reasoning about the propositional knowledge is done in the module where we use the dynamic modal-
ity, exactly in the same lines as for the muddy children puzzle. For example, if the initial situation is
encoded in a proposition s0 ∈ M we have to prove the following inequality to show that after receiving
a message, B knows its content
s0 ≤ [qB,r,m,A]2B m
138On the other hand, after A sends his message to B, we do not have that B knows the content, since C
might have stopped or changed it, that is
s0  [qA,s,m,B]2B m
Moreover, agent A is aware of this:
s0  [qA,s,m,B]2A 2B m
In this setting we can prove that after a protocol with only one message, agent B knows the content of
the message he has received, that is
s0 ≤ [qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A]2B m
but A is not aware of it
s0  [qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A]2A2B m
The proofs of these cases are derivable from the proofs of the single action cases. For example, we
have the following claim:
If s0 ≤ [qB,r,m,A]2B m then s0 ≤ [qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A]2B m
To prove this claim we start from our unifying axiom on the quantale
qA,s,m,B • qA,r,m,A ≤ qB,r,m,A
now we update the initial situation on both sides and we get
s0 .(qA,s,m,B • qA,r,m,A) ≤ s0 .qB,r,m,A
we then apply fB to both sides
fB(s0 .(qA,s,m,B • qA,r,m,A)) ≤ fB(s0 .qB,r,m,A)
but the right hand side is less than m by our if part of the claim
fB(s0 .qB,r,m,A) ≤ m
so we have
fB(s0 .(qA,s,m,B • qA,r,m,A)) ≤ m
139which is equivalent to the then part of our claim
s0 ≤ [qA,s,m,B • qB,r,m,A]2B m
and we are done. So all that needs to be done is to encode the propositional part of each security
protocol in our module so that we can prove propositional knowledge of agents, that is for example
the if part of the claim. For this we have to analyze the initial situation s0 and assign propositional
appearances to it for each agent, that is fB(s0) and fA(s0). We also have to assign kernel to each of
our actions. In fact, the kernel of the send and its corresponding receive will be the same, since they
have the same propositional content.
Secrecy Sofarwehaveonlyconsideredmessagesincleartextanddidnotuseencryption. Thismeans
that each agent, when he receives the message, will know its content and this includes the intruder. This
knowledge is included in the knowledge of actions, that is we have shown how to prove the following
qC,r,m,A ≤ 2C qC,r,m,A
which says that after the intruder C receives a messages containing m in A’s name, he will know he
has received this message with all the particulars. This should result in the derivation of the following
propositional knowledge on the module
s0 ≤ [qC,r,m,A]2C m
But when the messages are encrypted, things are not the same. We denote by {m}K an encrypted
proposition m in the key K. Suppose that the key is only known by A and B and not by C. So we have
the following inequality for B
qC,r,{m}K,A ≤ 2B qC,r,{m}K,A
but C will not get to know the decrypted content, that is
s0  [qC,r,{m}K,A]2C m
and we only have that C knows the encrypted and not the real content
s0 ≤ [qC,r,{m},A]2C {m}K
which does not imply that C also knows the real content. The situation is different for A and B, for
example we have the following for agent B
s0 ≤ [qB,r,{m}K,A]2B m
140Adding secrecy, reduces the powers of the intruder: he is not anymore the agent who knows everything.
Encoding secrecy constitutes future work, we have to encode the initial assumptions in such a way the
we can derive the above properties.
141Chapter 6
Algebraic Representation of Kripke
Semantics
The usual semantics for epistemic logic is the relational or Kripke models that encode the appearances
as accessibility relations on a set of states that stand for possible worlds for agents and calculate knowl-
edge set-theoretically. These models have been extended by Baltag Moss and Solecki [10] to model
communication actions and their effects on the knowledge of agents. The syntax of their logic DEL, has
been discussed in chapter three. In this chapter we explain the Kripke semantics of DEL and show how
it can be recasted and represented in our order-theoretic semantics of Epistemic Systems, presented in
chapter two. The novelty of DEL is that it models actions as states as Kripke models and then formal-
izes the effect of an action on knowledge by forming the (partial) product of the two structures. Our
theorem shows that models of DEL are instances or concrete versions of models of IDEAL. We start
with deﬁning Kripke models for states and actions and the product of the two. Examples will be pre-
sented along the way to make the understanding of concepts easier. We then abstract over these Kripke
models and build abstract DEL models in order to state our theorem. The proofs are straightforward
and follow from the way we abstract the state and action models. This means that any valid formula
in a model of DEL is valid in its corresponding order structure built by our theorem and also the other
way around. Although there exist dualities [28, 49] between Kripke models of epistemic logic and
order-theoretic structures, for instances boolean algebras with operators are algebraic models of classi-
cal modal logic [51, 50], nothing similar has been done for the setting of DEL. The other direction of
the construction of this chapter, mentioned in the joint work [8] is the ﬁrst of its kind.
6.1 Kripke Models
For a set of facts Φ and a ﬁnite set of agents A, a Kripke state model is a triple
S = (S,
A - ,µ)A∈A
142where S is the set of states,
A - is the accessibility relation for each agent A ∈ A, that is
A - ⊆ S × S ,
and µ is the valuation map deﬁned as follows
µ : S → P(Φ),
that encodes the following satisfaction relation
s |= φ iff φ ∈ µ(s).
The “facts” φ ∈ Φ are simple, objectives features of the world (“objective” in the sense of non-
epistemic, i.e. independent of the agents’ knowledge or believes), and the valuation maps tell us what
facts hold in a given state s ∈ S.
Example. Consider a coin-toss scenario where in front of two agents A and B, a referee C throws a
coin and covers it. So non of the agents including C himself know on which face the coin has landed.











In this model we have two states, one in which the coin lands heads up denoted as s, and another
in which the coin lands tails, denoted by t. So the set of states is S = {s,t}. The accessibility relation
for A tells us if s is the real world, agent A considers the worlds s and t as possible, because he does
not know on which face the coin has landed. So the set of accessibility relation for agent A is
A - = {(s,s),(s,t),(t,t),(t,s)}
and similarly for agents B and C, that is
B - =
C- = {(s,s),(s,t),(t,t),(t,s)}
The set of facts is {H,T}, where H is the fact that the coin is heads and T is the fact that the coin is
tails. The valuations are as follows
s |= H and t |= T
or in µ terms:
µ(s) = {H} and µ(t) = {T}
143This says that each state satisﬁes its corresponding facts.
Repackaging of Accessibility Relations Each accessibility relation can be repackaged as (or lifted
t) a map from the set of states to the power set of states as follows
fA : S → P(S) :: s 7→ fA(s) := {t ∈ S | s
A - t},
which corresponds to our algebraic appearance map of an agent A. The signiﬁcance of the appearance
maps is as follows: if t ∈ fA(s) then, whenever agent A is in state s he considers state t as a ‘possible
world’. In other words, if the actual state of the system is s, agent A thinks t may be the actual state.
For example in our coin-toss model above we have
fA(s) = {s,t} and fA(t) = {s,t}
and similarly for B and C.
As another example consider a case in which agents B and C can see the face of the coin, but agent
A cannot see it (although he knows that the others see it), so he is still uncertain if the coin is heads or











In this case only agent A is uncertain about the face of the coins and thus has several arrows between
states, that is
fA(s0) = fA(t0) = {s0,t0}
whereas agents B and C have only one arrow in each state, that is
fB(s0) = fC(s0) = {s0} and fB(t0) = fC(t0) = {t0}
This means that if the coin is heads up, B and C know it and similarly for tails up.
Epistemic Propositions We continue the repackaging by deﬁning a new notion of proposition:
Deﬁnition 6.1.1 An epistemic proposition P over a state model S is a subset P of S, containing all
the states at which the proposition is ‘true’.
We have to show how our valuations and appearance maps extend to this new notion of proposition.
The maps µ and fA of the state model are extended to elements of P as follows
fA(P) :=
[
{fA(s) | s ∈ P} ∈ P(S) µ(P) :=
\
{µ(s) | s ∈ P} ∈ P(Φ)
144Since epistemic propositions are just subsets of the set of states, appearance maps can be extend to them
point wisely, . So in order to calculate the appearance map of a set of states, we take the union of the
appearance maps of each element. For the valuations, we ﬁrst form the set of µ maps of each element
and then take the intersection of these sets. We use intersection and not union in deﬁning µ(P) since a
fact is entailed by an epistemic proposition when it holds at all the states of the proposition. This will
become clear by our example below. This is called a contravariant passage from P(S) to P(Φ), that
is the µ is order reversing. In other words, the actual algebra of facts is P(Φ)op, that is, the complete
boolean algebra P(Φ) where the order is reversed i.e.
φ1 ≤op φ2 ⇔ φ1 ⊇ φ2 .
While facts are simple and non-epistemic, and thus cannot be altered by epistemic actions (as explained
in chapter two), epistemic propositions can express complex features of the world, which may depend
on the agents’ knowledge (and so can be changed by epistemic actions). Facts can also be repackaged
as epistemic propositions, each fact φ ∈ Φ corresponds to an epistemic proposition as follows
Pφ := {s ∈ S | φ ∈ µ(s)},
saying that the fact holds in these state.
In the Toss model, H and T are facts expressing the heads up or tails up of the coin. The epistemic
propositions that correspond to these facts are the states in which the fact holds, that is PH = {s} and
PT = {t}. The epistemic propositions are
∅,{s},{t},{s,t} ⊆ {s,t}.
Where ∅ is the falsum (i.e. the trivially false epistemic proposition over S), and the set S = {s,t}
is the true proposition or a tautology. The appearance map of the falsum to any agent is itself, that is
fA(∅) = ∅. The appearance and µ maps of the singleton sets {s} and {t} are the same as their single
states, that is
fA({s}) = fA(s) and µ({s}) = µ(s)
The interesting case here is the epistemic proposition {s,t}. Its appearance is
fA({s,t}) = fA(s) ∪ fA(t) = {s,t} ∪ {s,t} = {s,t}
and it valuation map is
µ({s,t}) = µ(s) ∩ µ(t) = {H} ∩ {T} = ∅
this means that there is no fact in our model which is true at both states s and t, if we had taken the
union in our passage, we would get the set {H,T} as result, which would be wrong since it would
mean both heads and tails are true in proposition {s,t}, something we do not want.
145Given a state model, an epistemic proposition over a it can be depicted by double-circling the in-
cluded states, hence the double-circled states in the following state models represent the four epistemic
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When a proposition P has exactly one state s ∈ P (i.e. P = {s} is a singleton), we can use systematic
ambiguity, identifying the proposition with the state and writing e.g. s instead of {s}.
6.2 Action Models
Given a state model S, an action model over S is a triple
Σ = (Σ,
A - ,µ)
which is similar to a state model except that we think of the elements of Σ as possible actions instead
of possible states and the valuation map deﬁned as follows
µ : Σ → P(S),
assigns to each action σ a precondition, i.e. a proposition µ(σ) deﬁning the domain of applicability of
σ, that is
action σ can happen in a state s iff s ∈ µ(σ)
e.g. a truthful announcement of a proposition can only happen in those states where that proposition
holds. Note that since P(S) is boolean we can equivalently consider the states at which the action
cannot take place , denoted as
Ker(σ) := S \ µ(σ) for each σ ∈ Σ.
The accessibility relations are as before, for example σ1
A - σ2 says that if action σ1 is happening in
the real world, agent A thinks, or it appears to him that action σ2 is happening.
As an example, we introduce an action model over Toss. After catching the coin in his hand, the
referee might secretly take a peek at the coin before covering it while nobody notices this. The action







146where σ is the ‘cheating’ action and τ is the action in which ‘nothing happens’. If we assume that in
action σ the coin has landed heads, its precondition is the states in the state model Toss where the fact
H holds, that is
µ(σ) = {s}
We can also make a more precise action model to express that when the referee takes a peek, the coin
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We have replaced the single action σ by two actions σH and σT where µ(σH) = {s} and µ(σT) = {t},
specifying what the referee saw when he took a peek.
Epistemic Programs The accessibility relations are repackaged as appearance maps in exactly the
same way as in state models. We deﬁne a notion of epistemic program in the same lines as for epistemic
propositions as follows:
Deﬁnition 6.2.1 An epistemic program π over an action model Σ is a subset π of Σ.
The µ and fA maps are both extended to these subsets point wisely
µ(π) :=
[
{µ(σ) | σ ∈ π} ∈ P(S) and fA(π) :=
[
{fA(σ) | σ ∈ π} ∈ P(Σ).
The union in the deﬁnition of µ maps for programs says that an epistemic program is applicable where
at least one of its actions is applicable. If we had that the applicability for all of its actions, then the
passage would be, like for the valuations of epistemic propositions, contravariant. But the covariant
passage of precondition, makes the Ker map follow contravariantly, since it is the boolean negation of
precondition i.e. Ker(π) = S \ µ(π). That is we will have
Ker(π) :=
\
{Ker(σ) | σ ∈ π} ∈ P(S)
Note that we can have the notion of an empty program ∅ which stands for the impossible program, that
is a program that can never be performed, so its kernel is the set of all the states in our state model:
Ker(∅) = S and dually µ(∅) = ∅
We also have the notion of a program in which nothing happens, that is our τ in the coin-toss example.
This program can be performed everywhere since it does not do any thing and thus does not need any
147precondition, so its kernel is the empty set:
Ker(τ) = ∅ and dually µ(τ) = S
Similar to epistemic propositions, we depict a program over an action model by double-circling the
including actions of that program. Hence the picture of the program π = {σH,σT} over Σ is
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We also have the notion of a deterministic program, that is a program that contains only one action,
for example π = {σ}. As in the case of states and propositions, we use systematic ambiguity to identify
these programs with their unique underlying action, so we write σ instead of {σ}.
6.3 Epistemic Update
So far we have introduced state models for propositions and action models for programs. Programs
act on propositions and thus affect their truth value. In this section we formalize this notion via an
operation on the state and action models.
Given a state model S and an action model Σ over S we deﬁne their update product S⊗Σ to be a new
state model with the following set of states




This means that we take the cartesian product of the actions with states in which the precondition of
action holds. This can also be deﬁned as follows
S ⊗ Σ := {(s,σ) | s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ, s ∈ µ(σ)}
which expresses that update is a partial cartesian product between the set of states and the set of action;
S ⊗ Σ ⊆ S × Σ
It is partial since we through away the pairs (s,σ) ∈ S × Σ where the state does not satisfy the
precondition of the action s / ∈ µ(σ), so we have (s,σ) / ∈ S ⊗ Σ.
The appearance maps are extended to these pairs point wisely, that is as follows
for each (s,σ) ∈ S ⊗ Σ, fA(s,σ) := (fA(s) × fA(σ)) ∩ (S ⊗ Σ)
148This says that for each pair in the updated state model, we connect it to the pairs whose states were
connected to the state in the state model and whose actions were connected to the action in the action
model, of course only if the resulting pair is included in the set S⊗Σ. This can be equivalently deﬁned
as
fA(s,σ) = {(s0,σ0) | (s0,σ0) ∈ S ⊗ Σ, s0 ∈ fA(s), σ0 ∈ fA(σ)}
Hence the appearance map of a pair is also a partial cartesian product of the sets of appearances of the
state and that of the action:
fA(s,σ) ⊆ fA(s) × fA(σ)
The valuations maps remain the same in the updated model
µ(s,σ) := µ(s),
that is if a state state s had the valuation µ(s), then if it remains in the updated model, it will still have
the same valuation.
In our example, after the cheating action σH where the coin has lied Heads up, A and B do not
know the face of the coin. But since C took a peek, he knows the face of the coin! We want to show this
by showing the effect of the cheating on the original state model, that is by updating the state model
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The Cartesian product of the set of states of the state model and the set of actions of the action model is
Toss × σH = {(s,σH),(s,τ),(t,σH),(t,τ)}
from which the pair (t,σH) gets eliminated since t does not satisfy the precondition of σH, that is
t / ∈ µ(σH). So we have
Toss ⊗ σH = {(s,σH),(s,τ),(t,τ)}
Note that the action τ can be applied anywhere, that is any proposition satisﬁes its preconditions. The
appearance maps are extended to this pair point wisely, that is since s
A - s in Toss and σH
A - τ
in σH, we have that
(s,σH)
A - (s,τ)
and similarly for other pairs, another example would be
s
A - t and σH
A - τ thus (s,σH)
A - (t,τ)
149Other arrows are obtained in exactly the same way. The valuations remain the same, that is
µ(s,σH) = µ(s,τ) = µ(s) and µ(t,τ) = µ(t)
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We see that in this model there are no uncertainty arrows for agent C from the real state (s,σH): the
only possible state for C is the same state. So in this model agent C is no more uncertain about the face
of the coin, he knows it is heads. This is reﬂected in the valuation of the real state µ(s,σH) = {H}.
But agents A and B are still uncertain: they arrow to both states (s,τ) and (t,τ): in the ﬁrst one the
coin is heads µ(s,τ) = {H}, and in the second it is tails µ(t,τ) = {T}. Note that agents A and
B think that agent C is also uncertain about the face of the coin, since they do not know about the
cheating, that is why we have uncertainty arrows for C in the states that are accessible from the real
states for A and B.
Epistemic Propositions Updated by Epistemic Programs We have deﬁned the update of an action
model with a state model, we now extend it to update between epistemic programs and epistemic
propositions as follows:
Deﬁnition 6.3.1 We deﬁne the update product of an epistemic proposition P over S and an epistemic
program π over Σ as the epistemic proposition
P ⊗ π :=
[
σ∈π
(µ(σ) ∩ P) × {σ} ⊆ P × π over S ⊗ Σ.
This is a point wise extension, or restriction since here we have subsets of the original set of states and
actions, of the update of the state and action models. One way to obtain P ⊗ π is to update the state
model with the action model, but only consider the states in proposition P and the actions in program
π. One can also ﬁrst update the whole models and then reduce it to the subsets of states and actions.
It can be seen that an update results in the empty sets when none of the propositions on which we
want to do the update, satisfy the precondition of the program, that is
if P ⊗ π = ∅ then P ∩ µ(π) = ∅
150where ∅ is the falsum (i.e. the trivially false epistemic proposition over S).
6.4 Modalities
So far we have deﬁned state and action models and propositions and programs over them. Since
propositions and programs are sets, we can operate on them via the usual set theoretic operations
of union and intersection. We have also deﬁned the update of a proposition by a program via the set
theoretic notion of a partial cartesian product. In this section we deﬁne two more operations: epistemic
and dynamic modalities, these are also deﬁned set-theoretically but stand for more abstract categorical
operations of adjunction. The epistemic modality is usually deﬁned by de Morgan dualities and using
accessibility relations of a Kripke model. We show that our repackaging leads to the deﬁnition of
epistemic modality as the right adjoint to the appearance maps (repackaging of accessibility relations).
The dynamic modality, on the other hand, is known to arise from adjunction [47, 45], and we show how
in our setting it arises from epistemic update.
Epistemic Modality We deﬁne the epistemic modality for each agent A ∈ A as the unary connective
which assigns to proposition P ⊆ S over S another proposition as follows





  fA(s) ⊆ P
	
over S.
We read AP as ‘agent A knows or believes P’1. So the states in which agent A knows that
proposition P holds, that is 2AP, are the states that access the states of P, or in other words, all the
states that access P (all the states in which P holds). So if for all t accessible from s we have t ∈ P,
then we also have that t ∈ 2AP:
fA(s) ⊆ P iff s ∈ 2A P
In other words agent A knows the common part of all his appearances, if a state is in all his appear-
ances, then he knows it. We can say that appearances correspond to uncertainty and possibility, where
knowledge, being the common part of all appearances, corresponds to certainty and necessity. An agent
knows a proposition if it is consistently part of all his appearances. This relation is exactly the categor-
ical notion of adjunction: it says that appearances and knowledge form and adjoint pair (fA,2A), and
that moreover knowledge is the right adjoint to appearance, that is fA a 2A. This is is equivalent to
say the following
fA(P) ⊆ Q iff P ⊆ 2AQ
1Taking either ‘knows’ or ‘believes’ depends on the context.
151which can easily be seen from our deﬁnition of knowledge above:
t ∈ 2AP iff fA(t) ∈ P
Dynamic Modality We deﬁne the dynamic modality for each epistemic program π over Σ as the
unary connective which assigns to proposition P ⊆ S over S another proposition.
Deﬁnition 6.4.2 The dynamic modality [π]P is read as ‘after doing program π, proposition P holds’
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over S.
The states in which after π, proposition P holds, are the states that when updated with program π,
will satisfy P, that is if s ⊗ π is in P then it is also in [π]P:
if {s} ⊗ π ⊆ P then s ∈ [π]P and vice versa
So if we put all such states in a set, that is take the union of all of them, we have the proposition [π]P.
In this sense, the proposition [π]P is the set of all the states on which you can do π and after that P
will become true. This says that dynamic modality forms an adjoint pair with update (− ⊗ π,[π]−)
and that it is the right adjoint of update − ⊗ π a [π]−. This is equivalent to the following
Q ⊗ π ⊆ P iff Q ⊆ [π]P
which can easily be derived from our deﬁnition of dynamic modality. The dynamic modality [π]P
is also referred to as weakest precondition for a program π in literature [47], it is the union of all
the propositions that should be true before π so that P is true afterwards. In this sense the updated
proposition P ⊗π provides the strongest postcondition for P with respect to program π: for each state
in P ⊗ π the proposition P holds before running the π.
6.5 Operations on Action Models
Union and intersection of sets of states in a state model corresponds to logical disjunction and con-
junction of epistemic programs deﬁned over that state model. However, only union makes sense in the
context of programs. We can of course form the intersection of a sub set of actions, but program wise
it would not correspond to a meaningful program operations based on its subset programs. Natural
operations on programs are choice of two programs and also sequential composition of them. In this
section we show how these two connectives can be deﬁned in our setting.
152Non-Deterministic Choice We ﬁrst introduce the notion of non-determinism on epistemic programs
using the inclusion between the two: whenever a program is a subset of another one π1 ⊆ π2 then the
bigger program π2 is obtained from the smaller one π1 by increasing non-determinism. So we have the
following
π = {σ1,σ2} stands for “either action σ1 or action σ2 takes place”.
That is for example program π1 has only one state but π2 has two states, one of them he shares with π1:
π1 = {σ1} ⊆ {σ1,σ2} = π2
so we say that since π2 has more states, it can perform either of them, and so it is ﬁrstly non-
deterministic and also more non-deterministic than π1, since in this example π1 only has one state
and is very deterministic. We can also have inclusions like the following
π2 = {σ1,σ2} ⊆ {σ1,σ2,σ3} = π3
where π2 is more deterministic than π3, since π3 has three states either of which can be performed,
where as π2 has two.
In our example where the referee took a peek, pictured below
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wehavethreeactionsσH, σT andτ andtheepistemicprogram{σH,σT}standsforthenon-deterministic
action σ, which says that what the referee sees after taking a peek, can be heads σH or tails σT, either
can happen and it is not the referee that controls it.
Deﬁnition 6.5.1 We deﬁne the non-deterministic choice of two epistemic programs Σ1 and Σ2 over S
of two action models Σ1 and Σ2 as the union of them
Σ1 ∪ Σ2
It means either do Σ1 or do Σ2. The set of states of this program is the union of the set of states of
Σ1 and Σ2. The appearance maps of the union is the union of appearance maps and the precondition of
the unions is also the union of preconditions.
Sequential Composition Another natural operation on programs is the sequential composition of
them. This cannot be deﬁned as easy as the choice, we have to form the cartesian product of the two
programs that are sequentially composing, and build a new action model for the composition.
153Deﬁnition 6.5.2 The sequential composition Σ1•Σ2 over S of two action models Σ1 and Σ2 both over
S means ‘ﬁrst do Σ1 and then do Σ2’ and is deﬁned as
Σ1 • Σ2 := Σ1 × Σ2 fA(σ1,σ2) := fA(σ1) × fA(σ2) µ(σ1,σ2) := µ(σ1) ∩ [σ1]µ(σ2).
This construction is very similar to the update of an action model and a state model, the ﬁrst
difference is that there we had partial cartesian product, here we have the full product set. This means
that we assume any program can be sequentially composed with another program, although when
updating, the composed program might not go through. This is because of the other difference, which
is about calculating the precondition of the composition. The precondition of the composition of two
actions, is the intersection of the precondition of the ﬁrst one and the weakest precondition that should
be true before the second one so that the precondition of the second one becomes true afterwards. So if
the ﬁrst action can be performed on a state, but it results in a state that does not satisfy the precondition
of the second action, then the composition can not go through, although its ﬁrst action was successful.
This says that a composition only goes through if ﬁrstly, the ﬁrst action can go through and secondly,
the resulting states of the ﬁrst update satisfy the precondition of the second action.
As an example consider the sequential composition of the taking a peek (discussed before) and
an announcements of heads. So the referee C, ﬁrst takes a peek and sees that for example the coin is
heads, and then announces the result publicly to every one. The action model for the announcement has
just one state call it σ0, which is accessible to all the agents (the action is public) and its precondition is
heads H. It is pictured as follows
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If we call the ﬁrst action model Σ1 and the second one Σ2, the set of the states of the result action
model is
Σ1 × Σ2 = {(σH,σ0),(τ,σ0)}
The appearance map of agent A on the state (σH,σ0) is calculated as follows
fA(σH,σ0) = fA(σH) × fA(σ0) = {τ} × {σ0} = {(τ,σ0)}
which is also equal to fB(σH,σ0). The appearance of C on this state is
fC(σH,σ0) = fC(σH) × fC(σ0) = {σH} × {σ0} = {(σH,σ0)}
154In the same way the appearance of the three of them of the second state (τ,σ0) is
fA(τ,σ0) = fB(τ,σ0) = fC(τ,σ0) = {(τ,σ0)}
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The preconditions for the ﬁrst state is calculated as follows
µ(σH,σ0) = µ(σH) ∩ [σH]µ(σ0) = {H} ∩ {H} = {H}
since in order for σH to perform, the coin should be heads, which is the same as the precondition of the
announcement of heads in σ0. For the second state we have
µ(τ,σ0) = µ(τ) ∩ [τ]µ(σ0) = {H,T} ∩ {H} = {H}
Note that if for example T was announced in σ0, then we had µ(τ,σ0) = ∅, which means the composi-
tion could not go through and update our state model.
We deﬁne the sequential composition of the epistemic programs, or the subsets of our actions as
follows
Deﬁnition 6.5.3 We deﬁne the sequential composition of two epistemic programs π1 over Σ1 and π2
over Σ2 as the epistemic proposition π1 • π2 := π1 × π2 over Σ1 • Σ2.
Before proceedings to state our theorem, we need to construct an action model from the action that
does nothing, that is τ. We need this since we want to (later) close our action models under sequential
composition.
The action model over a state model S is a τ model iff
τ = {τ} µτ = S fA(τ) = {τ}.
Notice the use of systematic ambiguity: we denoted with the same name τ both the program τ and its
only action. It is easy to see that this action is a unit, up to isomorphism, both for update product and
sequential composition, that is
P ⊗ τ ∼ = P and π • τ ∼ = π
1556.6 The Theorem
We have introduced and repackaged DEL and its set-theoretic constructions in a way that enables us to
talk about it in an order-theoretic system. Our main repackaging was the repackaging of accessibility
relations of a Kripke structure as a subset of the set of states, rather than a relation on it. This helped
us to bring together all the states accessible to a state in one set, rather having to browse through the
relation. In the same lines, we have considered subsets of set of states of a model (state of action) as our
main elements (propositions and programs) and showed how operations of DEL, and most importantly
update, can be deﬁned in terms of these subsets. This repackaging enabled us to deﬁne our epistemic
anddynamicmodalitiesascategoricaladjoints, deﬁnedaccordinglyintermsofappearancesandupdate,
which also enabled us to provide each modality with a set of answers, rather than having to check all
the accessibility relations each time we need to know a modal proposition is true. In this section we
show, how these repackagings help us to deﬁne an order-theoretic model for DEL, to which we refer to
as concrete epistemic systems, which are variants (more restricted) of epistemic systems, since concrete
epistemic systems are based on completely atomistic boolean algebras where as epistemic systems are
based on sup-lattices, .
Concrete epistemic systems and DEL Models Given a state model S and an action model Σ, we
want to build a larger model to reason about knowledge of agents about all the states and actions,
including their updates and sequential composition and choice. This larger model should contain all
the proposition on the state model and all the programs of the action model, which means all the
subsets of the states and actions, obtained by taking the power set of the states and action. But it should
also contain the resulting states of any operation that can be done on them, for example the updated
propositions and sequentially composed programs. So before taking the power set of our state and
action model, we have to close them under update product and sequential composition, and also add
the unit of composition, that is our τ model, to the action model. This model is deﬁned below
Deﬁnition 6.6.1 A DEL model is a pair (S,Σ) where S is a state model and Σ is an action model over
S such that τ ∈ Σ, (S ⊗ Σ) ⊆ S and (Σ • Σ) ⊆ Σ.
Nowwehaveallthepropositionsandprograms, includingupdatedones, weformthepowersetsofeach
element, which is a complete lattice but has more properties, This will be our concrete order-theoretic
model. It is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 6.6.2 Given a DEL model (S,Σ), a concrete epistemic system is the following triple
(P(S),P(Σ),{fA}A∈A).
The Theorem and its Proof Note that the concrete epistemic system pair goes equipped with valu-
ation µ, appearance maps {fA}A∈A and all other operations of the DEL model extended to P(S) and
156P(Σ) as we repackaged above. With all these operations, it is easy to show that a concrete model is
actually a pair quantale and its right module endowed with appearance endomorphisms. The power
sets form complete lattices, so both P(S) and P(Σ) are sup-lattices. The joins are the unions in each
power set, on the propositions and also on the programs. The power set of programs P(Σ) has a mul-
tiplication, which is the sequential composition of the epistemic programs as deﬁned above. It follows
from our construction that this multiplication preserves unions, this is because sequential composition
is a cartesian product, which preserve unions. The unit of multiplication is our τ program that does
nothing. So (P(Σ),⊆,∪,•,τ) forms a quantale. The action of the quantale on the module is our epis-
temic update, it preserves unions since it is also a (partial) cartesian product. We state and prove some
lemmas before proving the main theorem.
Lemma 6.6.3 The following are true:




, sequential composition as • and τ as 1 form a quantale.




and update product as ⊗ form a right P(Σ)-module.
iii. The pair (P(S),P(Σ)) is an atomistic system. The atoms of the module P(S) correspond to the
states s ∈ S, while the atoms of the quantale P(Σ) correspond to the actions σ ∈ Σ.
Proof. For the ﬁrst part, since power sets are complete lattices, we just have to show that sequential
composition preserves unions, that is for π and αi epistemic programs over an action model Σ, we have

















which is equal to the following by the property of cartesian product (it preserves unions)
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The proof for the other direction is done symmetrically. We also have to show that τ is the unit of
sequential composition
π • τ = τ • π = τ
Consider the ﬁrst equation, by deﬁnition it is equal to
π × {τ} ∼ = π
which is isomorphic to π, the singleton set {τ} being the unit of cartesian product.
157For the second part, since a power set is a complete lattice we have that P(S) is a sup-lattice, so we
just have to show that update product is the action of the quantale P(Σ) on P(S). We ﬁrst show that it
is join-preserving, that is for P,Pi ⊆ S and π,πi ⊂ Σ) we should have
[
i
Pi ⊗ π =
[
i







For the ﬁrst one we have by deﬁnition the following
[
i
Pi ⊗ π = {(si,σ) | si ∈
[
i
Pi,σ ∈ π,si ∈ µ(σ)}
which is equal to the following
[
i




The proof for the other argument is done symmetrically. The second thing we have to show is that
update is associative over the sequential composition, that is
P ⊗ (π1 • π2) = (P ⊗ π1) ⊗ π2
We start from the left hand side
P ⊗ (π1 • π2) = {(s,(σ1,σ2)) | s ∈ P,σ1 ∈ π1,σ2 ∈ π2,s ∈ µ(σ1) ∩ [σ1]µ(σ2)}
each element of which is by re-bracketing isomorphic to ((s,σ1),σ2). We have to show that the pre-
conditions also hold, that is
s ∈ µ(σ1) ∩ [σ1]µ(σ2) iff s ∈ µ(σ1) and s ⊗ σ1 ∈ µ(σ2)
now by adjunction between update and dynamic modality we get
s ∈ µ(σ1) ∩ [σ1]µ(σ2) iff s ∈ µ(σ1) and s ∈ [σ1]µ(σ2)
which gets us to the right hand side. The last thing we have to show is that update preserves the unit of
sequential composition, that is
P ⊗ τ = P
which is again a very easy proof, since every state satisﬁes the precondition of τ and we have the
following isomorphism
P ⊗ τ = {(s,τ) | s ∈ P,s ∈ µ(τ)} ∼ = {s | s ∈ P} = P
158We have proved parts (i) and (ii) of the proposition and by these it follows that (P(S),P(Σ)) is a
system. The atomistic condition follows since both the module and quantale are power sets, and more
over if s is a state and σ an action, then by the product construction (s ⊗ σ) = {(s,σ)} is a state since
it does not contain a union. And similarly on the quantale we have that if σ1 and σ2 are two actions, so
is σ1 • σ2 = {(σ1,σ2)}. 2
We now extend our pair of quantale and module to an epistemic system, using the appearance maps:
Lemma 6.6.4 The following are true
i. The appearance maps fA : P(S) → P(S) are sup-homomorphisms.
ii. The appearance maps on actionsfA : P(Σ) → P(Σ) are sup-homomorphisms and satisfy the
following for π1,π2 epistemic programs
fA(π1 • π2) ∼ = fA(π1) • fA(π2)
iii. The following holds between the update product and the appearance maps
fA(P ⊗ π) ∼ = fA(P) ⊗ fA(π)










which is equal to [
i
[




The join preservation of appearance of epistemic programs is veriﬁed in the same way as above. It
remainstoshowtheequalitybetweenappearanceofsequentialcompositionandsequentialcomposition
of appearances:
fA(π1 • π2) =
[
{fA(σ1 • σ2) | σ1 • σ2 ∈ π1 • π2}
which is equal to the following by deﬁnition of appearance of sequential composition
[
{fA(σ1) × fA(σ2) | {σ1} × {σ2} ⊆ π1 × π2}
and this is equal to
[
{fA(σ1) | σ1 ∈ π1} ×
[
{fA(σ2) | σ2 ∈ π2} = fA(π1) × fA(π2) = fA(π1) • fA(π2)
159The reason for equality rather than the inequality of epistemic systems is that in DEL sequential compo-
sition of any two programs is allowed, where as in our algebraic setting, we do not allow any sequential
composition, if the outcome of ﬁrst program does not satisfy the precondition of the second one, their
sequential composition, by the deﬁnition in our algebra, will be impossible (that is ⊥). In DEL this
is only reﬂected in the update of the sequential composition, that is if the sequential composition is
impossible, it is still formed, but cannot perform an update on the propositions.
For the third part, we show that the following two sets are equivalent
fA(P ⊗ π) =
[
{fA(s,σ) | s ∈ P,σ ∈ π,s ∈ µ(σ)}
fA(P) ⊗ fA(π) = {(s0,σ0) | s0 ∈ fA(P),σ0 ∈ fA(π),s0 ∈ µ(σ0)}
Since we have closed the set of propositions under all updates S ⊗ Σ ⊆ S, in a concrete epistemic
system the update map has become a total map. So for P ⊆ S and π ⊆ Σ if we have P ⊗π = ∅ then it
should be the case that either P = ∅ or π = ∅. As a result of this, the µ conditions in the deﬁnition of
fA’s of update above can be ignored. This makes the above two sets equivalent and thus the stronger
equality version of the update inequality true. 2
Theorem 6.6.5 The concrete epistemic system (P(S),P(Σ),{fA}A∈A) is an atomistic epistemic sys-
tem.
Proof. Follows by lemmas 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6 above. 2
In order to be consistent with the terminology of [8], we call an epistemic system with the equality
versions of the update and mutiplication inequalities as follows
Deﬁnition 6.6.6 An epistemic system where the update and multiplication inequalities lift to equalities
is called a strong epistemic system.
So the above theorem becomes as follows
Theorem 6.6.7 Theconcreteepistemicsystem(P(S),P(Σ),{fA}A∈A)isastrongatomisticepistemic
system.
6.7 Variations on Epistemic Modalities
So far we have only had two unary operators on epistemic propositions and we saw how one can be seen
as a knowledge modality. As discussed in the chapter on algebra, one can get more modalities by asking
the module to be a boolean algebra (as is the case here), or to ask more properties for appearances, or
compose the adjoints. In this section we will do the same construction but in a set-theoretic way.
160Properties of the Module In chapter two we showed how the diamond epistemic modality arises in
a Boolean Algebra. In the boolean setting of a powerset P(S), each relation R ⊆ S × S can be lifted
to a sup-map fR : P(S) → P(S) where fR assigns the image of R to the element of each singleton,
that is as follows
fR({x}) = {y ∈ S | xRy}
It can easily be seen that fR is union preserving and thus a sup-map and thus it has a Galois right adjoint
denoted as f∗
R : P(S) → P(S), that is
fR a f∗
R .
Moreover each relation R ⊆ S ×S has an inverse R−1 ⊆ S ×S, which can also be lifted to a sup map
fR−1. This sup map is called the linear adjoint of fR and denoted as follows
fR−1 = f+
R : P(S) → P(S).
The boolean setting also provides us with a full classical negation, which is deﬁned using the comple-
ment operation on sets. That is for any subset X ⊆ S it negation is deﬁned as Xc := S \X. The linear
adjoint and negation give rise to the following proposition:
Proposition 6.7.1 In a Boolean Algebra P(S), every pair of maps f,g : P(S) → P(S) that form an
adjunction f a g gives rise to another pair of adjoint maps on their linear adjoints f+ a g+ deﬁned as
f+ = g(Xc)c and g+ = f(Xc)c.
Proof. For P,Q ⊆ S:
f(P) a g(P)
f(Pc) ⊆ Qc ⇔ Pc ⊆ g(Qc)
(Qc)c ⊆ (f(Pc))c ⇔ (g(Qc))c ⊆ (Pc)c
Q ⊆ (f(Pc))c ⇔ (g(Qc))c ⊆ P
Q ⊆ g+(P) ⇔ f+(Q) ⊆ P
f+(P) a g+(P)
2















161Using the above proposition we can calculate the linear adjoint to our appearance mops that is f+
A,
recall that fA’s were calculated by lifting from accessibility relations, as follows:
f+
A(P) = (2APc)c = {s ∈ S | ∀t ∈ fA(s),t ∈ Pc}c
= {s ∈ S | ∀t ∈ fA(s),t / ∈ P}c
= P(S) \ {s ∈ S | ∀t ∈ fA(s),t / ∈ P}
= {s ∈ S | ∃t ∈ fA(P),t ∈ P}.
This operation is the Diamond modality of epistemic logic
3AP = {s ∈ S | ∃t ∈ fA(s),t ∈ P},
If we interpret 2AP as the past of (all of) proposition P, that is propositions that hold before P holds
now, then we can interpret 3AP as past of part of P (as opposed to past of all of P in 2A). We can
similarly calculate the linear adjoint to the box modality, that is 2+
A and we get
2+
AP = fA(Pc)c =
[
{fA(s) | s ∈ Pc}c
=
[
{s ∈ S | s / ∈ fA(Pc)}.
The epistemic signiﬁcance of linear adjoint to epistemic modality fA(Pc)c is not yet clear to me. It
can be read as all the propositions an agent does not consider true if P does not hold in the real world.
Temporally, it signiﬁes the propositions that do not hold in the future of Pc. Note that ’future of P’ or
fA(P) and ’future of not P’ or fA(Pc) might not be distinct fA(P) ∩ fA(Pc) 6= ∅. That is future of
Pc is not the complement of the future of P, fA(Pc) 6= (fA(P))c. Similarly ’future of P’ or fA(P) and
’not future of not P’ or (fA(Pc))c might have a non-empty intersection fA(P) ∩ (fA(Pc)c) 6= ∅, and
moreover fA(P) 6= (fA(Pc))c.
Properties of Appearance As discussed before, our epistemic modality 2A has the properties of the
K modality of normal epistemic logics. In the semantics chapter we showed how one gets different
modalities, e.g. T and S4, by closure and co-closure properties of fA maps. In this section we go
through the same constructions but using set-theoretic constructions on accessibility relations. As
mentioned before, the relational properties that are usually asked for accessibility relations, will not
work with our repackaged appearance maps. We need to ask for order properties. For example in the
usual Kripke structures, the transitivity of accessibility relation leads to positive introspection for the
epistemic modality. If we translate the transitivity of the accessibility relation RA to the appearance
maps fA derives from it, we get the following
Q ⊆ fA(P) ∧ W ⊆ fA(Q) ⇒ W ⊆ fA(P)
162But his does not lead to positive introspection of knowledge, that is
(Q ⊆ fA(P) ∧ W ⊆ fA(Q) ⇒ W ⊆ fA(P)) ; 2AP ⊆ 2A2AP .
Thereasonisthatbyappearance-knowledgeadjunction, 2AP ⊆ 2A2AP isequivalenttofA(fA(2AP)) ⊆
P. So to prove 2AP ⊆ 2A2AP it is enough to show fA(fA(2AP)) ⊆ P, but this cannot be proven
by our transitivity assumptions. As discussed chapter two, the right way to go to prove for example
positive introspection of knowledge, is to assume fA is idempotent. That is
fA(fA(P)) ⊆ fA(P) ⇒ 2AP ⊆ 2A2AP .
The idempotence offA enables us to say fA(fA(2AP)) ⊆ P is equal to fA(2AP) ⊆ P, which is true
by appearance-knowledge adjunction.
Composition of Adjoints Following the same path as chapter two, we can compose the appearance
map with knowledge to get two more modalities. These composition modalities are deﬁned set theo-
retically as
A := fA(2AP) =
[
{fA(s) | fA(s) ⊆ P}
0
A := 2AfA(P) = {s ∈ S | fA(s) ⊆ fA(P)}
The second equation can be more simpliﬁed to 0
A = {s ∈ S | s ⊆ P}. Given a proposition P, 0
A
returns the states in which P holds. The ﬁrst composition modality A returns the accessible states





In this appendix we show how sup-enriched categories provide semantics for our epistemic systems.
The theory of quantales and modules in an enriched categorical setting has been studied in [20, 58] and
also investigated in detail in [85]. First, we go over the construction of a tensor product for sup lattices
and show how this tensor makes the category sup a monoidal closed category. By this it follows that
sup is enriched in itself. Then, we recast our epistemic setting in the sup-enriched category sup. There
are two main feature to this categorical semantics:
1. Each agent has his own propositions, updates, facts and kernels. Reality is a ﬁxed agent of the
setting and this encodes real propositions, updates, facts and kernel of actions.
2. Appearance of each agent is the lax sup-enriched natural transformation between reality and each
agent’s propositions.
Thesefeaturesallowustoencodemoreinterestingcasesofepistemicscenariossuchasmuddychildren.
For example when the update ability of each child, together with his set of facts are different from that
of other children and also different from reality and this leads to a different reasoning scheme for each
agent. It then becomes very interesting to investigate how these personalized setting affect the problem
of logical omniscience, mentioned in the introduction.
7.1 Sup as a Sup-Enriched Category
Consider two sup-lattices L and M in the category of sup-lattices and join-preserving maps, that is
Sup, and their tensor product L ⊗ M deﬁned in terms of the meet preserving maps Inf(Lop,M). We









where × is a direct product, i.e. cartesian product equipped with point wise order (cf. Coecke and
Moore in [25]). The universal property expressed in this diagram says that given two join-preserving
maps φ : L × M → L ⊗ M and f : L × M → N, there exists a unique join-preserving map
ˆ f : L ⊗ M → N that makes the above diagram commute. In the other direction, given φ and any
join-preserving map ˆ f from L⊗M to N, the composition φ; ˆ f provides us with a map from L×M to
N.
For L ⊗ M = Inf(Lop,M) the φ map deﬁned below inputs a pair (a,b) ∈ L × M and outputs a
meet-preserving map φ(a,b) ∈ L ⊗ M:
φ(a,b) : Lop → M ::

   
   
> 7→ >
{↑a} \ {1} 7→ b
{↑a}c 7→ ⊥
(7.1)
Note that φ(a,b) is a mapping that lives in L ⊗ M and maps the empty meet
V
∅ = > in Lop to >
in M, so it preserves the empty meet in Lop. It can be shown that it also preserves all other meets. On
the other hand, φ should preserve all joins including the empty ones in both arguments. That is, it has
to map both (⊥,b) and (a,⊥) to the smallest map in L⊗M, which sends > to > and everything else to
⊥. It is easy to verify that φ preserves the empty joins in both arguments and that it is order preserving.
For a given f, the unique ˆ f : L ⊗ M → N is derived by g 7→
W
a∈L f(a,g(a)). It can be shown
that f(a,b) =
W
x∈L f(x,φ(a,b)(x)) and this makes the above diagram commute by replacing φ(a,b)
for g. The uniqueness of ˆ f can be shown by proving that all other maps g in L ⊗ M \ Img(φ) can be
written in terms of φ using the equation g =
W
a∈L φ(a,g(a)).
Using the universal property of tensor and observing that direct product (point wise cartesian prod-
uct) of sup-lattices is the categorical product in Sup, it can be shown that ⊗ is a symmetric monoidal
tensor in Sup with I = 2 (the lattice with two elements ⊥ and >) equipped with two morphisms
l : I ⊗M → M and r : M ⊗I → M that correspond to the isomorphism M ⊗I ∼ = M and satisfy co-
herence axioms. Each morphism 2 → M sends ⊥ to ⊥ and > to an arbitrary element in M. Moreover
and by using the universal property and closedness of direct product, it can be shown that L ( M,
deﬁned as Sup(L,M), is the co-tensor and thus Sup(L⊗M,N) ∼ = Sup(L,M ( N). The morphism
(L ( M) ⊗ L → M is the evaluation morphism of [20] denoted as evL,M. By the isomorphism
(Inf(Lop,Mop))op ∼ = Sup(L,M) we get L ( M ∼ = (L ⊗ Mop)op and thus the *-autonomy of Sup.
165It has to be noted that all these hold by taking L ⊗ M = Gal(L,M) deﬁned in [71].
Since Sup is monoidal closed, it is enriched in itself [20]. Closedness of sup can be seen by
observing that for all objects L,M in Sup, L ( M = Sup(L,M) is also a sup-lattice and thus an
object of Sup (the object of morphism ). For all L,M,N in Sup, the composition morphism
SupL,M,N : Sup(L,M) ⊗ Sup(M,N) → Sup(L,N)
can be rewritten as
(L ( M) ⊗ (M ( N) → (L ( N),
By adjunction and symmetry, this corresponds to the following composite
(L ( M) ⊗ L ⊗ (M ( N) → M ⊗ (M ( N) → N .
For each L in Sup, the identity morphism on L is uL : I → Sup(L,L) and by adjunction corresponds
to the isomorphism I ⊗ L ∼ = L.
7.2 Quantale as a One-Object Sup-Enriched Category
Consider a one object sup-enriched category Q and its only object ∗. The morphism object in Sup
Q(∗,∗) corresponds to the elements of a quantale Q. The composition morphism
Q∗,∗,∗ : Q(∗,∗) ⊗ Q(∗,∗) → Q(∗,∗)
corresponds to the quantale multiplication (q,q0) 7→ q • q0 by the universal property of tensor. The
identity morphism on ∗ i.e. u∗ : 2 → Q(∗,∗) picks the unit of quantale from Q(∗,∗) and makes
the following diagram (interaction between unit of quantale and unit of Sup ) and a similar one for r
commute:
2 ⊗ Q(∗,∗)




= = = = = = = = = = = = = = Q(∗,∗)
SupQ,Q,Q
?
Note that u∗ ∈ Sup(2,Q), which is also isomorphic to Q. To see this recall 2 ∼ = 2op and
(Sup(2op,Q))op ∼ = Inf(2,Qop) ∼ = Qop and thus Sup(2op,Q) ∼ = Q.
1667.3 Modules as Sup-Enriched Functors
A right module M over a quantale Q with the right action φ : M ⊗ Q → M is a sup-enriched functor
M : Q → Sup. It assigns to ∗ a sup-lattice M(∗) = M ∈ Sup and a sup-morphism
M∗,∗ : Q(∗,∗) → Sup(M(∗),M(∗)).
That is to say each element q of the quantale is sent to a map φ(−,q) ∈ Sup(M,M). These data are
required to make the following diagram commute,
Q(∗,∗) ⊗ Q(∗,∗)








This diagram corresponds to the module equation φ(m,q • q0) = φ(φ(m,q),q0). We should also have
that u∗ ◦M∗,∗ = uM(∗), which corresponds to the other module equation φ(m,1) = m. Diagrammat-







A system (M,Q) can now be depicted as
Q
M - Sup
where Q is a one object sup-enriched category, and M is a sup-enriched functor.
7.4 Appearances as Sup-Enriched Natural Transformations
In previous chapters we showed how epistemic actions form a quantale Q and epistemic propositions
form a Q-right module M and that the action of the module is the epistemic update of a proposition.
This setting is based on the same update for all the agents. However, it is very reasonable to consider
different update schemes for different agents. Moving to the categorical setting equips us with a better
167mean to personalize the update of each agent1. This is done by considering different sup-enriched
functors MA,MB,··· for each agent. For example, a functor MA results in propositions that are true
in agent A’s mind, that is MA(∗) = MA together with her personal updates MA(q) = φA(−,q). The
inequality MA(q) ≤ MA(q0) says that the update by q is stronger than the update by q0 in the sense
than the latter is implied by the former (the passage is contravariant) i.e. φA(mA,q) ≤ φA(mA,q0). In
the same way the update that implies and implied by top φA(mA,q) = > in MA is the weakest update.
Similarly mA ≤ φA(mA,q) means a negative update, since the proposition after update is derivable
even before update.
We ﬁx an agent R to metaphorically represent the reality and MR stands for the ‘real world’,
that is the real propositions and updates. The appearance maps of agents can be seen as the way
real propositions and updates appear to each agents. The connection between real and each agent’s







This natural transformation consists in giving for ∗ ∈ Q, a morphism α∗
A : 2 → Sup(MR,MA) in
Sup, which satisﬁes the axiom of naturality [20]. The lax such natural transformation expresses our
appearance-update inequality, where the appearance of real update φR(−,q) to agent A is stronger than
the agent A’s personalized update φA(−,q) on his own appearances. Abusing the notation, the instance
α∗















Two times pasting the laxity diagram results in an inequality for the appearance of update with sequen-
1This can also be done in the algebraic setting, by assuming a family of updates {·A}A∈A one for each agent, making the
setting rather crowded.
168tial composition of actions















The meet-preserving Galois right adjoint to the appearance of each agent αA a α
†
A is itself a natural
transformation in Inf(MR,MA). The composition α
†
A ◦ αA of this adjoint natural transformation
pair (αA,α
†
A) enables us to compare the appearance of each agent to reality. One can think of this
composition as knowledge of the agent. For example the extreme case when αA and α
†
A are inverses,
we have that α
†
A(αA(mR)) = mR, which expresses agent A’s certain knowledge of reality. In another
extreme case where α
†
A(αA(mR)) = >MR , agent A has no knowledge of what is really going on!







R)). This composition should indeed be, as it is in these cases, consistent
with the adjoint inequalities
αA(α
†
A(mA)) ≤ mA and mA ≤ α
†
A(αA(mA)).





B(αB(mR)) says that agent A has more knowledge of reality than agent
B. In the same way, we can talk about the way agent A appears to agent B and the other way around
(how B appears to A) by looking at natural transformations between the modules of the two, that is
αAB : MA ⇒ MB and αBA : MB ⇒ MA both satisfying similar update inequalities
αAB(φA(mA,q)) ≤ φB(αAB(mA),q) and αBA(φB(mB,q)) ≤ φA(αBA(mB),q).
Facts are also personalized, so the ’real facts’ are
FR = {fR ∈ MR | ∀q ∈ Sup(Q,Q),φR(fR,q) = fR}.
Each agent has its own set of facts (we can call these dogmas) stable under his own updates
FA = {fA ∈ MA | ∀q ∈ Sup(Q,Q),φA(fA,q) = fA}.
169We have the following, by the fact equality for real facts and the lax natural transformations
αA(fR) = αA(φR(fR,q)) ≤ φA(αA(fR),q)
One can establish some consistencies between the real and personalized facts. For example, if we ask
αA(fR) ∈ FA then we get φA(αA(fR),q) = fA and thus αA(fR) = fA. This means that appearance
of real facts to agents are a subset of the facts of the agents and so appearance preserve real facts. The
kernels of each action can also be personalized for each agent
kerA(q) = {mA ∈ MA | φA(mA,q) = ⊥}
Using the laxity diagram we can show
αA(mR) ∈ kerA(q) implies αA(φR(mR,q)) = ⊥.
On the other hand,
m / ∈ kerR(q) implies αA(m) / ∈ kerA(q).
This is due to the strict inequality ⊥ < MR(q)(m), order preservation of α, i.e. α(⊥) = ⊥ <
MR(q);αA and the laxity MR(q);αA ≤ αA;MA(q). That is MA(q)(αA(m)) 6= ⊥. It can also be
shown that
m ≤ m0 and m0 ∈ kerA(q) implies m ∈ kerA(q).




A(m0)) are also in kerA(q). So some consistency between the
real and personalized kernels follows.
To conclude, the categorical semantics establishes agents as different types and distinguishes be-
tween their abilities. This provides us with more room in the formalism. The extra room can be used
to model reasoning of non-uniform agents in multi-agent systems, and thus makes us get closer to real
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